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ABSTRACT

Organic molecular electronic materials are used in many applications such as
chemical sensors, p-n junction devices, photovoltaics and xerography. Chlorogallium phthalocyanine (GaPc-Cl), shown by previous research in this group to have
exceptional photoelectrochemical properties and sensitivity to chemical dopants such
as oxygen and hydrogen, is suspected to be influenced by growth conditions and
subsequent exposure to ambient conditions.
GaPc-CI films were grown on interdigitated array microcircuits in an ultra high
vacuum chamber and several solid state parameters (in vacuum) were measured.
This yielded information concerning: structural trap concentration; chemical
impurity concentration and energetic levels; trap depths; ohmic or space charge
limited current behavior; quantum efficiencies; and, photocurrent sensitivity to
changes in illumination intensity. Films with higher chemical impurity
concentrations had larger rise and decay times; high dark currents and low dark
activation energies; larger photoactivation energies; a poor contrast of photo-to-dark
current; extended ohmic regions in dark current-voltage curves; enhanced absorbed
light quantum efficiencies; and low sensitivity of photocurrent to changes in light
intensity.
Chemical dopants (02' NH 3, N0 2 and TCNQ) were then chemisorbed on the
films and uptake curves were obtained by monitoring dark and/or photocurrent
responses. Solid state measurements were repeated for comparison and contrast to
the native state. 02 and NH3 cause irreversible dark and photocurrent decreases
followed by reversible dark and photocurrent increases. TCNQ and N0 2 ca used
immediate reversible photo and dark current increases. Solid state parameters varied
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depending on whether the dopant was surface-bound (TCNQ), or could intercalate
into the bulk (02' NH g and N0 2).
XPS and UPS experiments were conducted on native GaPc-CI or TCNQ films
and bilayers of these two compounds. UPS established HOMO levels for GaPc-CI
and TCNQ and substantiated feasibility of GaPc-CI oxidation; however, no useful
XPS/UPS information was obtained for reactions between GaPc-CI and TCNQ
primarily because of overlapping spectral regions. XPS quantitation of TCNQ peak
areas established identities of carbon atoms responsible for them. TCNQ deposition
on various work function metals demonstrated the identity of TCNQ carbons
susceptible to reduction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
(ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS AND PHOTOCONDUCTORS)
A)

Areas of Interest

The chemical behavior of molecular electronic materials strongly depends on
synthetic, fabrication and post synthetic and fabrication treatments. These
molecular electronic materials are organic semiconductors or organic doped
insulators, and continue to be important to previously established applications such
as photovoltaics 1,2,3,4,5 and xerograph y6, but also have been demonstrating their
feasibility for usage in totally new applications. This list of new applications is
growing rapidly7,8,9,10,ll,12,13,14 and includes such areas as erasable
compact disks, photochromic display devices, memory devices, overcoatings for
existing inorganic semiconductor photovoltaic devices, field-effect transistors,
photoreceptors, p-n junction cells and chemical sensors. The full potential of these
materials, however, can never be realized until a complete chemical understanding
of them is at hand.
This dissertation addresses the effects of gaseous and solid dopant molecules on
the electronic properties of chloro-gallium phthalocyanine, a molecular electronic
material. The potential of this molecule has been demonstrated by our group and
includes such applica tions as photovoltaic devices and chemical
sensors. 5 ,15,16,17,18,19,20,21
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B)

Features and Attractions of Molecular Electronic Materials
Compared to their more traditional counterparts, the inorganic semiconductors,

molecular electronic materials have several distinct advantages 1 ,7,8,22: I) They are
easy to synthesize, and low material and workup costs yield a very economical
material; 2) Various thin film preparation techniques exist for these materials
including Langmuir-Blodgett methods, spin coating and vacuum deposition; 3)
Organic molecular structures can be two to three orders of magnitude smaller than
those used in existing and intended devices; 4) As mentioned above, the electronic
properties of these materials can be drastically influenced by the synthesis,
subsequent fabrication parameters, and the type of treatment the material or device
receives after synthesis or fabrication. These variable electronic properties can thus
be considered tunable; 5) Molecular electronic materials tend to be chemically stable
and physically robust.

C)

Moleclliar Architecture and Condllctil'ity Classification of MoleclIlar Electronic
Materials
As opposed to inorganic semiconductors which are assembled via covalent

bonding between individual atoms (e.g. Si, GaAs), organic semiconductors consist of
weakly bound molecular units, attracted to each other primarily via van der Waals
forces. 1 ,23 The intermolecular separations are large compared with the separations
between atoms or ions of an inorganic lattice. Weakly bound

7T

electrons of these

aromatic molecules are susceptible to fluctuating and induced dipole moments
required for van der Waals forces of attraction.
Research in the area of molecular electronics is conducted in three fairly
distinct areas. The conductivity of many of these materials to be discussed below
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can be found in Figure 1. Conductivity values were taken from various
references. 7 ,l1,H,23 The first area is that of polymers.

Polymers can be found in the

metallic conductivity regime, semiconducting regime or insulator regime. 7 Polymers
such as poly(n-vinylcarbozole) or polyethylene have very large band gaps (>10 eY)
and are therefore insulators at approximately 10- 17 0-l cm -1 and 1O- 16 0- 1cm- 1
respectively. An example of a semiconducting polymer is undoped polyacetylene
(CH)x at approximately 1O- 8 0- 1cm- 1• Other semiconducting polymers are chargetransfer complexes between molecules such as TNF (trinitrofluorenone) or TCNQ
(tetracyanoquinodimethane) (Figure 2) and the polymer chain. Doped polyacetylene
(CH)x is found in the metallic conductivity regime at approximately 10 3 0-lcm- 1.
The second area of research includes materials composed of monomeric units
differing by the amount of conjugation, and hence, available

1r

electrons 1 ,23. This

area can be broken into the smaller aromatic hydrocarbons (molecular crystals) and
the larger conjugated aromatic dyes. One important aromatic hydrocarbon is
anthracene, with a conductivity of approximately 10- 14 0-lcm- 1• This molecule
contains 14

1r

electrons and has a band gap of approximately 1.9 ey.23 This molecule

has been popular for many studies due to its well known crystal structure and the
ability to create ultra-pure single crystals. Its importance is equivalent to
germanium in fundamental inorganic semiconductor studies. 24 Dyes are larger,
macrocyclic

1r

electron systems. For a conjugated macrocyclic dye species such as the

phthalocyanines (Figure 2), "self-assembly" can result in structures of various
crystaIIographic phases. Phthalocyanine (H 2Pc) was accidentally produced in 1907
during investigations of 1,2-cyanobenzamide and is a macrocycIic compound
containing four pyrrole units. 25 It is a specific type of symmetricaIIy-substituted
tetraazaporphyrin in which the two ,B-carbons of each pyrrole unit are also a part of
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a benzene ring (i.e. a isoindole unit). H 2Pc is found with two hydrogen atoms
covalently bonded to two isoindole nitrogens and coordinate covalently bound to the
other two isoindole nitrogen atoms through their lone pair of

11'

electrons. With

divalent metals such as Cu+2, the Cu+ 2 is covalently bonded to two isoindole
nitrogen atoms and coordinate covalently bonded to the other two isoindole nitrogen
atoms through their lone pair of

11'

electrons. The vast number of synthesized

metallophthalocyanines (PcM's) is due to the large number of elements from the
periodic table that can be used as the metal center (more than 70 different PcM's are
known).l4 Trivalent metals such as Ga+ s and In+s are bonded in a similar fashion,
and their halogen counterion (CI- l ) is covalently bonded to the trivalent metal and is
situated above the Pc plane. Kearns and Calvin helped to establish the feasibility of
Pc's for solar energy conversion in the late fifties and early sixties. 26 This is one
of the main areas of Pc research and an excellent overview of phthalocyanine
properties and applications is given by Simon and Andre. 14 Pc's have also been used
for years in the xerography industry, where the Pc's low dark conductivity and high
photoconductivity are critical. 6,12 One application that has been of recent interest is
in the use of Pc's for gas sensing based on the influence of gases on the dark
conductivity of Pc's. Schoch has published a recent paper discussing why
phthalocyanines are attractive candidates for gas sensors.27 Besides interest
derived from the above discussed fields, the Pc's have similar structural and
spectroscopic properties to chlorophyll. It is believed that a complete understanding
of the intricacies of conduction in Pc's will lead to contributions to the theory of
photosyn thesis. 28,29

The third area of interest involves compounds formed between electron donors
and electron acceptors (charge transfer complexes). Charge transfer complexes will

GaPc-CI

26

TCNQ
NC, /CN
C

C
NC/ 'eN

Figure 2 Chloro-gallium phthalocyanine (GaPc-CI) and tetracyanoquinodirnethane
(TCNQ)
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only be discussed in terms of monomeric starting compounds, as polymeric starting
compounds were discussed above. A charge transfer complex consists of: I) an
electron donor with a low ionization energy; and, 2) an electron acceptor with a high
electron affinity. If donors with a large ionization energy (> 7.5 eV) are complexed
with acceptors with a low electron affinity (== 0.7 - 2.0 eV), the resulting complex is
weak. 23 In this case, the amount of charge transfer in the ground state is minimal.
However, light absorption can lead to an excited state where ionic character will
predominate. If donors with a low ionization energy « 7.0 eV) are complexed with
acceptors with a high electron affinity (> 2 eV), the resulting complex is strong. 23
Substantial electron transfer occurs even in the ground state and the complex
consists of radical ions, and can be considered salts.

Several significant charge

transfer complexes are formed using TCNQ as the electron acceptor. The properties
and syntheses of TCNQ were described for the first time in 1960 by Acker et al. 30
Torrance has extensively explored the basis for conductivity of TCNQ charge
transfer complexes and has found an apparent correlation between the Icvel oi
conductivity and the extent of charge transfer. 31 An equilibrium is established
between the donor and acceptor reactants and the charge transfer state product:

DO+TCNQ

EM
= D++TCNQ-

(1)

(I-A)

EM is the electrostatic Madclung binding energy which is gained when the crystal is

ionic and (I-A) is simply thc difference bctwecn the ionization and electron affinity
energies. Metal-TCNQ salts using the metals Na, K, Rb and Cs havc havc dark
conductivities ranging from 10- 4 n-1cm- 1 to 10- 6 n-1cm- 1 at room temperature. For
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these alkali metal TCNQ salts, the donor metal ionization potential is very low and
the Madelung energy is large, most likely due to the small cation size and close
packing in these salts. Both of these energies tend to drive the equilibrium in
Equation (J) strongly towards the ground ionic state with complete TCNQ reduction
and complete metal ionization. These are the Class I ionic TCNQ compounds.
Contrasted to this are TCNQ charge transfer complexes such as NMP (Nmethylphenazinium)-TCNQ and TTF (tetrathiafulvalinium)-TCNQ with dark
conductivities of about 10 2 a-lcm- l and formed in a 1:1 ratio of donor to TCNQ.
The conductivity of these complexes enables them to be classified as "organic
metals". For NMP and TTF the ionizations potentials are 2 eV higher than Rb and
the Madelung energy is smaller by another 2.5 eV. 3l Thus, these compounds will be
formed with a high percentage of neutral TCNQ and the compound will have both
neutral TCNQo and TCNQ-. The negative charges are shared among TCNQ
molecules and the result is a complex that can be viewed as having incomplete
charge transfer. For the TTF-TCNQ charge transfer complex, there are
approximately 59 TCNQ- molecules per 100 TTF-TCNQ molecules. l l These are the
Class II mixed valence TCNQ compounds.
Both Class I and II TCNQ compounds consist of segregated stacks of cations and
TCNQ anions. The stacked planar ionic or partially ionic planar molecules are
packed face-to-face. For Class I ionic compounds, conductivity along the piles of
TCNQ molecules must be achieved by transferring an electron from a TCNQmolecule to another TCNQ- molecule. This will be limited by a large eoulombie
repulsive activation energy. These compounds are often referred to as MottHubbard insulators.u Class II mixed valence compounds can be considered to have
neutral TCNQ molecules along the segregated TCNQ chain, and the coulombic
I
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repulsive activation energy for electron transfer is much less. The highly conductive
Class II compounds are found to be highly anisotropic in conductivity due to the
greater degree of 7r-orbital overlap in the stacking direction. Nearest neighbor
molecules are 3.17

A for the TCNQ stacks and 3.47 A for the TTF stacks. l l Non-

stacking nearest neighbor molecules are as much as 15

A away. Thus, the

conductivity is greatest in the stacking direction or axis perpendicular to the
molecular plane.
As for many molecular electronic materials, it was noted very early in Pc
research that the dark conductivity of a Pc film is easily influenced by atmospheric
gases (mainly

°

2).14,23,32 Oxygen and other gases such as nitrogen dioxide,

trifluoroborane and ammonia, have been systematically introduced to
phthalocyanine-based devices to obtain a change in dark or
p hotocon d u cti v i ty. 5,14,18,23,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45
Electrochemical investigations of Pc's in our group have demonstrated that
exposure of Pc films to ambient conditions, with periodic photovoltammetric
monitoring at one month intervals, for a period up to one year, results in positive
shifts in the photovoltammogram (and apparent EFB (flat band potential».5,20 This
would correspond to a lower Fermi level in the material, signifying a more p-type
semiconductor due to transfer of electrons to ambient gases (primarily 02)' This
effect could be accelerated by exposing Pc films to atmospheric pressure pure 02 at
140 'C for periods up to 48 hrs. The effects could be reversed by exposing the films

to the same conditions of H 2. These photovoltammetric studies, exhibiting the strong
influence of ambient gases on Pc films, demonstrated that the only way to
completely understand this behavior would be to conduct electronic studies in ultra
high vacuum, followed by controlled exposure of Pc films to gaseous and solid
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dopants of interest. Such studies would determine the nature of conductivity in pure
Pc films and how dopants influence this conductivity. This information can then be
used to provide both mechanistic information regarding conductivity in Pc's and
also how dopant molecules may be used to tailor these films towards a specific
applica tion. These goals were the basis of this disserta tion, which required the
integration of Pc growth technology, UHV hardware/instrumentation and surface
sdence techniques. Primarily, GaPc-CI was used in the studies discussed in this
dissertation, since it has been shown by prior research in this group to have a very
good photo-to-dark conductivity contrast, to be very chemically and physically
robust, and to be quite sensitive to ambient and pure dopant gases. 5 ,19,20

II

MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS

A)

COlldlictil'ity Placemellt alld Solid State ElectrOllic Ill/ormation
If put on the same conductivity scale as inorganic semiconductors, molecular

electronic materials arc often considered doped insulators. 14 ,46 While inorganic
materials are noted to span the entire conductivity scale, the insulator range is
roughly from 10- 5 n- 1cm- 1 to 10- 18 n- 1cm- 1,n (Figure I). These conductivities arc
strikingly low; however, it must be remembered that these are dark conductivity
measurements. Organic photoconductors can exhibit substantial photoconductivity
above their dark conductivity baselines and 2 corresponding phenomenal contrast
ratio of photo-to-dark conductivity. It is this ratio of photo-to-dark conductivity
that makes organic photoconductors fine candidates for many applications
mentioned earlier.
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Solid state electronic information plays an important role in the
characterization of a material in question as follows: I) Dark conductivity values
place a material in the semiconductor or insulator category; 2) Building a data base
of photoconductivity properties is essential. Literature data on photoconductivity
values for molecular electronic materials is limited, since the majority of materials
studied have been inorganic, and these materials often have very high baseline dark
conductivities. Photoconductivity above these baselines is minimal; 3) Currentvoltage curves (i ex: yTl), obtained in the dark can tell if the device is ohmic or is
exhibiting some other type of behavior such as space charge limiting current; 4)
Activation energies for dark conduction are indicative of the distribution and
placement of impurity dopants. At high enough temperatures, the activation energy
for dark conduction is actually the bandgap of the material; 5) Activation energies
for photoconduction can be interpreted either as measuring the depth of shallow
traps below Ee for a material with a predominance of electron traps, or measuring
the depth of shallow traps above Eh for a material with a predominance of hole
traps.23,41 Alternatively, the photoactivation energy has been viewed as the energy
difference between the charge transfer state and the conducting levels, Ee and E h 43;
6) The exponential dependence of photocurrent on light intensity ipH ex: IV
demonstrates how efficient photocurrent generation is as a function of increasing
impinging light intensity. Following is a discussion which will cover these
parameters, along with the appropriate theoretical and experimental background in
the areas necessary to understand them.
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B)

Dark Conduction

i)

Conductivity Origins and Definitions
The level of dark conductivity in a material is directly dependent on the charge

of the free carriers (Z), the number of free charge carriers, the electronic charge
value, and the mobility of the charge carriers. It is stressed that for dark
conductivity and photoconductivity, these are free charge carriers inherent in the
material. Electrons (e-) or holes (h+) residing in traps do not contribute to the
measured conductivity. The concept of an electron being a charge carrier needs no
explanation. A hole is simply a positively charged host molecule created by the
removal of an electron via thermal of photoexcitation means. The electron
responsible for creation of the hole can be accepted by an acceptor molecule, or can
be promoted to the LUMO of the host material. Generally, one type of charge
carrier is responsible for the measured conductivity; however, both types of carriers
may contribute, in which case the overall conductivity is the sum of their respective
contributions. The mobility of a charge carrier, J.l, is the velocity a charge carrier
acquires undcr the application of a field. For semiconductors, J.l is on the order of
0.1 to 10 cm 2/V ·sec. 23 By substituting in the appropriate units for conductivity we
arrive at:

(charge of the carrier) . (electronic charge ill coulombs)·
(/lumber of carriers/cm 3 ). (cm 2 /V· sec)

a

=

a

= n -lcm- 1

si/lce 1 COl/lomb/sec

= 1

Volt/Ohm

(2)

(3)
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If no chemical impurity dopants are present, and charge carriers are strictly
generated via thermal or photoexcitation means, then the semiconductor is termed
intrinsic. However, charges may also be introduced through the use of chemical
impurities, otherwise known as dopants. Electron acceptors may be introduced in
the matcrial and can accept electrons from the filled valence bonding molecular
orbitals of the semiconductor which comprise the HOMO. The result is that holes
become the majority carrier in the valence band and the semiconductor is termed ptype. The concentration of free holes is dependent on the strength of the electron
acceptor, i.c. the electron affinity. If the acceptor energy level lies within the
bandgap, the number of reduced acceptor atoms or molecules will depend on the
temperature and the energy gap existing between the HOMO level and the dopant
level. Alternatively, electron donors can donate electrons to empty antibonding
molecular orbitals comprising the LUMO of the semiconductor. The result here is
that electrons become the majority charge carrier in the LUMO, and the
semiconductor is termed n-type. The number of oxidized donor atoms or molecules
depends on temperature and the energy gap existing between the LUMO level and
the dopant level. The number of dark carriers is important since as illustrated in
Figure I, it is the overall dark conductivity of a material that ultimately defines the
boundaries between metals, semiconductors, and insulators.

ii)

Charge Transport
Free charge carrier movement is often described by three different models: a

tunneling model; a hopping model; and, a band model. 23 ,32,48 These models are
illustrated in Figure 5. Common to all models of charge carrier transport processes is
the concept of electronic polarization. Lyons first introduced the idea of electronic
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polarization in 1957 based on the experimental observation that the ionization
energy Ie of a crystal is less than the ionization energy Ig of an isolated molecule. 49
Lyons assumed that the crystal ionization energy is less because the resulting hole
can be stabilized by the polarization of surrounding molecules in the crystal.
Aroma tic organic molecules are highly susceptible to polariza tion of their 7I"-orbital
electrons. A free charge carrier on an organic molecule will polarize neighboring

71"-

electrons and induce dipole moments. This polarization of 7I"-electrons occurs on the
time scale of 10- 16 to 10- 15 sec.24

The resulting induced dipole environment is an

electronically favorable situation to the free charge carrier. The energy of
electronic polarization of the crystal by a hole (Ph) is Ig - Ie' Similarly, the energy of
electronic polarization of the crystal by an electron (P e ) is Ae - Ag where Ac is the
electron affinity of the crystal and Ag is the electron affinity of the isolated
molecule. The basic conclusion of Lyon's model is that electronic polarization is the
main factor that determines the self-energy of conduction of free charge carriers.
Silinsh has proposed a modified model of ionized states and has kept the basic
premises of the Lyons model complete. 24 This is illustrated in Figure 3. The self
energy of an electron is determined by the net sum of interactions (polarization
energies) between the localized electron and the valence electrons of surrounding
molecules. This self energy of the electron dicta tes the loca tion of the electron
conduction level, Ee' Conversely, the self energy of a hole is determined by the net
sum of interactions (polarization energies) between the localized hole and the
valence electrons of surrounding molecules. This self energy of the hole dict(lt~.; tht:
location of the hole conduction level, E h• Therefore, the electron and hole
conduction Icvels are determined by many-electron polarization interactions of each
charge carrier within the material, as opposed to one-electron concepts and
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terminology which led to the appearance of multiple conduction bands in Lyon's
original model. 24
For an ideal crystal, polarization energies induced by electrons and holes are
fixed for a given crystal, and hence, the conduction levels Ee and Eh will also be
fixed. However, all crystals have structural defects to one extent or another. The
most common types of defects are: I} Point defects (monovacancies, Frenkel defects,
chemical impurities); 2} Line defects (dislocations and disclinations); 3} Planar
defects (stacking faults, crystal surface defects); and, 4} Bulk imperfections
(impurity aggregations, multivacancies, pores, fissures). When a charge carrier
encounters such a structural defect, the charge carrier will polarize the neighbor
defect to a different extent than it would when encountering a non-structurally
defective molecule. It is assumed that deviations in intermolecular distances caused
by structural defects are random, and therefore, the defect states will follow a
Gaussian distribution (Figure 4). This is presumably due to defect molecules with
HOMO levels higher than the host HOMO level and LUMO levels lower than the host
LUMO level. These defect molecules comprise compressed regions of the crystal.
Defect molecules may also have HOMO levels lower than the host HOMO level and
LUMO levels higher than the host LUMO level. These defect molecules comprise
dilated regions of the crystal. Two resulting distributions for polarization energies
of a charge carrier will center around the respective charge carrier conduction levels
(Ee and E h ). Defect states which yield increased polarization energies correspond to
compressed regions in the crystal, and these defects will act as charge carrier traps
within the energy band gap.
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Traps are often classified according to their energetic distance from the valence
or conduction band edges. Traps that are close to these edges are termed shallow
traps and thermal detrapping can release charge carriers back into the respective
bands. Deep traps reside further from the band edges and simple thermal detrapping
from these levels is unlikely. Structural defects such as point defects do not extend
over a wide domain in a material and usually only lead to shallow traps (0.0 I - 0.05
eV).14 Bulk defects such as an aggregation of dislocations can originate from up to
hundreds of molecules and cause large cumulative changes in polarization energy in
the presence of an approaching charge carrier. This results in a deep trap (0.5 - 1.0
eV).14 Defect states which yield decreased polarization energies correspond to
dilated regions within the crystal and will act as "antitraps". The resulting polarized
defects will be found above Ee and below Eh (Figure 4).
In addition to defect state distributions centered about the two electronic
conduction levels, trapping states within the energy gap may be found in Gaussian
distributions centered at a discrete peak level, E t (Figure 4). These traps are of
chemical origin. If these discrete trap levels are near E e , the lattice is compressed,
and these sites will represent areas of increased polarization energy towards
electrons and electrons will become trapped there. If these discrete trap levels are
near E h, these sites will represent areas of increased polarization energy towards
holes and holes will become trapped there.

a)

The Tunneling Model

The tunneling model begins with the assumption that if an electron in a

?T-

molecular orbital is excited to a higher energy level (singlet or triplet state at an
energy higher by the energy gap, t.E), the electron can tunnel through the potential
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barrier across to a non-occupied state of a neighboring molecule. During the
tunneling process, the electron feels a coulombic force of attraction to the positive
ion that is forming and the electron affinity of the neighboring neutral molecule.
The potential barriers of separation are usually considered triangular. The
tunneling model does not account for the observed inverse temperature dependence
of mobility and the difference between electron and hole mobilities. 23

b)

The Hopping Model

If the potential barrier between neighboring molecules extends over long
distances (> lOA), then electrons cannot tunnel from molecule to molecule but can
travel via a "hopping mechanism". In this model, the charge carrier is considered
"trapped" at each molecular site and moves over intermolecular energy barriers
via a thermally activated process. As in the tunneling mechanism,

~E

(~Ej)

is supplied by

optical or thermal energy. The actual hopping time, or time for a charge carrier to
move from one molecular site to another, is usually orders of magnitude larger than
polarization times.

Nuclear motion is on the order of 10- 13 sec and can be

considered "frozen" during hopping processes.14

c)

The Band Model

In the band model, ground state and excited molecular orbitals begin to form
bands as more and more molecules are condensed in the solid phase. This occurs due
to the splitting of the energy eigenvalues of the individual molecules due to
exchange interaction factors. Bonding molecular orbitals, each occupied by two
electrons, will lead to filled bands which will not contribute to the conductivity.
Non-occupied orbitals (anti-bonding orbitals) will form empty bands and contribute
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Figure 5 Models of charge transport: a) tunneling; b) hopping; c) band
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to the conductivity as electrons are promoted into these bands from filled bands,
donors or trap levels by thermal or optical excitation. A forbidden region of energy
known as the "bandgap" exists in semiconductors and insulators between the
conduction levels. With broad band solids (bandwidth> kT), only the energy states
at the band edges are occupied and will contribute to conduction.

iii) Arrhenius Activation Energies of Dark Conduction
Arrhenius activation energy plots for dark conduction indicate whether the
material is operating under intrinsic or extrinsic mechanisms. For an intrinsic
semiconductor where no chemical impurity dopants are present, dark conductivity is
proportional to e-t.E/2kT, where tlE = Ee - Eh is the energy gap of the material
(Figure 6). For an extrinsic semiconductor, dark conductivity is proportional to
e-t.Eex/2kT. Semiconductor conductivity is best written as:

" =" o e

"0

-t. E

-t. Eex

2kT

+" O,ex e -m-

(4)

is a pre-exponential factor and is usually not used as a regular solid state

electronic parameter of any significance. Equation (4) covers the contribution of
both intrinsic and extrinsic conduction. tlEex' is the difference between the electron
acceptor and Eh for p-type conductivity (Figure 6), and tlE ex will be the difference
in energy between the electron donor level and Ee for n-type conductivity. At low
temperatures, the Fermi level exists between the acceptor (or donor) and Eh (or Ee)'
(Figure 6, Region I).

The slope measured in this regime is primarily due to tlE ex

since the contributions by tlE will be minimal. As the temperature is raised (region
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II) eventually impurity levels will become filled or exhausted, depending upon
whether the material is p or n-type respectively. As the impurity levels become
filled or exhausted and the Fermi level is shifted towards the middle of the energy
gap, the dark current will change little with temperature.

If the temperature is

raised further, the Fermi level appears at the middle of the band gap (region III),
and intrinsic conduction predominates. The slope now measured can be attributed to
the intrinsic bandgap energy. The activation energy for dark conduction can only
be assigned as the bandgap if this intrinsic conductivity regime has been reached at
elevated temperatures.
Chemical impurities can exist in some form of density of states distribution
within the energy gap. Schmidlin and Roberts have studied several inorganic
materials such as GaP, HgS, CdTe, Ge, Si and GaAs and have observed that an
Arrhenius activation energy plot for dark conduction can often be broken into a
number of distinct separate linear segments. 50 ,51 Collins and Mohammed have
observed such multiple linear regions for ZnPc on interdigitated electrode arrays in
zero-grade air. 37 It is logical to assume, that, the lack of any discernable linear
regions in the In i vs liT plot would indicate a quasi-continuum of chemical
impurities each, perhaps, with its own density of states distribution. These regions
will occur over a wide span of temperature before saturation or exhaustion is
reached, and certainly before intrinsic conductivity is reached. The absence of
multiple regions before intrinsic conduction is reached indicates one dopant is
primarily present with a sharp distribution of states. Thus, an Arrhenius activation
energy plot for dark conduction is an excellent tool to determine the purity of an
organic film that is produced.
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iv)

Dark i-V Information
Up to field strengths of lOs to 10· Vfcm, dark current voltage responses are

linear, as per Ohm's law. 2s (Figure 7). Space charge limited current is recognized by
a slope of 2 in a log i vs. log V plot (Child's Law). (Figure 7). By definition, space
charge limited current (SCLC) only occurs when the concentration of injected free
carriers from the electrode exceeds the concentration of carriers produced by
thermal excitation. Electron injection can occur if the Fermi level of the electrode is
nearer to Ee of the solid than to the Fermi level of the solid. Conversely, hole
injection can occur if the Fermi level of the electrode is closer to Eh of the solid than
to the Fermi level of the solid. Injection requires that an ohmic contact exists
between the organic solid and the electrode.
Traps can greatly influence the voltage at which SCLC can be observed. In a
solid containing shallow traps, only part of the injected carriers will be free, since
many of the injected carriers will become trapped. Thus, in order to reach SCLC,
the electrode must inject more carriers and be brought to a higher bias voltage
(V O-CT) than in a trap-free solid. Once all the traps are filled, and the SCLC region
is passed, a trap filled limited voltage (V TFL) is reached. Now, all injected carriers
are collectable, and the current can rise by several orders of magnitude. Finally, a
saturation voltage V s is reached as the carrier density in the solid approaches the
maximum carrier concentration that can be injected by an electrode. A lower onset
voltage (V o-c> for SCLC can be indicative of the absence of traps. As discussed in
Section II B ii, traps reside at energetic levels within the bandgap and qualify to be
termed a trap if the residence time of a carrier in one of these trap sites is long
enough for a stabilizing mechanism to occur. Such a stabilizing mechanism allows
the charge carrier to reside in a trap until detrapping occurs.
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C)

Pizolocondllclion in Organic Photocondllclors

i)

Basic Steps of the Photoconduction Process
Inorganic and organic photoconduction arises from the additional charge

carriers that are generated from impinging photons. This measured
photoconductivity must be corrected for any baseline dark conductivity levels in
order to be a true indication of the material's photoconductivity. Actual charge
carriers, however, are only available after several processes have successfully
occurred. These basic steps consist of: I) Excitation by photons of at least bandgap
energy to form the e-/h+ pair. This bound pair is called the exciton; 2) Some sort of
excess energy loss mechanism of the exciton to form the charge transfer state; 3)
Dissocia tion of the e-Ih + pair to yield free charge carriers that must reach the
electronic levels Ee and E h ; 4) Collection of the free charge carriers to produce the
measured photoconductivity.
The Frenkel exciton model covers the first stage of photocurrent production:
formation of a neutral excited state. 24 Ionization of the neutral excited state then
occurs creating a pair of quasi-free charge carriers termed the localized hole and hot
electron. After ionization, the hot electron can thermalize a distance ro within the
coulomb capture radius rc to form the charge transfer (CT) state. The CT state is a
non-conducting polar state formed by the e-/h+ pair bound by coulombic forces of
attraction. The charge transfer state can either dissociate to form free charge
carriers or can suffer geminate recombination. The CT state lies lower than Ee and
hence the energy ECT of the CT state is less than the energy gap. As wiII be
discussed later, the CT state must be dissociated by either the applied voltage or an
ionized impurity. Then, the charges must thermalize away from each other and
reach the electronic levels of free charge carriers, Ee and E h •
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ii)

Onsager's Charge Dissociation Theory as Applied to the Photoconduction
Process
a)

Fundamentals

Several theorists and experimentalists are finding that the photoconductivity of
several organic systems (including Pc's) can not be explained using the mechanisms
for inorganic photoconduction that are based on Onsager's theory of charge
dissociation. Bccause organic photoconduction models are contrasted to models
based on Onsager's theory, and the results discussed in this dissertation serve to
further delineate the organic photoconduction mechanism, it is appropriate to
discuss the basics of the Onsager model.
The Onsager theory was originally created to account for the departure of
ohmic behavior that weak electrolytes or solid dielectrics exhibit and was developed
using mechanisms of Brownian motion to model the motion of one charged particle
under the action of the countercharge's coulombic attraction and any existing
collecting field. 52 ,53 The Onsager theory of charged particle dissociation has been
extended to explain the dependencies of photogenerated charge carriers in
amorphous selenium on excitation wavelength, electric field and temperature. 54
When a photon of at least the bandgap energy impinges on an inorganic
semiconductor, an electron is promoted to the first excited singlet state (or higher)
and the corresponding countercharge, the hole, is left behind in the ground state.
The charge carriers are not separated at this point and the excited molecule is
termed an exciton. Any energy that is delivered to the electron that is in excess of
the bandgap energy is considered to be available kinetic energy. This kinetic energy
can be dissipated in two ways. The first is through internal conversion mechanisms
whereby the electron decays to the first excited singlet state where it can return to
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the ground state via non-radiative decay (heat) with a rate constant k n or via
radiative decay (fluorescence) with a rate constant kl" The second way to dissipate
the excess kinetic energy is if it is used to thermaIize the electron into the medium
away from the electron's countercharge, the hole.
It is the previously mentioned second way of energy dissipation that is the basis

for inorganic photoconduction theory. Onsager's theory of charge dissociation is
then used to describe the actual creation of the free charge carriers from the bound
e-/h+ pairs. More energetic, lower wavelength photons will deliver more excess
kinetic energy to the electron, and thermaIization lengths, termed the ro values, will
be greater. The bound charge carriers can diffuse throughout the medium. The
greater the ro value, the less the coulombic attraction will be between the carriers
and the more likely the charge transfer state is to split in the presence of an electric
field. The results of photoconductivity in amorphous selenium seem to justify the
extension of Onsager's theory of charge dissociation to explain these results. 54 The
quantum efficiency for amorphous selenium is found to be close to unity at 400 nm
but gradually decreases as the illumination wavelength increases. It is believed that
each photon, regardless of wavelength, creates a pair of thermalized carriers bound
by their coulombic attraction at a distance ro apart that is unique to the photon
energy. The lower quantum efficiencies at longer wavelengths, then, are due to
smaller ro distances between carriers and subsequential lower dissociation
efficiencies. ro values vary from approximately 7.0 nm at 400 nm to 0.84 nm at 620
nm. If the electric field is increased, quantum efficiencies increase for all
wavelengths examined. An increased electric field enhances the dissociation
efficiency as the electric field now begins to compete with the coulombic attraction
binding the charges together. The greater the electric field, the greater the chances
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for dissociation will be. Use of Onsager's theory of charge dissociation has
demonstrated that the dissociation efficiency of bound charge carriers ¢(ro,E) has an
approximate linear dependence on bias voltage. This relationship is often used as a
test for the applicability of using a photoconduction model based on Onsager's
charge dissociation theory. The complete equation can be used to iteratively
determine values for ro and 1,60 (the efficiency of production of thermalized
electron/hole pairs per absorbed photon). ro values for amorphous selenium have
been stated previously. 1,60 is best fit with a value of 1.0 indicating that every
photon, regardless of wavelength, produces an thermalized pair of charges. It is the
dissociation efficiency ¢(ro,E) that varies with wavelength. Temperature data has
shown 1,60 to remain at unity and the variation of ro with temperature is found to be
small. This may indicate that it is the e-/h+ dissociation step or trapping of free
charge carriers that is rate limiting and temperature sensitive.

b)

Discrepancies Observed When Applying the Onsager Model to Organic
Systems

In addition to amorphous selenium, theoretical descriptions of the
photoconductivity of several organic semiconductors such as anthracene,
na ph tha lene, pol y-n-v in ylca rba zoIc, and poly-n-vinylcarbazole-trini trofl uorenone
charge transfer complex have successfully been based on Onsager's charge
dissociation theory.55,56 Noolandi and Hong and Popovic et al have found that
photoconductivity action spectra for .8-H2Pc and x-H2Pc, show wavelengthindependent carrier generation efficiencies in the 400-700 nm wavelength
regime. 55 ,56,57,58,59,60,61 The phthalocyanine results would seem to indicate
that, unlike the inorganic photoconduction mechanism, thermalization of the e-/h+
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pair prior to dissociation does not take place, but rather the electron decays to the
first excited singlet state prior to any charge carrier dissociation step. Noolandi and
Hong have studied this effect with X-H2PC using fluorescence quenching
techniques. 55 They changed the photoconduction model based on Onsager's charge
dissociation theory in the area of the thermalization distance, roo Organic materials
can rapidly lose energy (10- 12 to 10- 13 sec) via internal conversion 55 and any
thermalization distance at the extreme, is limited to the average intermolecular
spacing of the molecules. Best fits of fluorescence quenching efficiency data
correlated to the data better than a fit based on considerations of Onsager charge
dissociation theory. Noolandi and Hong fit their fluorescence quenching data with a
ro value of 8.5

A which demonstrates that some sort of thermalization distance is still

required to fit the data. What is evident, is that this thermalization length must be
constant for all wavelengths. The charge separation state must be reached by some
common mechanism in order to explain the wavelength-independent quantum
efficiencies for these organic molecules.

iii)

Popovic's Model for Organic Photoconduction
a)

Fluorescence Quenching Techniques

Popovic has extensively studied (3- and X_H2PC56,57,58,59,60,62,63,64 in
addition to such compounds as N,N'bis(methyl)perylene 3,4,9,10 tetracarboxyl
diimide 61 and benzimidazole perylene 3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid 65. Preliminary
studies were conductcd using sandwich cells with semi-transparent gold electrode
strips deposited on glass slides and then covered with SiO. The Pc was then
deposited on the substrate followed by a thin SiO layer and then the top gold
electrode strip.57 Action spectra demonstrated that absorbed light quantum
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efficiencies for weakly absorbed light were about three times higher than values for
more strongly absorbed light. However, for wavelengths with equal absorption
coefficients and therefore penetration depths, the absorbed light quantum efficiency
values were equal. This result prompted Popovic to propose that Pc's exhibit
wavelength independent true quantum efficiencies. The difference in absorbed
light quantum efficiencies for weakly and strongly absorbed light was attributed to
the distances carriers could travel depending on where they were generated in the
film. The action spectrum was fit to a mathematical equation but the fit is very
poor.
The rest of the above cited work was conducted using electric field induced
fluorescence techniques. Thin film sandwich cells of the Pc's were prepared by
dispersing 5% of the compound in a polycarbonate polymer (Lexan) matrix. The
relative photoresponse of the device due to laser pulses is defined as the light
induced voltage change in the sample divided by the incident laser pulse intensity.
Fluorescence quenching efficiency is defined as the difference in fluorescence
signals with and without an applied electric field normalized to the fluorescence
signal without an applied field. Simultaneous measurements of fluorescence
quenching and relative photoresponse allows a correlation plot between the two. It is
noted in every case studied that most of the points lie on a straight line with some
discrepancies at low and high fields. These results have led Popovic to concur with
Noolandi and Hong's conclusion that the thermalized e-/h+ pairs exist in a state
whose dissociation efficiency is voltage dependent. As introduced before, this
intermediate is the charge transfer (CT) state or geminate electron-hole pair. At low
fields, it is probable that few CT states formed will not produce free charge carriers;
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however, at higher field strengths, any CT state formed will have a higher
proba bility for dissocia tion. Popovic expresses this as:
(5)

where '7(E) is the voltage dependent carrier generation efficiency and '7CT is the
charge transfer state generation efficiency which is also voltage dependent. n(E) is
the field dependent probability function for dissociation of a charge transfer state
into free carriers.

b)

Intrinsic Charge Carrier Generation Mechanism

Given the existence of the CT state, combined with observations of wavelength
independent carrier genera tion efficiencies, Popovic has proposed a simple
mechanism for organic photoconduction. (Figure 8). All wavelengths of sufficient
energy promote electrons to excited electronic states. The electrons lose excess
kinetic energy through internal conversion and decay to the first vibrational level of
the first excited singlet state. At this point, the electron/hole pair thermalizes away
from each other with an efficiency nCT(E) to form the charge transfer state.
Finally, this electron/hole pair bound by coulombic forces of attraction must
thermalize its charge carriers apart to the respective conduction levels Ee and Eh in
order to form the free charge carriers.
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c)

Extrinsic Charge Carrier Generation Mechanism

The above section covered the complete mechanism for intrinsic charge carrier
generation according to Popovic. For some samples of X-H2Pc that were synthesized
by another procedure, Popovic has observed some differences in the fluorescence
quenching data. 56 For this particular batch of x-H 2Pc samples, the fluorescence
intensity was reduced by a factor of 6.4 believed to be due to the presence of a
fluorescence quencher or dopant. This observation was further substantiated by
discrepancies between the measured and calculated carrier generation efficiencies in
X-H2PC photovoltaic cells. 64 Calculated values were four times lower than measured
values. Popovic proposes tha t the additional factor rcsponsible for additional charge
carriers, besides the average electric field, is the existence of ionized impurities
which represent localized regions of extremely high electric fields. 64 Thus, the
electric ficld around an ionized impurity consists of: a) the slowly varying average
electric field; and, b) the strongly varying Coulomb field imposed by the ionized
impurity. Excitons with diffusion lengths similar to the average distance between
ionized impurities will have a high probability of sampling regions in the immediate
vicinity of an ionized impurity.
For p-type ma terials, Popovic states that since impurities will be acceptors, the
ionized impurities will therefore be negatively charged. Conversely, this may be
extcnded to n-type materials where the ionized donor impurities will be positively
charged. For p-type materials, the exciton dissociation step is as follows: an exciton
approaching the vicinity of a negatively charged ionized impurity will be split into
an electron and a hole. The hole will immediately neutralize the negatively charged
impurity and form a neutral impurity. The electron can be swept away by the
average electric field to the electrode. Then, the negatively charged impurity can be
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regenerated by thermal generation of an electron to the neutral impurity leaving a
hole behind which is swept away by the average electric field and collected at the
opposite electrode (Figure 9). Again, for p-type materials, an alternative route for
exciton dissociation can proceed as follows: a diffusing exciton can collide with a
negatively charged impurity and decay by transferring its energy to it. The
negatively charged impurity is promoted to an excited state, and if the energy level
of the excited electron is above Ee of the host material, electron emission to Ee will
occur. The electron is then swept away by the average electric field and collected.
The nega tively charged impurity will be thermally regenerated as a hole is swept
away by the average electric field and collected (Figure 9).
Of note in both of these processes is the fact that the ionized impurity proceeds
through a neutral state. For negatively charged impurities, time resolved pulsed
studies show that the electron is collected first in a fast step and the hole is later
collected through ionized impurity regeneration in a slower step. The value of this
mechanism is that it quickly removes the coulombic forces of attraction between an
electron and a hole and thereby diminishes the chances for geminate recombination.
Thus, overall increased efficiencies are attributed to: I) the presence of ionized
impurities favor exciton dissociation; and, 2) a mechanism involving a neutral
impurity state reduces chances for geminate recombination. Neither of these
advantages are present in a chemically pure, intrinsic material.
It is of interest to note that in Popovic's discussion of the extrinsic model of

charge carrier generation, no mention is made of the charge transfer state. This is
most likely due to an oversight in semantics. Both an exciton and CT state are a
bound e-/h+ pair. The difference lies in the fact that formation of the CT state
requires that a charge has thermalized away from its countercharge to a nearest
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neighbor molecule at distance roo Regardless of what the explanation is, it is clear
that ionized impurities will definitely improve charge carrier generation
efficiencies.

D)

Free Charge Carrier Fate Considerations

i)

Free Charge Carrier Production in the Photoconduction Mechanism
Up to this point, the discussion has dealt only with the steps leading up to the

actual formation of free charge carriers. In order to measure conductivity, these
free charge carriers must be collected. What happens to the free charge carriers
after their formation is as important as the steps leading to their original creation.
At this point, it is possible to write a series of steps describing the entire
photoconduction process. (Figure 10). The first step in the photoconduction process
is the crea tion of the excited singlet state. According to Popovic, any energy in
excess of the energy gap between ground state and the lowest vibrational level of the
first excited singlet state wiIl be dissipated by internal conversion. 56 ,59,60,61 The
excited molecule can return to the ground state via radiationless decay or
fluorescence and these processes have a combined rate constant of k 1. Excitonexciton annihilation can also occur with the release of heat at a rate constant of k 3•
If no deactivation of the excited state occurs, the formation of the charge transfer
state occurs with a rate constant of k2 and the e- and h+ are thermalized apart by a
distance ro and held by coulombic forces of attraction. This charge transfer state
can collapse to a neutral molecule with a rate constant of k 4• Since the charge
transfer state is mobile 24 (by hopping) it can eventually encounter an ionized
impurity and be split into free carriers with a rate constant of k n . If the charge
transfer state does not encounter an ionized impurity, charge carrier formation
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depends on the electric field to overcome the coulombic attraction of the e-/h + pair
and produce free charge carriers with a rate constant of kG' kG and kll account not
only for CT splitting, but also for thermalization of the carrriers to the electron and
hole conduction levels, Ee and E h•

ii)

Traps and Recombination Sites
Once free charge carriers have been formed, carrier recombination mechanisms

can occur through two distinct routes. The first route involves recombination
through recombination centers. Much of the theoretical work in this area has not
been altered since Rose first addressed this area in the fifties. 66 ,67 Additional
information may be found in examinations by Gl>rlich 68, Averbach 69 and
SWckman. 7o Rose's work was published to explain the behavior of many well
known photoconductors including: metal selenides, oxides and halides; germanium
and silicon; and amorphous selenium. Rose's theory also applies to the behavior of
organic compounds such as polythene. 66 Since the development of this theory, many
researchers have cited this work either as a complete explanation of the behavior
exhibited by their molecular electronic materials, or at least as a starting point for a
modified theory.
Crucial to Rose's theory is the concept of a charge carrier's lifetime. Rose has
stated that the lifetime r (sec) of a free charge carrier almost completely
characterizes and dictates the performance of a photoconductor. Rose defines r as:
r= _I_
II S lie

(6)
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where

II

is the thermal velocity of a free charge carrier in cmlsec, s is the capture

cross section of the capturing center in cm 2 and nc is the number density of these
centers (number Icms). Only the time spent at the conduction level Ee can be counted
as the lifetime of the free electron. Analogously, only the time spent at the
conduction level Eh can be counted as the lifetime of the free hole. Rose believes
that the rate of disappearance of free charge carriers is governed primarily by the
capture of free carriers into recombination centers. These centers are deep traps
within the band gap of an insulator or semiconductor, and are composed of
structural defects or chemical impurities, where a charge carrier can be stabilized
(Figure 11). The densities of these structural defects can range from 10 12 to 10 18
cm-3. 23 These states are either electron rich and termed nr states (hole traps) or are
electron deficient and termed Pr states (electron traps). If these states lie farther
than a few tenths of an eV below Ee or above E h, thermal regeneration of the carrier
is not likely to occur and the state is a recombination center. Electron and hole
recombination traffic can occur independently of each other, and proceeds as
follows. An electron at the electron conductivity level Ee can be trapped at an
electron deficient site Pr' thereby making it a nr site. If the nr site is far below E e,
the electron in this site is more likely to recombine with a hole at the hole
conductivity level Eh rather than be thermally regenerated back up to Ee' Similarly,
a hole can be trapped by a electron rich site nr thereby forming a Pr site. If the Pr
site is far above E h, then it is more likely for the Pr site to be filled by an electron
from Ee than it is to be filled by an electron due to regeneration of the hole from E h.
In each case, an electron and a hole recombine and two previously mobile charge
carriers are lost. These events terminate the history of the respective charge carriers.
Electron deficient Pr states

~

Ee are termed shallow trapping states for electrons,
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since electrons that become trapped here will have a high probability of being
thermally regenerated into Ee. Electron rich nr states near Eh are termed shallow
trapping states for holes, since holes that become trapped here will have a high
probability of being thermally regenerated into E h. The occupancy of the trapping
states is determined by thermal exchange of the free carriers with the respective
electronic levels Ee and E h. The energy depth from Ee or Eh is the most important
parameter in distinguishing a shallow trap from a recombination center, but other
parameters such as capture cross sections also enter in. Capture cross sections can
range from 10- 12 to 10- 20 cm 2•23 It is the recombination centers that directly
influence the lifetime of a carrier. Shallow trapping states are so close to the
respective electronic levels that they do not significantly alter the time spent at Ee or
Eh and are considered to be in "thermal contact" with these levels. Photocurrent
varies as e-<1Eph/kT. LIE ph is interpreted as the energy difference between Ee or Eh
and the shallow trap level that is responsible for a distribution of free and trapped
charge carriers. 23 ,47 Thus, a photoactivation energy studies can reveal trap depths.

iii)

Effects of Traps on Photocurrent Rise and Dark Current Decay Times
As mentioned previously, shallow traps do not significantly alter the lifetime of

a charge carrier under steady state conditions. However, shallow traps do alter the
rise and decay time of electron (or hole) photocurrent and dark current respectively.
Shallow traps also lower the available steady state concentration of photogenerated
charge carriers. In the dark, there is a thermal equilibrium of carriers that involves
traps, dopant levels, temperature and free conduction levels. Upon illumination, a
certain amount of time depending on the concentration of shallow traps is necessary
to fill a proportion of the traps and establish a new equilibrium between filled and
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unfilled traps. Conversely, after the light has been turned off, trapped electrons will
recombine with holes to regenerate empty electron traps and trapped holes will
recombine with electrons to regenerate empty hole traps (occupied by an electron).
During this process of trap site regeneration, dark carriers are being lost and the
dark current is undergoing a decay process. For electron current, the photocurrent
rise and dark decay time TOCn) is given by:

(7)

where n t is the number of electron occupied traps, n is the total amount of free
electrons and

Tn

is the lifetime of a free electron. For a given trap density of a

solid, the number of trapped electrons found at a particular trap energy E tCn ) is
given as:

(8)

where Nt is the total number of trap:; at E tCn )' NEe is the density of electron
conduction states at Ee and lEe' EtCn)1 is the absolute value of the difference in energy
levels between the electron conduction level, Ee,and the electron trap level, E t (n).23
Equations (7) and (8) demonstrate that the rise and decay time constants are directly
proportional to the trap density of the solid in question. It can be shown that the
photocurrent at any point in time t after illumination begins is given by:
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(9)

where no is the dark current and nat is the steady state photocurrent. At t =

1'0'

the

photocurrent has increased from the dark current baseline, no, to no + nat[i-l/e].
Steady state photocurrents are only achieved when t>

1'0'

Furthermore, as mentioned

by Rose 66 ,67 and demonstrated by results in this dissertation, charge carrier lifetimes
and their related rise and decay times are not a constant for a material but can vary
from one experiment to another depending on preparation steps and impurity
content.

iv)

Steady State Photocurrent Constraints
Referring to Figure IO again, it is now possible to see the three pathways which

limit the steady state free charge carrier concentration. The first pathway, geminate
recombination, occurs with rate constant k 7. Rose does not treat the problem of
direct geminate recombination of a free electron and a free hole. He states that this
recombination will become significant only at very high concentrations of charge
carriers. 66 ,67 This situation will occur with increasing light intensity and, in order to
be complete, will be treated in the model to follow. Geminate recombination will
occur with the release of a large number of phonons (Ephonon ::: 0.03 eV).23 The
second

pathw~y

proceeds via shallow traps with a trapping constant of kg and a

detrapping constant of k 9 • Finally, the third route involves electrons trapped by
recombination sites with a rate constant of k lO ' A certain percentage of electrons
will be collected at the biased electrode with a rate constant of k 6 • It is this
collection step that one ordinarily attempts to maximize. Based on these assigned
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rate constants, it is possible to write rate laws for three very important species: [Pc\

d[Pc 0]

dl
(10)
d[e-]
-;[[

.: ks[Pc +e -]+kll[imp -][Pc +e -]+kg[trap -]-k8[trapo][e-]
-k 7 [h +][e -]-k 6 [e -]-k lO [Pr][e-]

The incident light intensity is represented by 1o, f3 is the absorption coefficient
(dependent on wavelength) and x is the film thickness. Under constant illumination
and after steady state photocurrent conditions have been reached, it is reasonable to
assume steady state concentrations of each of these species are in effect. By setting
the last rate law equal to zero, it is possible to obtain the steady state electron
concen tra tion:

(11)

Equation (11) demonstrates that geminate recombination, recombination via
recombination trap sites and trapping by shallow traps will lower the overall steady
state electron concentration. The actual electron photocurrent will be the product of
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k6 and Equation (II). (Analogous equations can be written for the collection of hole
photocurrent). By rearranging this resulting equation it is possible to show that:
=~ -

e collection

(N 0

~CT form. ~CTV +
0

N

0

~CT form. ~CT imp- + kg[trap -])
0

(12)
k5 +k.( +kU[imp-]
k2

~CTform.

k2+kl +kS[Pc 0]
kU[imp-]

where N is the number of absorbed photons per second (Io{l-e-2.~PX», ~ethe electron collection efficiency,
formation,

~CTv

potential and

~CTform

II

.

co ectlOn

is

is the charge transfer state efficiency of

is the charge transfer state dissociation efficiency due to the bias

~CT'

lmp- is the charge transfer state dissociation efficiency at a

negatively charged impurity (the mechanism could also be written to inclusively or
exclusively contain a ~CTimp+ term) For maximum photocurrent, it becomes
apparent that values for ~cTform' ~CTv' ~CTimp-' ~e-collection and kg should be
maximized. Clearly k7' ks and klO should be minimized as should concentrations of
traps and Pr sites.

v)

Photocurrent-Light Intensity Relationship
There are virtually an unlimited number of dependencies of photocurrent on

light intensity. Photocurrent can increase sublinearly, linearly or even supralinearly
with light intensity: iphoto

0:

IV. In general, values of

'Y

between 0.1 ~ 'Y ~ I are
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observed for molecular organic electronic materials. 23 ,35,42,43,44,45,47,71,72,73,74
Most of these references report values between 0.5 and I for phthalocyanines and
Rose has proposed a model to explain "Y values between 0.5 and 1. 66 ,67 This model is
dependent on an exponential distribution of structural traps originating at Ee or Eh
and decreasing in density as the distance from either Ee or Eh increases into the
bandgap. The density of these structural defects may be quite high even if the
material is very chemically pure. The exponential term contains a parameter, T e,
which indicates how quickly the exponential distribution of defects decays away
from Ee or E h. The smaller Te is, the faster the exponential decays. Rose states that
in order for his model to be valid, Te must be greater than or equal to room
temperature. Mathematical derivations using equations based on these exponential
distributions propose that photocurrent will vary with light intensity to the
Tc/(T + Te) power.
-y values less than 0.5 have been observed by researchers for Pc films under

various conditions. Heilmeier and Harrison have found that H 2Pc single crystals
exhibit a -y value of 0.33 under ambient conditions for 500 to 750 nm irradiation. 75
Others have found Pc's exhibit decreases in -y values when exposed to air or
N0 2•35 ,44. While photoconductivity at 1093 nm decreases, -y values for CuPc single
crystals increase from 0.45 in air to 0.84 in UHV."4 Similarly, while
photoconductivity increases for 385 to 833 nm when ZnPc and PbPc single crystals
are exposed to N0 2 or air, -y values decrease from UHV control values of 0.54-0.62 to
0.20-0.27 (N0 2) and 0.34-0.40 (air).35 TolIin, Kearns and Calvin have found that -y
values for H 2Pc films on interdigitated arrays under ambient conditions are 0.57
under low light intensity and 0.27 under high light intensity.72 Various explanations
have been proposed for -y values less than 0.5 including diffusion of carriers into the
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bulk where recombination can occur 75 •76 or simply increased carrier generation
rates,35 (presumably leading to enhanced charge carrier recombination at high light
intensities). Clearly, the formalisms of Rose do not satisfactorily cover many
molecular organic systems that have been subjected to dopants and exhibit enhanced
photoconductivity but decreased sensitivity to light. This topic will be further
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, but several factors responsible for low

""y

values will

be briefly presented here. Reference to Equation (12) indicates that for systems
containing impurities, the efficiencies that are most likely to vary with the
magnitudes of light intensity used in this work are ,pCTimp- and ,pe-collection' If
increased light intensity decreases the steady state impurity concentration (Figure 9
and Equa tion (12», ,pCT'Imp- will decrease with increasing light intensity and
additional charge transfer states created by increased light intensity are lost via k 4 •
This is equivalent to saying that the turnover rate of charge transfer states by impentities is not linear with light intensity. The end result is that these processes
produce a low

""y

value for strongly doped syster.-.s. Additionally, even if the steady

state imp- concentration is not significantly reduced at high light intensities,
,pe-

II
.
may decrease with increasing light intensity due to enhanced
co ectlOn

recombination processes from a higher steady state free charge carrier concentration
in strongly doped systems.
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III

SOLID STATE CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AND SURFACE
ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES
Solid state conductivity measurements and surface electron spectroscopic

techniques were used to characterize pure GaPc-CI and pure TCNQ in addition to
the reactions of GaPc-CI with

02'

NH ll, N0 2 and TCNQ. The type of information

available from each methodology is found below.

A)

Solid State Device Choices

There exist many choices of devices that can be used to coJlect solid state
electronic information. More than anything else, it is the nature of the compound
studied that often dictates what type of tool will be used:

i)

Powders
Many substances have been investigated simply as powders. These powdered

substances are compressed between flat electrodes or evaporated metal electrodes. 32
However, pressure effects may affect the measured conductivity. This is reasonable
since the degree of overlap between 1r-electron clouds of neighboring molecules will
increase with pressure. The drawback of these powder "sandwich ceJls" is that unless
transparent electrodes are used, photoconductivity data is difficult to obtain.

ii)

Single Crystals
Single crystals are inherently difficult to obtain without some level of chemical

impurities. As opposed to inorganic materials, only a few organic materials form
single crystals large enough to be fitted with electrodes. 23 The problem arises from
the fact that organic molecules rely on weaker van der Waal's forces of attraction to
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bind neighboring molecules. 23 Single crystals are often grown from saturated
solutions of the solute extremely slowly in order to obtain large crystals. Pure
solvents and solutes are a necessity for a solution crystallization. If the material is
stable below and at its melting point, crystals may be obtained from a melt. 32 Heat
flow must be extremely stable to produce an orderly crystal. Additionally, the rate
of cooling must be precisely controlled. Finally, single crystals may be grown from
the vapor phase by entrainer sublimation or vacuum sublimation. Critical here are:
I) entrainer gas flow rate; and 2) the temperature of the collection substrate and the
temperature of the subliming material. 32

iii) Thin Films
Thin films may be directly deposited on Ohmic electrodes such that a gap is
bridged between them. This device is called a surface conductivity cell. The film
may also be deposited on one conducting electrode, followed by the application of a
second electrode on top of the film. This device is termed a sandwich cell. The
simplest method of thin film preparation is by precipitation of the organic material
from a suitable solvent. Difficulties arise with removal of the residual solvent, as
demonstrated by time variant absorption and cO!1ductivity data. 23 LangmuirBlodgett films (formed by drawing a substrate across a film/solvent interface) also
can suffer from incomplete spreading or solvent residues. 1 One of the best methods
of thin film deposition is by sublimation in vacuum. Deposition parameters are very
controllable in this technique and impurity introduction due to the environment is
eliminated and minimal from the starting material (especially if preliminary
purification sublimations have been performed).
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iv)

The Solid State Microcircuit
The solid state microcircuit is becoming an increasingly popular device for both

dark and photoconductivity related electronic information. Instead of just two
electrodes as in a thin layer surface cell, the solid state microcircuit has
interdigitated electrodes to collect charge carriers created thermally or ootically in
the film. Because the resistance between the electrodes can change via exposure to
various gases, the solid state microcircuit is a type of chemiresistor. 38 There has
been much research in the area of using heated metal oxide semiconductors such as
zinc or tin oxide for chemiresistors; however, they require a large amount of power
for heating and have problems in both selectivity and sensitivity.38,77 If one can
take advantage of a characteristic of molecular electronic materials, namely their
susceptibility to the influence of gases, it will be possible to develop chemiresistors
based on molecular materials.
The solid state microcircuit offers several distinct advantages to the
experimenter over other types of techniques. First of all, the application of a few
volts over a small electrode spacing yields tremendous field gradients. For example,
a 3 V bias with a 3 ~m spacing results in a field of 106 V 1m. This is advantageous
for the collection of dark charge carriers and for the splitting of charge transfer
states created by optical excitation. Secondly, an interdigitated electrode array
represents resistors in parallel. Thus, the overall resistance of the device is smaller
than the resistance between any two electrodes. It may easily be shown that for an N
fingered device with a resistance R between any two fingers, the overall resistance
RT of the device is R/(N-l). This results in a substantial reduction of the device

resistance and small voltages will produce reasonably high currents. The third
distinct advantage of the solid state microcircuit is the fact that the device has an
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open geometry. This allows for full exposure of the device to iIIumination for
photoconducti vi ty studies.
All solid state microcircuit devices have the parameters of: I) a certain number
of finger pairs; 2) an electrode width; 3) a spacing between electrodes; and, 4) an
electrode overlap distance. The microcircuits used in these studies were supplied by
Motorola (Phoenix, AZ) through the assistance of Fred Hickernell. The microcircuits
are produced by a lithographic process which deposits a 1000

A Au layer over a 200

A Cr adhesive layer on a quartz substrate. Gold is usually used as the electrode
material because of its inertness to chemical attack and because it can form ohmic
contacts (as it does with the Pc's77). The finger width is 3.3 J.lm and the finger
spacing is also 3.3 J.lm. The active length of the array is 1.3 mm and there are 59
total fingers to yield an active deposition area of 0.0049 cm 2• Figure 12 is a
schematic of the Motorola microcircuit used in these studies. Figure 13 contains
SEM's of a blank Motorola microcircuit and a closeup of a finger/gap region
showing how a 670
microcircui t.

A thick GaPc-C} film (M28) follows the contours of the
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Figure 12

Schematic of Motorola microcircuit used in these studies
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a)

b)

Figure 13

Scanning electron micrographs of a) blank Motorola microcircuit, and
b) onc coatcd with 670 A of GaPc-Cl (M28)
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B)

Determillatioll of Dark alld Photocollductivity

i)

Definition of Conductivity
Dark and/or photoconductivity information can be obtained from all of the

above mentioned devices. For sandwich and surface cells where exact device
dimensions are known, the conductivity a is given as:

(13)

p is the specific conductivity (O·cm), R is the resistance in ohms, L is the length of

the sample in em and A is the cross sectional area in cm 2 (width x height). Since V =
iR under ohmic conditions:
L
a =i ""'V:-"o""'H"'"fo-H~

(14)

0

where Wand H are the width and height of the sample.

ii)

Dark Conductivity and Photoconductivity Measurements
Dark conductivity measurements can easily be obtained with all of the above

mentioned devices. Special devices exist for measuring the conductivity of different
devices depending on the exact type of device used. For single crystals, evaporated
electrodes are often used,23 and studies are usually done under vacuum to eliminate
the effects of ambient gases on conductivity. Exact values for the dimensions of the
crystal are often hard to obtain and makes calculations of conductivity using
Equation (14) difficult. Measurements obtained from surface and sandwich cells
readily allow for the usage of Equation (14). For microcircuit measurements, this
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equation needs some modifications. The length of the sample is the electrode spacing
in cm, R is the measured resistance of the device equal to V Ii in ohmic regions, and
A is the total cross sectional area of the microcircuit. The cross sectional area will
be equal to the total perimeter P of one half of the device multiplied by the film
depth, d. Because the thin film is coated over the electrodes and can't be deposited
just between the fingers, this is only an approximation to the cross sectional area.
Thus, for microcircuits, the resulting equation for the calculation of dark or
photoconductivity is:

(15)

The use of this equation, regardless of the device parameters discussed above, will
yield the unique conductivity of a material. However, since i = VIR (in ohmic
regions), an increased dark or photocurrent ll&rull may be generated by increasing
the bias voltage or by: 1) increasing the total number of fingers (R T decreases); 2)
decreasing the gap spacing (R T decreases); and, 3) increasing the depth of the film
(R T decreases).
The largest limitation in photoconductivity measurements is the nature of the
device under study. It is desirable to illuminate as much of the sample as possible,
but this can be problematic, especially in sandwich cells due to non-transparent
electrodes. Single crystals can yield good photoconductivity data since small
electrode leads can be attached to the crystal face without shielding the majority of
the crystal from illumination. In fact, some crystals can be grown directly from one
electrode to another during the actual crystaIlization. 23 As mentioned before, solid
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state microcircuits offer an excellent means for obtaining photoconductivity related
. electronic information.

C)

Ultraviolet and X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopic Characterization of GaPc-CI and
TCNQ

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) are both surface analytical techniques that interrogate
approximately the top 20 A of a material. UPS is particularly useful for obtaining
detailed valence band information for a material. This is due to the small Iinewidths
of the low energy ionization sources such as He I and He II. Such valence band
information can place the HOMO of a material and, in conjunction with molecular
orbital calculations, the atomic orbital composition of the HOMO can be revealed.
Placement of HOMO levels for different molecular electronic materials, in addition
to LUMO levels from bandgap information, will indicate if charge transfer reactions
are feasible between any two molecules.
XPS produces photoelectron emission from core electrons. These core electrons
are ejected from deep lying bonding orbitals of a solid. Binding energies of core
electrons in XPS studies have been found to be sensitive to the chemical environment
of the atom of origin. Emission from the same element that results in more than one
peak indicates that this particular element is found in more than one chemical
environment. Any reactions of the material may also be accompanied with charge
shifts in the binding energy of a particular peak which can indicate the particular
chemical site of attack. Peak intensities or areas can be used to determine
stoichiometric ratios of one element to another or the percentage of an element in
one chemical environment to the same element in another chemical environment.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL

A)

Synthesis and Purification of Chemical Materials

i)

GaPc-CI
Chlorogallium phthalocyanine (GaPc-Cl) was synthesized according to the

method of Busch which has been modified by this group.78,79 Following
synthesis, the material was washed for several days in a Soxhlet extractor using
reagent grade ethanol until the condensate became reasonably clear, indicating most
of the unreacted side products had been removed. The crude GaPc-CI was placed in
a glass Pyrex vessel and a watch glass, supported by four indented glass prongs, was
positioned over the top of the GaPc-Cl. This vessel was then attached to a glass trap
assembly using a viton o-ring and clamp. This glass trap was fitted with a stainless
steel sleeve which lead to the diffusion pump.

After a base pressure of at least I x

10-8 torr was reached, the material was slowly heated up to its sublimation
temperature using a heating mantle. Sublimation was allowed to occur over a period
of hours to days depending on the quantity of material desired. Finally, the
sublimed GaPc-CI was scraped off the watch glass.

ii)

TCNQ
7,7,8,8 tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) was obtained from SIGMA and was

found suitable for use after a single purification sublimation step as described
above.
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B)

The Organic Thin Film Ultra High Vacuum Deposition Chamber
The work discussed in this dissertation centered around the use of a custom

ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber (Figure 14). As our knowledge in the area of
molecular organic electronics grew, this chamber went through several development
phases, and a detailed description of its ultimate configuration follows. Plans for a
versatile stainless steel UHV deposition chamber were drawn up in our laboratory.
This chamber contains six 4" ports fitted with 6" flanges oriented at the ends of a six
way cross. The chamber also contains several 2.75" and 1.33" ports oriented at 45"
angles to the cross arms all in line of sight to the chamber center. Attached to the
rear port is another chamber, completely isola table from the main chamber by a
viton sealed gate valve. This rear chamber is used to support the turbo molecular
pump and also houses a nude ion gauge, a titanium sublimation filament and a shield
mounted on a manipulator that is used in the main chamber to block the substrate
from the deposition sources. The entire assembly is securely mounted on a fully
adjustable and mobile cart system, with an adjacent instrument rack used to house
all the associated electronics for the chamber. The assembly can thereby be easily
transported and boIted to a VG ESCALAB MKII spectrometer for XPS, UPS or AES
studies.
At the center of the main chamber is an aluminum substrate block. This block
was used for the majority of the microcircuit studies and allows for mounting of: I)
a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) for monitoring mass uptake; 2) a piece of gold
metalIized plastic optically transparent electrode (MPOTE) or a piece of a glass
microscope slide; and, 3) a microcircuit. AlI three items are in thermal contact with
the substrate block, and heating of the block was achieved using tantalum wire that
looped through Al 20 3 ceramic pieces. A chromel-alumel thermocouple was also in
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thermal contact with the block for accurate temperature measurements vs. an ice
bath located outside the UHV chamber. The substrate block was attached to a
Varian 981-2523 XYZ manipulator such that precise alignment could be made to
either the deposition sources or the light source. This manipulator contained 1.33"
feedthroughs for all the devices inside the chamber. A Hewlett-Packard 5384A
frequency monitor was used to measure the oscillation frequency of the QCM, which
was driven using a power source built by our electronics facility. A ten-fold step
down transformer in conjunction with a variable a.c. transformer was used to supply
current to the tantalum heater. The a.c. current was monitored with a Keithley 130
ammeter. A Keithley 191 digital multimeter was used to measure the voltage of the
substrate's chromel-alumel thermocouple junction as referenced to a O'C ice bath.
For the microcircuit, variable bias potentials were applied using an ECO 551
potentiostat with a Keithley 485 picoammeter in series. Low noise shielded and
grounded cable was found to be absolutely necessary to measure the microcircuit's
typical current flow of picoamps to nanoamps.
The deposition source assembly was mounted on the bottom 6" flange of the
chamber. This assembly contained two deposition sources, consisting of stainless
steel canisters. In the center of each canister was placed a boron nitride crucible
obtained from R.D. Mathis. Screw on stainless steel caps were designed to hold
special apertures with any particular diameter desirable. These apertures were
found extremely useful to control both the deposition rate and the resulting "spray
area" of the material in use. Resistive heating of the canisters was achieved using
tantalum wiring and ceramic pieces as described for the substrate heater. Omega
CN310 temperature controllers modified by our electronics shop, and containing
internal junction references, were used to supply current to the deposition sources
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Schematic of the organic thin film ultra high vacuum deposition
chamber
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with temperature feedback from a chromel-alumel thermocouple touching directly
underneath each boron nitride crucible. A stainless steel cross divider unit was used
to isolate the deposition sources from each other and a rotatable shield was fitted on
top of the cross to allow for deposition of onc, both or neither of the materials
contained in the sources. The entire bottom port of the main chamber was wrapped
with] /8" copper tubing. This tubing was connected to a coil of more copper tubing
which could be placed in a styrofoam dewar containing liquid nitrogen. Nitrogen
gas flowing through the tubing would effectively coo] the bottom deposition port.
This cryocooling was found to further lower the base pressure of the deposition
chamber during deposition.
Precision leak valves were mounted on the chamber and stainless steel gas
manifold assemblies were attached to each valve leading to gas dopant tanks.
Alternatively, the manifolds could be connected to a liquid/solid dosing cell. The
manifolds contained additional valving such that each line could be pumped by
molecular sieve sorption pumps before evacuation of the gas lines through the main
chamber. Traps were fitted to each line and were available for usage where the
dopant gas was of questionable purity. All gases used in these studies were at least
99.99 % pure and the traps were thus of minimal importance.
A Vacuum Generators bellows translator was mounted on one of the 45" ports
into which was bolted a stainless steel tube containing a 1.33" glass viewport on the
end. Into this tube it was possible to insert an Oriel fiber optic cable which led to
the end of an Instruments SA H-ID monochromator. 2 mm entrance and exit slits
were used. During film deposition, it was possible to completely withdraw the
viewport into the port and out of sight from any deposition source. After
deposition, the viewport could be brought into the chamber via the bellows
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mechanism for optical interrogation of the film. Fine optical focusing could be
managed through the use of the bellows assembly and the top port XYZ manipulator.
A 120 V 500 W 3M 3477 tungsten lamp was used with appropriate focusing optics and
cooling fans. Long pass and glass filters could be used to obtain a reasonably flat
lamp spectrum varying by no more than 42% from peak values. Lamp calibrations
were performed for each microcircuit experiment by passing the fiber optic
transmitted light through a viewport identical to the one used in the bellows
manipulator assembly and impinging this light onto a Dexter Research 2M UV
quartz thermopile. This factory calibrated thermopile produces a voltage
proportional to the energy of impinging light. Adjustments with lenses and filters
were used to obtain the flattest possible lamp output over the entire wavelength
spectru;n. A typical calibrated spectrum is given in Figure 15. The peak maximum
at 100% occurs at 690 nm and is 5.7 x 10 12 photons/sec that are incident on the active
microcircuit area (0.0049 cm 2). The feature at 520 nm is due to insertion of a glass
heat filter and the feature at 600 nm is due to the insertion of a low pass 540 nm
filter. The output 01 the tungsten lamp is unavoidably low below about 500 nm due
to the glass case of the lamp. As discussed above, variation between the maximum at
690 nm and all other wavelengths above 520 nm is 42% or less. This is an acceptable
variation and the lamp output was consistent within a few percent from one
experiment to the next. Knowledge of the exact lamp output is necessary in order to
normalize the photocurrent action spectrum (peAS). Without a lamp calibration,
regions of a peAS may be artificially low or high due to variations in the lamp
output. Details of the peAS normalization process can be found in Appendix I.
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C)

Microcircuit and XPSjUPS EXperimental Protocol

i)

Microcircuit Protocol
a)

Pre-Deposition Treatments

For microcircuit studies, a rigorous experimental protocol was developed and is
described as follows. The vacuum depositable chemical materials were first loaded
in the boron nitride crucibles and placed in their respective deposition sources with
appropriate apertures. Beam targeting could be checked by inserting ceramic rods
into the sources and adjusting the angle of the source such tha t intersection of the
molecular beam with the center of the chamber, and thus the substrate holder, would
occur. The deposition source flange could then be attached to the main chamber.
Next, the substrate holder was loaded with a fresh QCM, a piece of MPOTE or
microscope slide (cleaned in reagent grade ethanol followed by triply distilled
water), and a new microcircuit. Inspection and treatment of the microcircuit was
found to be crucial. Early depositions of GaPc-CI on as-received microcircuits,
without any circuit cleaning or circuit bakeouts, seemed to produce films with
relatively large dark conductivities. The presence of contaminants on the
microcircuits was confirmed using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Large
concentrations of fluorine and chlorine containing hydrocarbons were found both on
the fingers and on the quartz substrate between fingers. Heating the circuit in
vacuum greatly reduced the level of these contaminants. Plasma etching of the
circuits using a Harrick plasma cleaner at full power for approximately 10 minutes
prior to insertion into vacuum was found to be extremely effective in removing all
detectable traces of the contaminants. In addition to contaminant removal, each
microcircuit was inspected for shorts, both optically and electronically. If the
circuit looked acceptable under SOX magnification, then it was connected to the

---
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----
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potentiostat in series with the picoammeter. Dark current of a few nanoamps at 5V
bias, due to conduction from atmospheric water, was often found. However, any
current in excess of this was a good indication that the microcircuit was defective.
Conduction due to atmospheric water was verified by observing that these currents
would quickly disappear once even millitorr vacuum was applied to the circuit.
During the bakeout cycle(s) of the chamber, deposition sources were kept about 50·C
below the deposition temperatures of the compounds. The circuit and other substrate
components were allowed to remain at approximately 160·C during two bakeout
cycles. Between bakeout cycles, the microcircuit was heated to about 160· C in an
environment of I x 10- 5 torr pure oxygen for 8 hr. This was to ensure that any
atomic chromium on the microcircuit substrate, used to adhere gold to the device,
would be completely oxidized and ensure that only the gold would allow for
conduction through the GaPc-CI.

b)

Deposition Conditions

Films were grown consistently at rates between 0.12 and 0.13
monolayers/minute, resulting in deposition times from 8.2 to 7.5 hours respectively to
yield film thicknesses of 200 A as per QCM and UV -VIS spectrophotometric
verification using the glass slide or piece of MPOTE. Substrate temperatures were
consistently 92·C. One film, M24, was grown at a rate of 0.17 monolayers/minute
for a deposition time of 5.9 hours for comparison to the other experiments. Another
film, M28, was grown at 0.11 monolayers/minute for 29.5 hr to yield a film with a
thickness of 670

A.

It was desired to grow all films in total darkness in order to see if the rise time

on the first light exposure would be any different than rise times on subsequent
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light exposures. As discussed in Chapter I, this is not an unreasonable expectation,
since rise times are proportional to trap concentrations (see Equation (9» and these
traps have both structural and chemical origins. 23 In order to achieve conditions of
total darkness, all viewports were covered and the nude ion gauge filament was
either turned off or shielded with a gate valve from line of sight to the MC.
However, one source of illumination that was not anticipated to be troublesome, and
could not be completely eliminated, was the illumination occurring when the
temperature controller would activate the source and hence supply current to the
tantalum filaments. Threading the exposed section of the filaments through ceramic
pieces and tucking them underneath the source helped but did not eliminate the
illumination. This illumination was "sensed" by the MC, since during the deposition,
dark current was continuously monitored, and small discursions from the dark
current baseline could be seen during the duration of the filament on cycle.

ii)

Surface Science Experimental Protocol
For XPS and UPS experiments, the deposition chamber was bolted directly to

the end of a Vacuum Generators ESCALAB MKII spectrometer. The substrate
holder was removed from the Pc chamber and a manipulator arm was fitted to the
end port of the Pc chamber, in line with the axis of the VG spectrometer. The end
of this manipulator was equipped with a sample stub holder into which a sample
stub could be press fit using the wiggle bars of the VG spectrometer. Pieces of pure
metal or MPOTE mounted on sample stubs could be introduced into the VG
spectrometer through the use of the VG's fast entry lock. Prior to deposition, the
samples were routinely argon sputtered in the VG spectrometer sample preparation
chamber to remove residual carbon and other contaminants. The sample could then
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be placed on the manipulator arm and brought into the Pc chamber for depositions.
In this way, deposition and XPSjUPS interrogation could be performed without !!.!ll
break in vacuum during the process. For analysis of TCNQ films, it was necessary to
use the VG sample stub cooler in the analysis chamber by attaching a cooling coil
similar to the one described for the deposition chamber's bottom port. This ensured
that the TCNQ would not volatilize during the XPS or UPS experiments.
The spectrometer was operated with a base pressure of less than 5 x 10- 10 torr.
Mg (1253.6 eV) or AI (1486.6 eV) Ka non-monochromatized radiation was used at 300
W. The spectrometer was operated with a pass energy of 20 or 50 eV. UPS
experiments were performed with He I (21.2 eV) radiation from an electrocapillary
source. The hemispherical analyzer in XPS experiments was used in constant
analyzer energy mode (CAE) and UPS experiments were done in both CAE and
constant retard ratio modes (CRR).

D)

Calibration of the QCM for GaPc-CI and TCNQ
The response of an AT-cut quartz crystal microbalance to mass uptake is 4.43

ngjHz cm 2•80 However, this assumes that the change in frequency is the same as
that expected for an equivalent amount of quartz. Accurate mass uptake
measurements require that the QCM be calibrated for the material in question. This
is done by measuring the QCM's change in frequency response for a deposition on it,
and then completely dissolving off the material using an appropriate solvent.
Standard solutions of the same material to be calibrated for are used to obtain peak
wavelength absorbance measurements. A Beer's law calibration plot of absorbance
vs. standard solution concentration can then be constructed. Using this plot and the
absorbance of the QCM film solution, the concentration of the QCM film solution
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can be calculated. Multiplying the QCM film solution total volume by its
concentration yields the amount of material originally deposited on the QCM
Finally, the total number of Hz recorded and the active area of the QCM is used to
calculate the sensitivity.

i)

GaPc-('I. Calibra tion
For the GaPc-CI calibration, GaPc-CI was deposited on a QCM held at

approximately 85'C. Pyridine was used as the solvent and 695 nm as the solution
absorbance maximum. The sensitivity of the QCM to GaPc-CI was found to be 4.1
ng/Hz cm 2• Assuming a molecular area of 160

A2 for

the phthalocyanine molecule

and an active area for the QCM of 0.155 cm 2, this number corresponds to 0,064
monolayers/Hz.

ii)

TCNQ Calibration
For the TCNQ calibration, TCNQ was deposited on a QCM at room

temperatur~.

Using acetonitrile as the solvent and 393 nm as the solution absorbance maximum
the sensitivity of the QCM to TCNQ was found to be 3.4 ng/Hz cm 2, Using a
molecular area of 85 A2 for the TCNQ molecule and the same QCM active area as
before, this number corresponds to 0.085 monolayers/Hz. Because of deterioration of
the solutions with time, this value is suspect and a calculated sensitivity of 0.10
monolayers/Hz was used instead (based on a value of 4.1 ng/Hz cm 2),
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E)

Visible and Near-Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy

A Cary 14 with a OLIS computer interface was used to obtain visible and nearIR absorption spectra. Since the films were grown on glass slides, a clean glass slide
was used as the blank.

F)

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy

A TRACOR 5000 X-Ray fluorescence spectrometer was used to analyze GaPcCI powder from several different stages in the purification and experimental
process. It was operated at 30 kV with a detector current of 0.09 rnA.

G)

Scanning Electron Microscopy

An lSI DS-130 scanning electron microscope was used to obtain SEM's of several
of the Pc films grown. The films were mounted with double sided tape on aluminum
SEM sample stubs and then coated with Au-Pd prior to examination. Silver paste
was used to ensure contact between the film and the sample stub. The electron gun
was operated at a voltage of 20 kV.
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CHAPTER 3
DARK AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF
NATIVE GaPe-CI THIN FILMS

As discussed in Chapter I, atmospheric contaminants such as oxygen and water
were believed to be primarily responsible for dictating the photoelectrochemical
behavior of GaPc-CI films observed by our group,5,19,20 but one parameter that
proved to be of equal importance was the chemical impurity concentration levels in
these films. This realization resulted after a series of GaPc-CI thin films were grown
from a single crucible full of GaPc-CI. Each film was successively "cleaner" as
demonstrated by dark current levels. Establishing the P.Y.!i.1v.level of a film via
simple dark current measurements eventually enabled the prediction of reproducible
patterns in the data for many of the solid state electronic parameters to be discussed
in this chapter: photocurrent rise and dark decay times; Arrhenius activation
energies for dark conduction; activation energies for photoconduction; photo and
dark current-voltage curves; photocurrent action spectra; and, sensitivity of
photocurrent to changes in light intensity (-y). These results help to elucidate the
nature of dark and photoconduction processes in these GaPc-CI thin films as related
to the presence of chemical dopants.
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A)

Rise and Decay Times; Dark and Photocurrellt

i)

Rise and Decay Time Measurements (Trap Site Considerations)
Despite the unavoidable introduction to light during film preparation discussed

in Chapter 2, rise times were measured for first and second irradiations immediately
after the films were grown. The results for the first (I) and second (II) rise times
will be given below. Figure 16 illustrates the response of photocurrent as a function
of time for the first and second irradiations of M22 (632.8 nm (5 mW); 3 V), the first
GaPc-CI film in this series. Rise times for M22 were difficult to obtain since a
steady state condition (as required to calculate the rise time as per Equation (9» was
never reached, even after about 15 minutes of illumination. This lack of attainment
of a steady state value for both the first and second irradiations is due to the fact
that the trap concentration is so high, that it takes an excessive amount of time to
fill traps, just as it would to restore them. In addition, it was found that the
calculated rise time depends on the point in time during the illumination period
where the photocurrent is measured. All rise times in Table I were calculated after
12 seconds of irradiation. Calculating the rise time at higher values of irradiation
times yielded higher rise time values. This demonstra tes tha t Equa tion (9) (Chapter
I) is not completely valid for these studies. This is not surprising since this equation
is based on the existence of a discrete trapping level. Nevertheless, the values
presented in Table I are valid for qualitative comparisons.
The presence of rise and decay times also presented another problem in these
studies. For chemically impure films, such as M22, with large photocurrent rise and
dark decay times, it was necessary to measure the photocurrent after a constant time
in order to yield reproducible data for photocurrent-voltage curves, photocurrent
sensitivity to light values and photoactivation energies. For the purer films, this was
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not a problem since the rise and decay times proved to be minimal and steady state
photo and dark conditions were achieved almost immediately upon irradiation or
cessation of irradiation respectively. However, it once again became a problem (even
with the purer films) once they were dosed with high exposures of dopants such as

°2'
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FILM #

RISE TIME (sec)

iPB 700nm

ipB/inK

(5V) (oA)

(5V) (oA)

inK

(5V)

M22

8.9 (I) 8.0 (II)

0.055

8.1

147

M23

4.5 (I) 1.9 (II)

0.0012

7.5

6250

M24

2.6 (I)

• (II)

0.0005

3.8

7600

M25

2.6 (I)

• (II)

0.0001

0.26

~5200

M26

4.9 (I) 3.3 (II)

0.0015

3.9

260

M28

5.6 (I) 2.8 (II)

0.0102

18.0

1765

M29

4.3 (I) 4.0 (II)

0.0020

0.70

350

Table I

Rise times, dark current, photocurrent and photo-to-dark current ratios for
the GaPc-CI films studied. All films 200 A except for M28 (670 A).
• not measured
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It can be seen from Table I that M22 had the largest initial rise time. It is also

to be noted that M22 had the highest dark conductivity of any film grown in the
series. In fact, films with higher dark currents in general, tended to have larger rise
times. This is especially evident for films M22-M25 which were grown without the
addition of any fresh GaPc-CI powder to the Knudsen cell. As discussed in Chapter
I, chemical impurities and structural defects can act as charge carrier traps. After
illumination, the dark current is higher and slowly decays to a baseline value as
structural and chemical impurity traps are emptied. Possible chemical impurities
include radicals of the parent GaPc-CI, other Pc's, high molecular weight
decomposition products of the parent GaPc-CI or synthetic reactant/sideproduct
impurities. For the case of an acceptor impurity, photogenerated electrons generated
in the host molecules by impinging photons may be abstracted by the LUMO of
acceptor impurities. As these acceptor impurities are filled, photocurrent increases,
since less and less of the photon flux will be used to promote electrons to these
acceptor levels. Finally, steady state conditions are reached and a constant level of
photocurrent is reached. The case is analogous for donor impurities where
photogenerated holes are abstracted by electrons from the HOMO of donor
impurities. As these donor impurities are emptied, photocurrent increases since less
and less of the photon flux creates holes that can be trapped. The fact that films
with higher dark currents exhibit larger rise times is in accordance with Equation
(7) in Chapter I, since a large dark conductivity indicates a high concentration of
impurity molecules that are found in an equilibrium distribution of neutral and
ionized species. The larger the number of ionized impurities (leading to the
observed room temperature dark current), the larger the number of neutral
impurities and the longer it may take to reach equilibrium. Likewise, the decay
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times will be longer for films with high dark currents since it will require time for
electrons in acceptor LUMO levels to combine with Pc holes or it wiII require time
for electrons in Pc LUMO levels to combine with holes in donor HOMO levels (see
Figure 11, Chapter 1).
Films with higher concentrations of &l!ill chemical impurities may also cause
higher concentrations of defect h.Qll molecules to appear and nucleate at such
chemical impurity sites. The trapping/site restoration mechanism is the same as
described above for irradiation and dark conditions respectively. These structural
defect traps will contribute to longer photocurrent rise and dark decay times. If
these trap sites are deeper than those found in purer films, the charge carriers
trapped by these structurally defective molecules may be stabilized to a much
greater extent than charge carriers located in structurally defective molecules found
in purer films. As discussed in Chapter I, the extent to which a charge carrier can
be polarized or stabilized by a defect molecule depends on of how much these defect
molecules electronically deviate from non-structurally defective Pc HOMO and
LUMO levels. Structurally defective Pc molecules wiII have a distribution of HOMO
and LUMO levels around the corresponding average values for non-defective Pc
molecules. The energy differences between defective and non-defective levels can
be great and result in deep trap sites (see Figure 4 and Figure 11, Chapter I). These
sites become recombination centers when recombination with another charge carrier
is more likely than thermal regeneration of the charge carrier.
M26 marks the first experiment where additional fresh GaPc-CI powder was
added to the Knudsen cell. Reference to Table I indicates that there is a
corresponding increase in observed photocurrent rise and dark decay time. These
values, however, are lower than corresponding values for M22, since M26 represents
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a film grown from a mix of fresh (impure) and remaining (purer) GaPe-CI powder.
Additional fresh GaPe-CI powder was also added before M28, since a thick film was
desired.
In the series of films studied, second or third irradiation rise times were always
lower than the first rise time measured, especially if one did not wait for the
original dark current baseline current to be reestablished. Interpretation of this data
must be handled carefully, since by not waiting for an original dark current baseline
to be reestablished, photogenerated electrons and holes can completely bypass
chemical impurities and/or structural traps that are already occupied with electrons
and holes. The result is that steady state conditions are reached sooner and rise
times are smaller. If the films had been allowed to remain in the dark for excessive
times (days to weeks), it is likely that there would not be substantial differences
between first and subsequent rise times.

ii)

Photo-to-Dark Current Ratios
Photocurrents for all of the films grown may also be found in Table I. As

pointed out earlier, films with higher dark currents also tended to have higher
photocurrents. This is in support of the idea that ionized impurities, which are
responsible for dark current, can also provide for charge transfer state dissociation
sites. 64 Shown in Table I are the photo-to-dark current ratios for all of the films.
Comparisons of photo-to-dark current ratios in Table I demonstrates that a constant
ratio is not obtained for GaPc-CI films such that this ratio can not be a
characteristic constant used for Pc's. Comparisons of values for M23 and M22 show
that even though M22 had 46 times the dark current of M22, its photocurrent is only
1.1 times higher. Clearly, increases in dark current (signifying increases in ionized
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impurity site concentrations) favor increases in photocurrent, but other factors such
as high concentrations of structural traps (a proposed result of higher dark
conductivities) do not allow as large an increase in photocurrent as may have been
expected. Purer films, with less dark current and therefore less chemical impurities
and structural traps, had the largest contrasts. If a particular molecular electronic
application requires large photocurrents, as in a photovoltaic device, ionized
impurities may be of benefit for a maximum photocurrent signal. However, for an
application such as xerography, a material with a low dark current is desirable, so
that there is a considerable difference between charge densities in illuminated and
dark areas of the xerographic material. 6

B)

Dark Current-Voltage Curves

Dark current-voltage curves were taken for several of the films grown. These
curves yield information which tells whether or not the material follows Ohm's Jaw.
Since iOK

cc y'fl,

a log iOK vs. log Y plot will yield the '7 value as the slope. For ohmic

behavior, this slope will be equal to 1.0. If traps are absent, the injected charge
carrier concentration can easily exceed the thermal carrier concentration and, as
voltage is increased, a slope of 2.0 is obtained (space charge limited current) in the
log iOK vs. log Y plot. If structural defects result in shallow traps, an elevated
voltage (Y O-CT) is required before the injected charge carrier concentration can
exceed the thermal carrier concentration (Figure 7, Chapter I). Once this voltage is
reached, the slope will be 2.0, as before.
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i)

Results for M22
Figure 17 is the inK vs. V plot for the first film grown, M22. Ohmic behavior

with a measured slope of 0.96 was obtained for the region between 0 and 2.5 V.
Above 2.5 V, a slope of 1.3 was obtained. This marks the beginning of a transition
range to SCLC (space charge limited current) where the number of injected charge
carriers is just beginning to exceed the concentration of thermal carriers. Below 2.5
V, ohmic conduction of thermal charge carriers dominates. Above 2.5 V, a portion
of injected charge is collectable and the rest of the injected charges go to filling
traps. At this point, the slope begins to exceed 1.0 and approach 2.0. If higher bias
voltages (probably> 10 V) had been applied to this film, it is certain that a slope of
2.0 would have been observed. After all traps have been fiIIed, the slope would
increase dramatically above a value of 2.0. These results clearly support the
suspicion of a large concentration of trap sites for M22, suggested earlier by its
photocurrent rise and dark decay time data.
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ii)

Results for M26
The iDK vs. V plot for M26 is shown in Figure IS. Below 0.35 V no detecta ble

dark current was observed «0.1 pA). Above about 0.35 V. a slope of I.S was
obtained indicating dark current here is due to injected carriers that easily exceed
the concentration of thermal carriers (SCLC). Since M26 is a mixture of fresh GaPcCI and GaPc-CI remaining from the previous experiments up to M26, it has an
intermediate chemical purity level and a corresponding intermediate dark current
level that lies between M22 and the purer films.

An ohmic region probably exists

below 0.35 V but is below detection limits. With less chemical impurities to generate
thermal charge carriers and hence less structural impurities to consume injected
charge, injected charge carriers almost immediately exceed the thermal
concentration charge carriers in the dark, and the slope of 1.8 is very near the classic
SCLC slope of 2.0. In M23, M24 and M25 the dark current was too low to measure
accurate dark current-voltage responses. Thus, current-voltage studies for these
films are not presented here. From the fact that these films were much purer than
M22 and even more pure than M26, it is not unreasonable that, if instrumentation
had been used that could accurately detect less than 0.1 pA, ohmic regions would be
observed, followed by very early onsets (earlier than the onset found for M26) of
SCLC.

iii) Results for M28
Figure 19 is the iDK vs. V plot for M28. M28 had a total number of chemical
impurities that was intermediate between M22 and M26. There are sufficient
concentrations of chemical impurities, as indicated by M2S's large dark conductivity
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in Table I, to yield an ohmic region with slope 1.1, but not enough to prevent the
easy establishment of SCLC conditions where a slope of 2.0 is obtained at 2.5 V.

C)

Arrhenius Activation Energy Plots of Dark Conduction

Determination of activation energies for dark conduction were conducted for
several of the GaPc-Cl films grown. This yields information concerning the
energetic displacement of chemical impurity dopants from Ee or E h•

i)

Results for M22
Figure 20 is the Arrhenius activation energy plot of dark conduction for M22

taken at a 3 V bias potential. This film was of interest since it was the first film
grown in the series, and had the highest dark and photo currents. As can be seen in
Figure 20, there are three distinct linear segments in the plot appearing with slopes
that yield dopant displacements of 0.39, 0.79 and 1.1 eV. As discussed in Chapter 1,
multiple linear segments in an Arrenhius activation energy plot can indicate the
existence of distinct chemical impurity levels. 37 ,50,51 For M22, it is not known
whether these are acceptor or donor impurities, and later evidence with dopant
studies suggests that both acceptors and donors are present in these films. What ii
known is the energy separation of these chemical impurity sites from Ee or E h• The
first site lies approximately 0.39 eV away from Ee or E h, and since it is closest to the
conduction levels, it represents a strong donor or acceptor as per Equation (8) and
will be heavily depopulated or populated respectively. The next impurity site lies
approximately 0.79 away from Ee or E h . This impurity will be a weaker donor or
acceptor since its energy is near the middle of the"" 1.6 eV bandgap. The last
impurity site lies approximately 1.1 eV away from Ee or E h • Since it ,is the furthest
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away from the conduction levels, it is identified as the weakest donor or acceptor of
all three of the impurities. Previous researchers have usually only reported dark
activation energies for the intrinsic region of molecular electronic conduction which
is obtained by conducting these Arrhenius studies at very high temperatures, after
all acceptor sites have been filled, or all donor sites have been emptied of charge.
However, it is the impurities within the bandgap that will dictate the extent of dark
conductivity (and other electronic parameters) at RT, and below the defect
exhaustion temperature (Equation (8), Chapter I). Arrhenius studies conducted
before onset of the intrinsic conductivity temperature regime are more meaningful
than those conducted in the intrinsic conductivity temperature regime since most
molecular electronic applications are conducted at or near RT. Also, by not going to
elevated temperatures to measure intrinsic activation energies for dark conduction,
there is no risk of going through irreversible phase transitions.

ii)

Results for M26
a)

I V Bias Potential

Figure 21 contains the Arrhenius activation energy plot of dark conduction for
M26 at a I V bias potential. For this film, which is comprised of a mixture of GaPcCI from a fresh and an older charge of Pc in the Knudsen cell, only two of the three
linear segments are observed in the Arrhenius plot. Due to a lower bias potential,
the first two segments appear at slightly higher energies (0.43 and 0.81 eV) than
those seen for M22. As far as the missing third segment, it is not unreasonable to
expect that, since the majority of the powder from which this film was grown had
been heated to sublimation temperature four times previously, the powder should
contain significant contributions from only the strongest donors or acceptors. These
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strong donors or acceptors are not readily removed even after several sublimations
and continue to be carried along into the gas phase, to be recondensed in the solid
state. Only the weakest donor or acceptor, at an energetic position of over an eV
away from the conduction levels has been removed by successive sublimations.

b)

5 V Bias Potential

Figure 21 contains the Arrhenius activation energy plot of dark conduction for
M26 at a 5 V bias potential. Two things are of note. First of all, the activation
energies are lower (0.32 and 0.61 eV) than those measured at a I V bias potential.
Secondly, the onset of the second higher activation energy segment, with an energy
level of 0.61 eV, occurs at a lower temperature for this bias potential than for the I
V bias potential. The first observation raises questions as to the actual meaning of
an activation energy for dark conduction. According to Meier, activation energies
for dark conduction strictly represent the difference in energy levels between the
conduction levels and the chemical impurity levels. 23 If this is true, then there
should be no bias voltage dependence on activation energies for dark conduction.
For an electron acceptor, the mechanism for dark carrier generation is as follows:
kl

e- +A0

""

k3
[A -h +]

-+

A- + h+

k2

The first step is simply the acceptance of an electron by the acceptor site. The
distribution of neutral and reduced acceptor states will be governed both by the
energy difference between the conduction level and the electronic level of the
impurity site, and the temperature. The forward and reverse rate constants are

(16)
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given as kl and k 2• Once the [A -h+] state has been produced, it may yield the
separate entities A- and h+. In this example, it is the hole (h+) that is the majority
carrier responsible for conduction in the dark. By looking at this mechanism, it
becomes clear that here is where a voltage dependence may come into effect. Higher
voltages will lower the activation energy for dark conduction by lowering the ks rate
constant activation energy. The overall activation energy for dark conduction must be

some combination of: 1) the actual energy difference between a donor or acceptor
level and the conduction level; and, 2) the activation energy of k s. The first
parameter must be a constant and independent of voltage; however, the second is not
and will very likely be voltage dependent. Higher bias voltages will lower the ks
rate cOllstallt activation energy and thereby lower the overall measured activation

energy for dark conduction. Simon has recognized the possibility of a portion of
thermal activation energies as representing energy required for charge separation,
but considers it in terms of charge separation between a host molecule and a free
charge carrier during hopping and not prior to free charge carrier formation, as
required here. 14
The second observation of a lower temperature onset for the second segment in
the plot shown in Figure 21 may be due to the fact that a higher bias voltage shifts
the equilibrium to favor A-and h+ in Equation (16). If a certain Boltzman
distribution of reduced and neutral states is required before the second segment is
observed, less thermal energy will now be required to establish the required
concentrations of A-and h+. In addition, since it was already demonstrated that
SCLC current controls M26, a higher

bia~

voltage will increase the concentration of

filled acceptor states. Once again, if a certain Bohzman distribution of reduced and

III

neutral states is required before the second segment is observed, filling these
acceptor states by increasing the bias voltage will lead to a reduction in the
temperature required to achieve this distribution.

iii) Identification of Possible Chemical Impurity Dopants
a)

Synthetic Considerations

It is interesting to speculate on the identities of the chemical impurities in these

films. As discussed in Chapter 2, GaPc-CI is synthesized from phthalonitrile and
gallium trichloride. Phthalonitrile (l,2-dicyanobenzene) may be a strong enough
acceptor molecule to complex with GaPc-CI and cosublime with it. Phthalonitrile as
an acceptor molecule would exist in an equilibrium of neutral and reduced states
when combined with Pc's. If the LUMO of phthalonitrile lies above the HOMO of
GaPc-Cl, a Arrhenius study of dark conduction would establish the approximate
energy difference. A cosublimation of these two molecules would prove interesting.
GaCl s is known to contain transition metal impurities that can form other Pc's
during the synthesis. Other Pc's known to form from the reaction of their metal
chlorides with phthalonitrile include CoPc, NiPc, CrPc, FePc and PbPc. 25 The
HOMO of FePc lies 1.1 eV below the LUMO of GaPc-CI 14 and the Arrhenius
activation energy plot of dark conduction for M22 in Figure 20 demonstrates the
existence of a dopant situated about 1.1 eV away from either conduction level of
GaPc-CI. Collins, in our group, has demonstrated the strong possibility that FePc
may control many of the electronic properties observed in both GaPc-CI and InPc-CI
films. 81 ,82 Thus, FePc could be present as a donor impurity in these films. In
addition, Cheng and Loutfy have observed that the conductivity of H 2Pc increases
with increasing FePc impurity concentration (70-600 ppm).8S The HOMO of MnPc
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lies about 0.47 to 0.74 eV below the LUMO of GaPc-CI and is a possibility for
another donor dopant in GaPc-Cl, since the activation energy plot of dark
conduction for M22 in Figure 20 demonstrated the existence of a dopant situated
about 0.79 eV away from either conduction level of GaPc-Cl.

b)

X-Ray Fluorescence Identification of Chemical Impurities

X-Ray fluorescence spectra of several samples of GaPc-CI were taken. s4
Three different samples were run that were believed to contain different impurity
concentration levels: I) Crude GaPc-Cl powder from the bottom of the purification
sublimation vessel which had been Soxhlet extracted and heated several times to
sublimation temperature; 2} GaPc-CI powder that had been sublimed once from the
sublimation vessel and collected. This powder was equivalent to the GaPc-CI used
for M22 and anytime fresh GaPc-CI powder was added to the Knudsen cell; and, 3)
GaPc-CI powder removed from the Knudsen cell following several microcircuit
experiments. No metal impurities were detected within the level of detection of the
instrument (ppm) for any of these samples. The lack of detection of chemical
impurities does not disprove their presence, since even less than ppm concentrations
of impurities can cause substantial effects on solid state electronic properties.

D)

Depelldencies of PhotOCllrrellt and Visible/Near-Illfrared Absorptioll on
l/lllmillation Wavelength and GaPc-CI Phase

i)

Photocurrent Action Spectra (PCAS)
One of the primary reasons for the installation of a fiber

optic/monochromator/lamp assembly on the UHV chamber was to be able to
interrogate the photocurrent-related electronic properties of organic thin films. One
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such electronic property is the photocurrent action spectrum (PCAS) of a material.
These spectra can be presented as raw photocurrent vs. wavelength, photocurrent per
incident photon (incident light quantum efficiency) vs. wavelength or photocurrent
per absorbed photon (absorbed light quantum efficiency) vs. wavelength. Results to
follow will present incident or absorbed light quantum efficiencies vs. wavelength.
Since lamp output varies with wavelength, all photocurrent values were scaled
up to the highest output of the lamp which is approximately at 690 nm (Figure 15,
Chapter 2). This was done by knowing the dependencies of photocurrent on light
intensity for each wavelength. As discussed in the Chapter I, organic materials
rarely have an exact linear dependence of photocurrent on light intensity; therefore,
it was necessary to study this dependence (see also Appendix I). In addition to the
required calibration data, it turns out that these light intensity dependencies
provided additional information on the electronic behavior of GaPc-CI thin films.
The scaled photocurrent values were then divided by either the maximum photon
flux they had been scaled to in order to yield the incident light Q.E., or divided by
only the number of absorbed photons from the maximum flux to yield the absorbed
light Q.E.

ii)

Visible and Near-Infrared Absorption Spectra
PCAS are usually contrasted to visible absorption spectra of films. For solids,

the optical density or absorbance of a material is given as:

D.D.

= A = -log -1 = fJ.\· x
10

(17)
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where I is transmitted light intensity, 10 is the incident light intensity, IJ,. is the
absorption coefficient for a particular wavelength and x is the film thickness.
Figure 22 is the visible/near-IR absorption spectrum (taken on a Cary 14) of a
134

A thick

GaPc-CI film grown on a clean microscope slide. The same deposition

conditions were used to produce this film (deposition rate, substrate temperature,
etc.) as were used for the microcircuit studies. Since the substrate of the MC is
quartz, this spectrum should be similar to visible absorption spectra of GaPc-CI on
microcircuits, if they could be obtained. Absorption coefficients in A-I are obtained
by dividing the absorbance at each wavelength by the thickness of the film (134

A).

The peak at 730 nm has an absorption coefficient fJ of 1.4 x 10-8 A-I and fJ values at
the wings are upwards of two orders of magnitude lower than this. No near infrared
peaks were detected. If present, their fJ values are less than 1.3 x 10-6 A-I due to
detection limits of the spectrometer used. The fJ values obtained from this spectrum
were used to convert incident light quantum efficiency values into absorbed light
quantum efficiency values for the microcircuit data. This reference spectrum is
usually included with microcircuit PCAS data to follow (regardless of dopant
conditions).

iii) Existing Evidence for Two Phases of GaPc-Cl
X-ray crystallographic data for GaPc-CI single crystals has suggested the
possibility that at least two types of structures can coexist in GaPc-Cl thin fiIms. 5
The first type of structure is a head-to-tail arrangement of Pc's bound by coulombic
attraction of the metal-chlorine bonds. Another structure involves head-to-head or
tail-to-tail arrangements of the Pc's slipped horizontally to each other. Visible
absorbance spectra suggest that it is one of the slipped-stack arrangements that is
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o
VISIBLE AND NEAR-IR ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF GaPc-CI (134 A)
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Visible and near-infrared absorption spectrum of a 134
grown on a glass microscope slide
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film
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responsible for the red-shifted visible absorbance of these materials. 5 SEM's have
indicated that films with enhanced photoelectrochemical activity at 800-820 nm
have a new platelet phase coexisting with the usual block-like phase found in GaPcCI thin films.5 These platelet crystallites have been shown to be
photoelectrochemically more active than the phase absorbing near 600 nm in other
studies by our group.85 These studies included photoelectrochemical comparisons
of the two film types and photoelectrochemical decoration of GaPc-CI crystallites by
illuminating the GaPc-CI films at either 640 or 800 nm while maintaining the films
at the Ag+ I AgO reduction potential. Raw photocurrents (normalized for photon
flux) in electrochemical experiments were found to be greater by at least a factor of
2 for 800 nm illumination. For electrochemical AgO decoration, films illuminated in
the 640 nm region showed AgO only on the asperities of the block crystallites, but
films illuminated in the 800 nm region showed AgO nuclei on both the platelet
asperities and some of the block asperities. This would indicate that both block and
platelet phases absorb at 800 nm, but only the block phase has an absorbance at 640
nm. Comparisons of data showed that the yield of AgO nuclei was a factor of 10
greater for illumination at 800 vs. 640 nm indicating the platelet phase has a
substantial absorbed light quantum efficiency.
SEM's of microcircuits in the M22-M29 series also show evidence of this platelet
phase. The SEM for M29 (200 A thick as for M22, and grown equivalently) is shown
in Figure 23. Small block-like crystals are formed that are approximately 0.2 - 0.3
Jlm

in dimension, on edge. Very few platelets are present (on the order of 0.7

platelet molecules per

Jlm2

(Figure 23», and this accounts for the lack of a

completely resolved peak at around 820 nm in the PCAS (see below).
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Figure 23

Scanning electron micrograph for M29 (200 A GaPc-Cl on a microcircuit)
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E)

Photocurrent Related Electronic Parameters for Three"" 200
Varying Chemical Impurity Concentration Levels

A GaPc-CI Films With

Many of the electronic properties studied were found to strongly depend on the
chemical impurity concentration of the film under interrogation. After examining a
series of GaPc-CI films with a wide variation in chemical impurity concentration
levels, it became possible to accurately predict the behavior of a new film simply by
~nowing

i)

the relative dark conductivity of the new film under examination.

Results for M22
a)

PCAS

Figure 24 contains the normalized incident light Q.E. values for M22 in
addition to the normalized f3 values from Figure 22. Figure 24 also contains the
normalized values of charge carriers per absorbed photon obtained by correcting the
PCAS with the visible absorption spectrum f3 values. 840 nm produces an incident
light quantum efficiency of 3.6 x 10-3 charge carriers/incident photon and an
absorbed light quantum efficiency of 4.8 x 10- 2 charge carriers/absorbed photon.
700 nm light produces an incident light quantum efficiency of 4.2 x 10-3 charge
carriers/incident photon and an absorbed light quantum efficiency of 9.0 x 10-3
charge carriers/absorbed photon. For comparison, weakly absorbed light at 900 nm
produces an incident light quantum efficiency of 5.5 x 10- 4 charge carriers/incident
photon and an absorbed light quantum efficiency of 1.8 x 10- 2 charge
carriers/a bsorbed photon.
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M22 NORMALIZED COMPARISONS (3 V) OF:
INCIDENT LIGHT a.E.: ABSORBED LIGHT a.E.: VIS. AB. SPECTRUM
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b)

Activation Energies for Photoconduction

Table II tabulates the photoactivation energies measured for M22 at a 3 V bias.
Weakly absorbed light at wavelengths 400 and 900 nm in Table II have higher
photoactivation energies than the photoactivation energies for strongly absorbed
light.

WA VELENGTH (om)

PHOTOACTIVATION
ENERGY (eV)

400

0.22

650

0.16

700

0.16

750

0.16

800

0.16

900

0.31

Table II Photoactivation energies for M22 at 3 V

c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 25 contains the plot of -y values vs. wavelength at room temperature for
M22 at 3V. The -y values tail off to lower values for weakly absorbed wavelengths
«600 nm and >850 nm) and range between 0.38 and 0.54. Strongly absorbed
wavelengths between 600 and 800 nm have -y values that range between 0.6 and 0.7.
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d)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 25 contains the plot of -y vs. voltage for M22 at room temperature. -y
values for strongly absorbed wavelengths decrease with voltage and range between
0.85 and 0.60, while -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths decrease with voltage
and range between 0.62 and 0.42. -y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths are
larger than -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths at all voltages.

e)

Effects of Temperature on Intensity Exponents

Figure 26 is a plot of -y values vs. voltage for M22 at 88 ·C. The bell shape of -y
vs. wavelength is still maintained at all voltages, but -y values remain almost constant
with voltage instead of decreasing.

f)

Explanation of M22 Results

As discussed previously, M22 was the most photo and dark conductive film
made. Since M22 was produced using a crucible full of fresh GaPc-CI, volatile
chemical impurities readily sublimed along with GaPc-CI during the early deposition
stages of M22. The presence of chemical impurities which yield thermal carriers is
substantiated by M22's dark i-V behavior in Figure 17 and M22's Arrhenius
activation energy plot for dark conduction in Figure 20. During the deposition
process, these chemical impurities will likely form a concentration gradient which is
high at the near-substrate region and low towards the near-surface region of the
film. The PCAS shown in Figure 24 represents the resulting normalized incident
light Q.E. values for M22 with a constant 5.9 x 10 12 photons/sec incident on the MC
area. Figure 24 also contains the normalized plots of M22's absorbed light Q.E.
values and a visible absorption spectrum for GaPc-Cl on a glass slide (see Figure 22).
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M22 INTENSllY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 3V
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M22 INTENSllY EXPONENTS VS. VOLTAGE (BBoC)
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Each spectrum was normalized to its own peak value. The plot of incident light Q.E.
values vs. wavelength is noticed to be broadened as compared to the visible
absorption spectrum. Both agreement and disagreement between peAS and visible
absorption spectra have been observed. 23 ,86 Differences have been limited to shifts
or even complete reversals of the spectra. The peAS for M22 in Figure 24
demonstrates a peak at about 820 nm on the red side of the 730 nm visible absorption
peak and enhanced photocurrent to the blue side of the 730 nm visible absorption
peak. Apparently, a low fJ value in a visible absorption spectrum does not
necessarily dictate a low photocurrent to appear in a peAS. This fact is further
demonstrated by the plot of absorbed light Q.E. values in Figure 24. This spectrum
was obtained by correcting the peAS at each wavelength for ollly the amount of
photons that are actually absorbed by the film. Weakly absorbed wavelengths on the
blue side of 730 nm appear to become increasingly more effective at producing
collectable charge carriers, and a peak occurs at about 510 nm. Wavelengths lower
than about 510 nm become less effective again as the fJ value begins to rise again.
Normalization shows an activity at 510 nm that is about 5 times higher than the
activity at 730 nm (and the surrounding peak wavelength regime). Values of the
blue side of the spectrum must be treated with caution, however, since fJ values in
this region contain error bars upwards of ± 50% (UV -VIS instrumental origins),
which leads to some uncertainty in the normalized response for this region.
On the red side of the 730 nm peak in the visible absorption spectrum, fJ values
begin to decrease and the resulting values for absorbed light Q.E. begin to increase
and peak at about 850 nm. After this point, even though the fJ values continue to
drop, the values of absorbed light quantum efficiency also decrease simply because
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the photons are out of the absorption band and are not energetic enough to create
excitons and their ultimate free charge carriers. The peak at 850 appears real;
however, the magnitude of the peak may be of question due to division by low fJ
values. The

~xistence

of this peak is justified not only from considerations of an

active near-substrate region (discussed below), but also from considerations of
contributions from the existence of a distinct platelet phase, discussed earlier, that
has a very high absorbed light Q.E. in this wavelength region.
For the sake of comparison, let the majority of the chemical impurities be
concentrated in the first 20

A of the near-substrate region. For strongly absorbed

730 nm light, with an absorption coefficient of 1.4 x 10-3

A-1, 7% of all 730 nm

absorbed photons will be absorbed in this region. For weakly absorbed 900 nm light,
with an absorption coefficient of 6.4 x 10-5

A-1, 10% of all the 900 nm absorbed

photons will be absorbed in this region. Thus, any difference in this ncar substrate
region will be sensed better by weakly absorbed photons than by strongly absorbed
photons. A concentration of chemical impurities in the near-substrate region will
result in three effects. First of all, it is likely that more structural defects will be
found in this region if such defects nucleate around chemical impurities. Secondly,
dark current in these films, due to thermal generation of free charge carriers via
ionized chemical impurities, will flow in the near-substrate region. Thirdly, ionized
chemical impurities in the near-substrate region will provide for charge transfer
dissociation sites. All results for M22 seem to justify these three statements and each
will be discussed in turn.
As discussed in Chapter I, photocurrent varies as e-~Eph/kT. AEph is interpreted
as the energy difference between Ee or Eh and the shallow trap level tha t is
responsible for a distribution of free and trapped charge carriers. 23 ,47 The traps
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interrogated in these studies are considered shallow traps of structural defect origin,
since thermal energy is sufficient to release trapped carriers. This is in contrast to
very deep recombination trap sites from which thermal energy is insufficient to
restore charge carriers. Carriers falling into such recombination sites undergo
recombination with carriers of the opposite charge (Figure II, Chapter I). As
discussed previously, the near-substrate region is likely to be found in an entirely
different chemical/physical form than the bulk, especially if structural defects
nucleate around chemical impurities concentrated in this region. In fact, it may take
several tens of monolayers to dissipate the effect that the structurally defective base
has on continuing to force GaPc-CI molecules to deposit defectively. Structural
defects in the near-substrate region are likely to have wide deviations of HOMO and
LUMO values from the average values of non-structurally defective GaPc-CI
molecules and result in deeper traps for free charge carriers as compared to shallow
traps in the near-surface region. Weakly absorbed wavelengths will strongly sample
the near-substrate region, and it is the detrapping of electrons (or holes) from these
deeper traps, of structural defect origin, that will cause higher photoactivation
energies. Higher photoactivation energies are indeed seen for weakly absorbed
wavelengths by referring to Table II. The photoactivation energy at 900 nm is
almost twice as large as the photoactivation energies for more strongly absorbed
light.
This variation of photoactivation energy with wavelength was also confirmed
for M23, M26 and M29. The most extensive verification of higher photoactivation
energies for weakly absorbed wavelengths was done for M29, where the effect of
bias voltage was also studied. M29 had very similar electronic properties as
compared to M22 and its photoactivation energy data supports the data for M22.
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Results for M29 may be found in Table III. Once again, photoactivation energies for
weakly absorbed wavelengths are higher than those of peak wavelengths. Higher
voltages are noted to decrease photoactivation energies particularly for weakly
absorbed wavelengths. Trap sites in the bulk of the film are more shallow, and since
thermal energy is already very efficient at detrapping carriers, the voltage effect is
minimal. However, in the near-substrate region, the photoconduction process
involves deeper trap sites and the thermal process is significantly aided by voltage.
Therefore, as in the explanation given for activation energies of dark conduction,
voltage plays a role in lowering the activation energy for the rate constant of trap(charge carrier) dissociation otherwise termed detrapping (Equation (16».
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WAVELENGTH

PHOTOACTIVATION ENERGY AT BIAS VOLTAGE:

(om)

0.3 V

0.5 V

1.0 V

5.0 V

400

0.214

0.246

0.240

0.215

500

0.215

0.210

0.209

0.205

550

0.167

0.162

0.166

0.172

600

0.163

0.159

0.160

0.160

625

0.160

0.158

0.158

0.157

700

0.167

0.162

0.161

0.160

800

0.167

0.161

0.162

0.159

850

0.193

0.181

0.178

0.181

875

0.240

0.221

0.220

0.218

900

0.283

0.273

0.274

0.245

Table III Photoactivation energies for M29 at various wavelengths and bias voltages
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The presence of chemical impurities in the near-substrate region not only
produces collectable charge carriers in the dark but also elevates the absorbed light
quantum efficiencies for weakly absorbed wavelengths penetrating to this region.
900 nm photons produced an absorbed light Q.E. two times higher than the absorbed
light quantum efficiency for 700 nm (see Table IV):

M22 (3V)

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

M24 (3V)

M25 (5V)

-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

500

0.49

0.054

0.87

0.020

0.90

0.0040

700

0.66

0.0090

0.S3

0.0060

0.84

0.00066

900

0.53

O.OIS

0.82

0.0032

0.95

0.00024

Table IV Comparison of intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum efficiency
values for M22, M24 and M25

Popovic has also observed higher absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed
light with P-H 2Pc thin films.57 These values are over two times higher than values
obtained for more strongly absorbed wavelengths. These results have been explained
in terms of different mobilities for bulk vs. surface regions of the film, and there is
no mention of any correlation with the film's chemical purity level. In light of the
evidence presented in this dissertation, it is likely that Popovic's films had
significant concentrations of chemical impurities.
Increased absorbed light quantum efficiencies, however, seem to consistently
produce low ::r values particularly for the more impure films. This is evidenced in
Figure 25 and Table IV which illustrates low

-y

values for weakly absorbed
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wavelengths for M22. Weakly absorbed light penetrating to the ncar-substrate
region, high in chemical impurities, creates charge carriers more efficiently than
more strongly absorbed light. However, the sensitivity of photocurrent to changes in
intensity of this weakly absorbed light (-y) is quite low. This suggests that the light
dependent terms ¢lCTimp- and ¢Ie-collection in the near-substrate region may decrease
with increasing light intensity. As discussed in Chapter I, if the effective ionized
impurity concentration [imp-] or [imp+] (concentrated in this ncar-substrate region)
that is available for dissociation of charge transfer states decreases with increasing
light intensity, ¢lCT.Imp- wiII decrease at high light intensities (Equation (12),
Chapter I). The ¢Ie-collection term contains two light dependent parameters in the
denominator, k 7[h+] and klO[Pr]. As discussed in Chapter I, the first term represents
geminate recombination and the second represents recombination via deep
recombination sites (Pr sites for electrons). (The second term is indirectly light
dependent since it is followed by a second reaction involving recombination with a
photo-produced hole). Increased charge carriers from enhanced charge transfer state
dissociation may be subject to geminate recombination and/or recombination via
high concentrations of recombination sites. This wiII lower ¢Ie -co 11 ec t·IOn especially
at high light intensities and high charge carrier concentrations (Equation (12),
Chapter I). Losses in ¢lCTimp- and ¢Ie-collection will produce a low -y value for
weakly absorbed light penetrating to this near-substrate region.
Increasing voltage first raises then lowers values of -y for M22 at room
temperature. Even if charge transfer states are effectively split by chemical
impurity sites, charge carriers must be collected by a bias voltage. Bias voltages less
than about 0.5 V produce a low kG value which does not effectively collect charge
carriers and allows the steady state carrier concentration to build. Carriers are lost
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v.ia geminate recombination and/or recombination via deep recombination sites
especially at high light intensities which results in a low -y value. If k2 in the
~CTform term is favored by voltage, low bias voltages also cause a low ~CTform

term which decreases with increasing light intensity due to a buildup of
undissocia ted excitons (Pc *). At about 0.5 V, the efficiency of charge transfer state
formation, charge transfer state dissociation and charge collection with respect to
changes in light intensity is at its maximum. The fact that -y values for weakly
absorbed wavelengths are lower than those for more strongly absorbed wavelengths
even at low voltages may indicate that the Pc exhibits particularly high losses in
~CTimp- and ~e-collection values at high light intensities in the near-substrate region

to which weakly absorbed wavelengths penetrate. Increasing the voltage in
Figure 25 past about 0.5 V begins to lower the sensitivity to light for all wavelengths
except 700 nm. Photocurrent increases for all wavelengths and intensities but the
lowering of -y values must be due to decreased 4>e-collection values at higher light
intensities. At high voltages, charge transfer states are effectively split into charge
carriers by chemical impurity charge transfer dissociation sites and the bias voltage
to increase the free carrier steady state concentration. Furthermore, as discussed
previously, high bias voltages lower the overall photoactivation energy indicating
charge carrier detrapping is now becoming enhanced. However, high bias voltages
cannot prevent geminate recombination or recombination via deep recombination
sites that is only favored at high free carrier steady state concentrations or high
light intensities. These processes detract from the ultimate gain of photocurrent
with increasing light intensity and, in this case, this serves to lower -y values.
There have been few attempts to measure -y values as a function of wavelength
for Pc's. No reported studies of -y as a function of voltage have been encountered.
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Those researchers that do report 'Y values only do so at one or two
wavelengths 4S ,44,47,71 or under broad band illumination conditions. 72 Values in
vacuum range between 0.5 and 1.0 in these studies. Harrison has reported no change
in 'Y with wavelength and obtains 'Y values between 0.5 and 1.0 for H 2Pc and CuPc
thin films on interdigitated electrode arrays in vacuum for illumination wavelengths
between 400 and 1200 nm. T4 No mention of the dark conductivities of these films
was made. Garno has also reported no variation in 'Y values with wavelengths of 648,
720, 770 and 1200 nm and a common value of 0.5 was measured for CuPc single
crystals. 45 Neither was there a variation of photoactivation energies with
wavelength and a common value of 0.41 eV was measured in vacuum. Garno's results
are consistent with the fact that an Arrhenius activation energy of dark conduction
of 1.96 eV for 30·C to 250·C was also reported in vacuum. An intrinsic activation
energy for dark conduction appearing at RT conditions indicates that Garno's film
were chemically pure. Hence, no differences in

;:J.

would be expected between

strongly and weakly absorbed wavelengths due to a lack of chemical impurities in
the near-substrate region. His films, however, did contain substantial concentrations
of structural defects as evidenced by a rather large photoactivation energy value of
0.41 eV indicating defect molecules with significant differences in Ee and Eh
compared to levels for non-structurally defective Pc molecules. Deep trap sites such
as these would suggest that even deeper recombination sites were also present in
Garno's films and were probably responsible for his low 'Y values. Again, no
difference in photoactivation energies as a function of wavelength indicates that
structural defects are uniformly distributed throughout the film and not
concentrated in a near-substrate region (due to a lack of chemical impurities there).
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It is of key interest that of all the parameters studied, temperature is the only

parameter that yields Q.Q.th an increase in photocurrent and an increase in 'Y values.
Somehow, not only have the absorbed light Q.E. values increased, but the sensitivity
to light has also increased. This must mean that the material is removed from it's
previous regime of ,pCTimp- and ,pe-collection limitations, such that increased
concentrations of charge transfer states are met with increased concentrations of
collectable charge carriers. Temperature can aid charge transfer state dissociation
by perhaps alleviating some of demands on the imp- sites at high light intensities.
Another effect of temperature would be the partial elimination of a recombination
pathway in the charge carrier collection step. If we treat recombination centers in
terms of the Rose model (the example of electron recombination is used again),
where bimolecular charge carrier recombination is a two step process: I) abstraction
of an e- by an e- deficient deep trap site (Pr); 2) recombination of the e- with a free
hole thereby regenerating the e- deficient trapping site; an increase in temperature
may slightly reduce the probability for occupancy of these sites as per Equation (8).
Possible reduced residence times in these recombination sites will drastically reduce
recombina tion ra tes. This essentially helps ,pe-collection remain more invaria ble
with increasing light intensity. Since all 'Y values are still less than one, the
recombination process is still not completely eliminated. Of note is that the 'Y values
decrease only slightly with voltage. Thus, even increasing the voltage and therefore
increasing the number of free charge carriers available for recombination only
weakly influences the 'Y value. The voltage effect is predominantly offset by the
elevated temperature's ability to apparently alter the occupancy of the
recombination sites. Since the bell shape of 'Y vs. wavelength is maintained at all
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voltages, the existence of lower !/lcTimp_ and !/le-collection values in the nearsubstrate region is still present at high light intensities.
Further support of this elevated temperature explanation lies in the
photocurrent-voltage curves of M22 for both RT and elevated temperature. At RT,
700 nm photocurrent varies as V l . l (above I V) and 900 nm photocurrent varies as
V1.6 (above I V). 900 nm photocurrent produces a higher exponent since voltage will
aid charge carrier detrapping in the structurally defective near-substrate region. At
88T, these exponents drop to 0.82 and 0.94 for 700 nm and 900 nm respectively.
Increased temperature helps to keep trap and recombination sites less accessible
(particularly for the near-substrate region) and thus the effect of voltage on
extracting trapped carriers is less dramatic.

ii)

Results for M24
a)

peAS

Figure 27 contains the normalized incident light Q.E. values vs. wavelength for
M24 (3 V) in addition to the normalized visible absorption spectra. Figure 27 also
contains the normalized values of absorbed light Q.E.'s vs. wavelength at 3 V.
Several key values can be found in Table IV.

b)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 28 contains the plot of 'Y vs. wavelength for M24. At 5 and 3 V, 'Y
values range between 0.76 and 0.86. For 5 and 3V, there is a slight bell shape to the
response but not nearly as pronounced as for M22.
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M24 NORMALIZED COMPARISONS (3 V) OF:
INCIDENT LIGHT Q.E.; ABSORBED LIGHT Q.E.; VIS. AB. SPECTRUM
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M24 (3V) normalized comparisons of incident light Q.E., absorbed light
Q.E., visible absorption spectrum
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c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 28 contains the plot of 'Y with voltage for M24 at room temperature.
There is little variation in 'Y values among wavelengths for voltages> 1.5 V. At less
than 1.5 Y, 'Y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths decrease while 'Y values for
weakly absorbed wavelengths remain unchanged (within experimental error) and
begin to decrease at about 0.5 V.
d)

Explanation of M24 Results

M24 exhibited some of the lowest dark and photocurrent measurements of all
films produced. Absorbed light quantum efficiencies are reduced for all
wavelengths, particularly for weakly absorbed wavelengths. Figure 27 and Table IV
reveal that the absorbed light Q.E. for 900 nm is only about 18% of its value in M22
and now lies below the value for 700 nm which has not suffered as much and is only
reduced to 67% of its value in M22. The absorbed light Q.E. value for 500 nm is 37%
of its value in M22 but must be treated with the precautions outlined previously.
With near undetectable dark currents, M24 has significantly less chemical impurities
than M22. Without chemical impurities, absorbed light Q.E. values decrease at all
wavelengths from their M22 values especially for weakly absorbed wavelengths,
since the chemical impurities are no longer present in the near-substrate region.
Without these chemical impurities concentrated in the near-substrate region,
absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths are no longer greater
than values for strongly absorbed wavelengths. Excitons created in the nearsubstrate region by weakly absorbed photons do not have a considerable
concentration of chemical impurity dissociation sites to enhance the dissociation of
their charge transfer states and elevate their absorbed light Q.E. values. Thus, many
of the charge transfer states created collapse to form neutral Pco molecules. This
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M24 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH
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results in low absorbed light Q.E. values for all wavelengths. The absorbed light Q.E.
value for 500 nm irradiation is still higher than the corresponding value for 700 nm,
but this is probably due to the uncertainty in fJ values in this region.
Reduced absorbed light Q.E. values for all wavelengths also seem to elevate 'Y
values for all wavelengths. In Figure 28, 'Y values are quite high, with little
variation with respect to wavelength. Due to its chemical purity, the GaPc-CI does
not contain a significant ,pCTimp- factor that can undergo losses at high light
intensities. In addition, reduced steady state concentrations of charge carriers in
conjunction with reduced numbers of recombination sites, apparently yields a
,pe-collection value that varies little with increasing light intensity. Increases in
light intensity are met with near linear increases in collectable charge carriers. At
low voltages, 'Y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths decrease faster than 'Y
values for weakly absorbed wavelengths. Strongly absorbed wavelengths require the
bias voltage to both split charge transfer states and then to collect the resulting free
charge carriers. If k2 is low in the bulk of the Pc films, raising the light intensity
only yields more excitons that decay radiatively or non-radiatively. Hence, 'Y values
decrease due to a decreasing ,pCTform value. Pc· + or Pc· - free radical sites in the
ncar-substrate region resulting from decomposition of the Pc that do not contribute
to dark conductivity, may enhance ,pCTform and dissociation of charge transfer
states created by weakly absorbed photons penetrating to this region. Without a
voltage necessary to split charge transfer states, the absolute voltage needed to
collect free charge carriers will be minimal «0.5 V in Figure 28). Apparently, the
concentration of these radical species is not high enough to produce a steady state
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carrier concentration large enough to enhance geminate recombination and
recombination via deep recombination sites. This would yield a lower 4>e-

II

.

co ectlOn
value at high light intensities and hence a low -y value instead of the high -y value
exhibited here.

iii)

Results for M25
a)

PCAS

The PCAS for M25 is quite similar to that of M24 in Figure 27 except that the
peak at 800 nm is not as pronounced. Due to its similarity, it is not presented here.
Absorbed light Q.E. values can be found in Table IV.

b)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wa velength

Figure 29 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. wavelength for M25 at 5V. 'Y values
for strongly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.83 while values for weakly absorbed
wavelengths range from 0.85 to 0.94.

c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 29 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. voltage for M25. Values increase
from about 0.81 at low voltages to about 0.83 at higher voltages. There is little
variation in -y for individual wavelengths at any voltage.
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M25 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 V
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d)

Explanation of M25 Results

M25 represented the most chemically pure film thus far discussed. Its dark
current level was at the detection limit (0.0001 nA at 5 V). The lack of ionized
chemical impurities brought about further decreases in absorbed light Q.E. values
listed in Table IV. There is probably no tPCTimp_ term present, and tPe-collection
probably decreases minimally with increasing light intensity due to a reduced steady
state concentration of free charge carriers and a reduced concentration of deep
recombination sites. Low absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed light
appear to be responsible for their slightly larger -y values. The fact that -y values
increase slightly with voltage may indicate the small dependence of tPCTform on
voltage. Higher voltages reduce the steady state Pc· concentration and there will be
smaller losses of tPCTform at high light intensities, resulting in a higher -y values.

F)

Photocurrent Related Electronic Parameters for a'" 670

A GaPc-CI Film

(M28)

To test the effects of film thickness on photocurrent related electronic
parameters, film M28 was grown (670
a)

A).

PCAS

Figure 30 contains the normalized comparisons of M28's incident light Q.E.
values vs. wavelength (0.5 V), absorbed light quantum efficiency values vs.
wavelength (0.5 V) and the visible absorption spectrum. The peAS at 5.0 V is almost
identical except for higher quantum efficiency values. Key values are presented in
Table V. A strong peak is observed at 830 nm in the PCAS, indicative of the platelet
phase which is also evident in the SEM for M28 shown in Figure 33.
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M28 (0.5 V)

M28 (5.0 V)

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

700

0.87

0.012

0.77

0.024

900

0.93

0.011

0.51

0.034

Table V Intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum efficiency values for M28
at 0.5 and 5 V

b)

Near-Infrared Photocurrent Bands

An extended PCAS for M28 can be found in Figure 31. A photocurrent band
occurs in the near-infrared regime at about 1250 nm. This band was repetitively
scanned using a thick GaPc-CI film on a glass slide (916 A) without any detection of
this band. If there is any absorbance here, the f3 value is less than 1.3 x 10-6

c)

A-I.

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 32 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. wavelength for M28 at both 0.5 V
and 5 V. At 5 V, weakly absorbed wavelengths yield 'Y values between 0.4 and 0.58
while 'Y values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths range between 0.73 to 0.80.
At 0.5 V, weakly absorbed wavelengths yield 'Y values between 0.90 and 0.96 while 'Y
values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.87.
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M28 NORMALIZED COMPARISONS (0.5 V) OF:
INCIDENT LIGHT a.E.; ABSORBED LIGHT a.E.; VIS. AB. SPECTRUM
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M28 INCIDENT LIGHT a.E. (5 V) FOR VISIBLE AND NEAR-IR;
VISIBLE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
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d)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 32 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. voltage for M28 at room temperature.
As voltage increases, 'Y values for 900 nm increase until about 1.0 V is reached.
Then, these values decrease as voltage increases. For more strongly absorbed
wavelengths, 'Y values increase as voltage increases until about 2.0 V is reached.
Then, these values decrease as voltage increases.

At low voltages, 'Y values for 900

nm are higher than 'Y values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths, but at high
voltages, 'Y values for 900 nm are now lower than 'Y values for more strongly
absorbed wa velengths.

e)

Explanation of M28 Results

Reference to Table I and correction of dark current levels for thicknesses of
films (M28 was 3.4 times thicker than all other films studied) indicates that M28 was
purer than M22 but more impure than all the other films. (M29 is an exception.
M29 had a lower dark current than M28 but exhibited properties closer to M22.
However, the dark current value for M29 is in question due to possible
overcorrection for a small short that existed before Pc deposition.) 'Y values for
more weakly absorbed wavelengths increase rapidly with voltage, until about 1.0 V,
and are higher than 'Y values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths in this low
voltage region. It is possible that charge transfer state formation,

~CTform'

may be

favored in the near-substrate region (i.e. k2 in the near-substrate region is greater
than in the near-surface region) such that

~CTform

does not decrease significantly

with increasing light intensity because the Pc· concentration is not allowed to build
up. This enhances 'Y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths in this low voltage
region. As voltage is further increased, 'Y values for 900 nm rapidly decrease and
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M28 INTENSllY EXPONENTS

VS.

WAVELENGTH FOR 5 AND 0.5 V
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Intensity exponents vs. wavelength (0.5 and 5 V) and voltage for M28
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absorbed light Q.E. values surpass values for strongly absorbed wavelengths. (900 nm
absorbed light Q.E. values undergo over a 3 fold increase as voltage is increased from
0.5 to 5 V). As discussed for M22, high voltages aid detrapping from traps (lowers
the photoactivation energies) particularly in the near-substrate region, which
elevates absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed light penetrating to this
region. This lowers -y values as tP e- II . values decrease at high light intensity
co ectlOn
due to a higher steady state charge carrier concentration favoring geminate and
recombination via recombination sites. As voltage is raised for more strongly
absorbed wavelengths, 'Y values also rise and then slowly decrease to lower values.
Strongly absorbed wavelengths sample the bulk of the film which primarily contains
shallow traps and lacks large concentrations of deep recombination sites.
Photoactivation energies for strongly absorbed wavelengths arc weakly influenced
by increases in voltage (sec Table III). This is because detrapping from shallow traps
occurs primarily from thermal energy. Thus, increases in voltage minimally
increases absorbed light Q.E. values (a factor of two in Table V) and minimally
decreases 'Y va I ues. (See Ta ble V).
These results continue to support the proposition that the ncar-substrate region
definitely exists in a chemical/physical environment uniquely different from the
rest of the film. This unique environment is due to chemical impurities and
structural defects that exist in this region.
There are approximately 4 platelet molecules per Ilm2 on the film surface in
M28 (Figure 33). These platelet molecules may extend completely down to the quartz
Me substrate. This is contrasted to a density of 0.7 per Ilm2 for M29 (200 A) in
Figure 23. The higher concentration of this platelet phase in M28 may be due to the
possibility that a critical concentration of slipped-stacked molecules must be
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achieved in order to form appreciable quantities of the platelet phase during the
film deposition. Once again, the normalized plot of absorbed light Q.E. vs.
wavelength shows considerable activity at 830 nm. This activity is about 4 times
higher than corresponding values for peak wavelengths. Even with
absorbed light

QJ1.~, 'Y

~

high

values for 830 nm at 5 and 0.5 V were high (0.75 and

0.85 respectively) This indicates that the platelet phase is electronically distinctly
different from the block phase of the near-substrate region and bulk region of the
Pc film. Charge transfer state dissociation/charge collection processes are much
more efficient in this slipped-stack configuration than for the linear, cofacially
aligned Pc's comprising the block phase.
Near-infrared photocurrent bands for Pc's have been observed but are also
found in the visible absorption spectra of the fiIms. 43 ,44 As mentioned previously, no
near-IR bands were detected in the absorption spectrum. However, low f3 values can
stilI result in photocurrent, and several systems have been reported with enhanced
quantum yields for weakly absorbed near IR bands. 23 These near-IR bands are
ascribed to triplet transitions. 23 Near-IR bands may also be due to photoconductance
due to carrier release from traps.23 Trapped carriers can be released by light in the
IR region and show up as photocarriers. The extremely low photocurrent yields
from these peaks in the microcircuit studies complicated attempts at obtaining
reliable electronic information in this region.
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Figure 33

Scanning electron micrograph for M28 (670 A GaPc-Cl on a microcircuit)
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G)

Conclusions on the Origins 0/ Dark and Photoconductivity in Native GaPc-CI Thin
Films
Microcircuit experiments M22 through M29 demonstrate that the chemical

impurity content of a film is extremely influential on many of GaPc-CI's dark and
photo-related electronic properties. In addition to a simple baseline dark current
measurement, other dark current related electronic parameters are indicative of the
chemical purity of a film. Arrhenius activation energy plots for dark conduction
demonstrated that several separate chemical entities exist in these films. These
impurities may include phthalonitrile, several other Pc's and free radical host GaPcCI molecules resulting from decomposition. Impure films were found to support
ohmic dark conduction for extended voltage excursions (up to 2.5 V) before trends
towards SCLC began. Purer films showed earlier onsets of SCLC. Photoactivation
energy studies indicated that structurally defective GaPc-CI molecules were present
in all of the films interrogated. These structurally defective molecules give rise to
charge carrier trap sites, and in the SCLC voltage regime, some of the injected
charge is trapped by trap sites. Higher bias voltages for SCLC in impure films were
needed to ensure the concentration of injected charge carriers would exceed the
concentration of carriers created thermally and already present in these impure
films.
The effects of chemical purity on photocurrent related electronic parameters
were substantial. Films with high dark currents exhibited large rise and decay times
for photocurrent and dark current respectively. This indicates that chemical
impurities may be responsible for the origin of large concentrations of structurallydefective Pc molecules that act as trap sites. Structurally-defective Pc molecules
may result from nucleation of condensing Pc molecules on chemical impurity sites.

- - - -----. -----

----
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Further evidence of the connection between trap sites and impurity levels resulted
from photoactiv:!tion energy studies. Photoactivation energies were low for more
strongly absorbed wavelengths but higher for weakly absorbed wavelengths.
Structural defects in the near-substrate region have a distribution of HOMO's and
LUMO's that are significantly energetically removed from the corresponding
average values for non-structurally defective GaPc-CI. This creates deep trap sites
for charge carriers created by photons that can penetrate strongly to this region.
Chemically purer films demonstrated lower photoactivation energies for all
wavelengths, but the photoactivation energies were still larger for more weakly
absorbed wavelengths. This indicates less deviation of HOMO and LUMO levels
from non-structurally defective values but a continued presence of a unique nearsubstrate region.
The existence of a ncar-substrate region, unique in chemical and physical
composition, dictates absorbed light quantum efficiency values and the material's
sensitivity to changes in light intensity. Chemically impure films such as M22 were
found to have elevated absorbed light quantum efficiency values but depressed
values for the sensitivity of photocurrent to changes in light intensity. Furthermore,
weakly absorbed wavelengths demonstrated the greatest excursions in these values as
compared to more strongly absorbed wavelengths. The existence of chemical
impurities aids charge transfer state dissociation rates in the film particularly in the
near-substrate region where they are concentrated. Charge transfer states created by
weakly absorbed photons that penetrate strongly to this region are efficiently
dissociated, and changes in light intensity are met with meager changes in
collectable charge carriers. This may indicate that tPCT'Imp- decreases with
increasing light intensity. Increases in bias voltage further deteriorated the response
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to changes in light intensity and may indicate the existence of a tPe-collection value
which decreases with increases in light intensity. This would be due to enhanced
geminate recombination and recombination via deep recombination sites with high
carrier concentrations at high light intensities. Purer films had lower absorbed light
quantum efficiencies but high values for the sensitivity of photocurrent to changes
in light intensity that changed very little with wavelength indicating a tPCT'Impvalue that is small or insignificant. In addition, this sensitivity did not decrease
with voltage but rather remained uniform or increased slightly, indicating a
tPe-collection that changed little with increasing light intensity due to lower charge
carrier concentrations and lower concentrations of recombination sites. 'Y values for
weakly absorbed wavelengths tended to be slightly higher than 'Y values for more
strongly absorbed wavelengths in the low voltage regime. This may be due to a
tPCTform for the near-substrate region which does not decrease significantly with
increasing light intensity. Films of intermediate purity such as M28 did not have a
large enough concentration of chemical impurity sites in the near-substrate region to
significantly lower 'Y values at all voltages. At low voltages, excitons created by
weakly absorbed light in the near-substrate region are effectively thermalized to
charge transfer states such that tPCTform does not decrease with increasing light
intensity as it does for more strongly absorbed light. Reduced concentrations of
impurities in the near-substrate region ensures a lower steady state concentration of
free charge carriers such that geminate recombination and recombination via
recombination sites is not problematic. This results in higher 'Y values for weakly
absorbed wavelengths at low voltages. However, as voltage is increased, high light
intensities establish a large enough concentration of charge carriers in the nearsubstrate region to cause enhanced geminate recombination and recombination via
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deep recombination sites. This rapidly lowers 'Y values for weakly absorbed
wa velengths.
These results demonstrate the significant impact that dark conductivity plays in
dictating the electronic properties exhibited by these films. Proper combinations of
chemical impurity concentration' and bias voltage will create varied effects
depending on the main emphasis that is desired in a particular application: maximum
photoconductivity; maximum photo-to-dark current ratios; maximum sensitivity of
photocurrent to changes in light intensity; etc.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECTS OF O 2 , NH S ' N0 2 AND TCNQ ON THE DARK AND
PHOTOCONDUCTIVE
PROPERTIES OF GaPe-CI THIN FILMS

Chemical impurity dopants can have a tremendous impact on the level of dark
and photoconductivity exhibited by an organic electronic material. Unless a
particular application allows for the complete isolation of a device in UHV,
introduction to ambient gases containing oxygen, hydrogen and water is inevitable.
The behavior of the material in the presence of such gases must be known in detail
before any reliable Qualitative or Quantitative information may be derived from
usage of a device based on the material. This chapter reports on the systema tic
investigations of the effects of several dopant molecules on the dark and
photocurrent-related electronic properties of GaPc-CI thin films. These dopant
molecules were oxygen, ammonia, nitrogen dioxide and TCNQ. In cases where the
control results were not reported in Chapter 3, they will be reported here, prior to
the results for dosing. Oxygen and ammonia were found to first decrease the dark
and photoconductivity (Phase J) and then to increase the dark and photoconductivity
(Phase II). TCNQ and nitrogen dioxide were found to immediately increase the dark
and photoconductivity. Films with higher initial impurity concentrations were
found to undergo the greatest Phase I changes.
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A)

Effects of Oxygell

011

the Electrollic Properties of Several GaPc-CI Films

As discussed in Chapter I, phthalocyanines have demonstrated varied degrees
of sensitivity to oxygen exposure. Most reports cite increases in dark and
photoconductivity upon oxygen exposure and the references given here are only a
sampling of the work in this area. 14 ,18,23,33,34,35,37,40,42,43,44,46,74 The following results
detail a series of experiments to discern the effects of oxygen on GaPc-CI thin films.

i)

Exposure of M22 to Oxygen
a)

Low Exposures of Oxygen (Phase I)

Figure 34 is the response of M22 photocurrent (3 V; 632.8 nm at approximately
0.5 mW irradiation) to.low exposures of oxygen. A steady decrease in photocurrent is
observed for the entire 1.2 x 10 6 Langmuirs of oxygen with a very slow approach to
saturation. The initial photocurrent was 2.93 nA and decreased to 0.34 nA (12% of
its original value). The initial dark current was 0.015 nA and decreased to 0.0022 nA
(14% of its original value). Dark current was only measured at the end of the
photocurrent decay, and therefore it is not known how it decays as compared with
the photocurrent decay.
I)

PCAS

Figure 35 contains the normalized comparisons of the incident light Q.E. and
absorbed light Q.E. plots for M22 after low exposure to oxygen. Loss of photocurrent
results in near identical normalized absorbed light Q.E. plots like those found in
Figure 24 for M22 before Phase I oxygen, but there are particular losses in absorbed
light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths greater than about 875 nm.
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2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 36 contains the plot of the intensity exponents vs. wavelength for M22 at
3 V after low exposure to oxygen. -y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths have
increased from values between 0.6 and 0.7 to values between 0.7 and 0.8. -y values
for weakly absorbed wavelengths have increased from values between 0.37 and 0.51
to values between 0.55 and 0.61.

3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 36 contains the plot of the intensity exponents vs. voltage for M22 after
low exposure to oxygen. The bell shape of -y values vs. wa velength is maintained at
all voltages. Strongly absorbed wavelengths have -y values of 0.73 to 0.77 while
weakly absorbed 900 nm light has -y values of 0.63 to 0.67.

b)

Attempts to Remove Phase I Chemisorbed Oxygen

After the photocurrent had decayed to its minimum of 12% of its original
value, the circuit was heated to 92"C for about 9 hours with a base pressure of 4 x
10-9 torr. A 5 mW HeNe laser was focused onto the microcircuit for this study since
the photocurrent from the lamp flux had been severely reduced. The initial value at
3 V before heating was 1.25 nA at 632.8 nm. Upon cooling, the value was 1.19 nA.
The circuit was then heated again to 142 'C for 14 hours. Upon cooling, the value
was 1.07 nA.
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c)

Explanation of Effects of Oxygen on M22

M22 represented the most photo and dark conductive film made. The removal
of 86% of the dark current and 88% of the photocurrent after oxygen dosing,
indicates that there may be a common process responsible for the severe reduction of
both dark and photocurrent. As discussed in Chapter 3, low -y values for strongly
absorbed wavelengths before oxygen dosing were linked to chemical impurities
found throughout the film, but even lower -y values for weakly absorbed
wavelengths places the impurity concentration even higher in the near-substrate
region. If oxygen chemisorbs to donor impurities throughout the film, and then
abstracts the electrons that they would normally supply to the Pc LUMO under
thermal or photo energy, there will be a reduction in dark current. This
[donor+oxygen-] complex is apparently quite strong as evidenced by the
irreversibility of the losses in photo and dark current. Photocurrent is lost due to
the complexation of donor+ sites that previously acted as ionized impurity charge
transfer state dissociation sites. Apparently the [donor+oxygen-] sites are not as
effective as charge transfer state dissociation sites as the donor+ sites are alone.
Complexation of nearly all of the donor impurity sites would severely lower the
tPCT'Imp+ values. Reduction or elimination of this ter.n ensures that it no longer
limits increases in photocurrent with increasing light intensity. Reduction of the
free charge carrier concentration also allows for tPe-collection to remain more
invariant with increasing light intensity due to the reduced number of carriers
available for geminate recombination and recombination via recombination centers.
At anyone light intensity, less charge carriers would be created, but if the light
intensity were increased, it would be met with a more linear match in collectable
charge carriers. This would predict increases in -y values for all wavelengths. Such
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results were obtained for M22. Of course, lower photocurrents mean lower absorbed
light quantum efficiencies also result. The fact that the bell shape of the

'Y

vs.

wavelength plot is still maintained at all voltages may be related to the fact that
there was stilI a measurable dark current remaining at the conclusion of oxygen
dosing. Chemical impurities not susceptible to oxygen attack may still have been
present in the near-substrate region and responsible for the remaining dark current.
These remaining impurities in the near-substrate region could be the cause for
higher quantum efficiency values for weakly absorbed wavelengths that remain
after Phase I oxygen exposure, and the fact that

'Y

values for these weakly absorbed

wavelengths are larger than they were in the pure case, but stilI lower than

'Y

values

for more strongly absorbed wavelengths. Absorbed light quantum efficiencies and
values for 700 and 900 nm after oxygen dosing can be found in Table VI. For
comparison, M22 values before oxygen dosing are also provided from Table IV in
Chapter 3:

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

M22 (3V)
NATIVE FILM

M22 (3V) AFTER
PHASE I 02

'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hll)

'Y

Q.E.
(a b. hll)

700

0.66

0.0090

0.77

0.0013

900

0.53

0.018

0.60

0.0020

Table VI Intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum efficiency values for M22
before and after Phase I oxygen dosing

At low voltages (<l V) in the pure case (Figure 25, Chapter 3),

'Y

values for

strongly absorbed wavelengths were about 0.08 higher than corresponding values in

'Y
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this same voltage region after Phase I 02 dosing. This is in opposition to the
reasoning above which proposed increases in 'Y values from: I) the near complete
elimination of a cPCTimp+ value that decreases with increasing light intensity; and, 2)
a cPe-collection term which remains more invariant with increasing light intensity
due to less free charge carriers available for recombination. Another factor may be
in operation. Attack of oxygen on recombination sites found throughout the film
may lower the LUMO's of these defect molecules. This would increase their electron
trapping propensity. Increasing depths of recombination sites favors a decrease in 'Y
values especially at low bias voltages where klO becomes very high, since the bias
voltage is much weaker than the attractive force of the recombination sites.
cP e-co II ec t·IOn decreases slightly with increasing light intensity in this voltage regime
due to enhanced recombination at high light intensity. Thus, 'Y is lower here. At
higher voltages, occupancy of traps and recombination sites is reduced, and
cPe-collection values do not suffer as much as light intensity increases. This effect is
not seen for weakly absorbed wavelengths, since the near substrate region is believed
to already have deep recombination sites. 02 may have stabilized cPe-collection
values enough with respect to increasing light intensity (due to significant losses in
collectable charge carriers) that any enhancement of recombination is minor in
comparison. However, enhanced recombination may indeed be responsible for the
ultimate gain in 'Y values that weakly absorbed wavelengths could possibly exhibit
without them.
As discussed above, Pc's have traditionally been reported to undergo dark and
photoconductivity increases when exposed to oxygen. Techniques have involved
using single crystals, thin films in various forms and interdigitated arrays. Only one
report was found describing a decrease in dark conductivity with initial oxygen
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exposure. Collins and Mohammed evaporated CuPc, ZnPc, CoPc and NiPc on eightfingered interdigitated gold electrode arrays with a 100 11m gap.40 NiPc films were
kept in the dark under vacuum in UHV and then exposed to pure oxygen. The dark
current decreased from 210 nA to about 193 nA during the first ten minute exposure
to atmospheric pressures of pure oxygen. The dark current then increased and
leveled out after 50 minutes with a value of 230 nA. These results were explained in
terms of a slow hole injection process or a slow diffusion of oxygen into the bulk.
Dahlberg has noted two distinct reactions of oxygen with NiPc films starting at
UHV conditions. 33 Instead of dc conductivity techniques, Dahlberg uses a retarding
potential electron beam technique. Impinging low energy electrons on a sample's
surface will only transmit current through the film when the gun voltage is
sufficiently high enough to overcome the work function barrier at the Pc surface.
Since illumination can change the surface work function of Pc's, the technique is
useful for determining work function changes with constant illumination intensities.
These work function changes are also dependent on the presence of chemical
impurities. Before oxygen exposure, NiPc films were heated in UHV at 433 K and
then cooled before oxygen exposure. Upon introduction to oxygen, the photovoltage
first increases to a point PI and then decreases to a point P2 lower than its initial
value PO. Evacuation of oxygen at this point increases the photovoltage again to a
point slightly higher than P I. Exposure to oxygen again decreases the photovoltage
to a point very close to P2. This final cycle was reversible, but the first was not.
This second effect of oxygen had been noted before by Dahlberg and was attributed
to the formation of 02--NiPc+ charge transfer complexes at the surface. s4 However,
the first irreversible effect of oxygen was never noted before, and was attributed to
the fact that UHV conditions had never been used. No concrete explanation was
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given for this effect, but these results are in support of the Phase I photocurrent and
dark current decay found for M22 when exposed to oxygen attributed to oxygen
complexation with donor impurities.

ii)

Exposure of M23 to Oxygen:
a)

Results for M23 Before Oxygen Dosing

I)

PCAS

Figure 37 contains the PCAS with the normalized values of incident light Q.E.
vs. wavelength for M23 at 3 V before O 2 dosing.
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 38 shows the variation of
oxygen exposure.

"y

"y

with wavelength (3 V) for M23 before

values are fairly invariant with wavelength and range from

about 0.88 to 0.94.
3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 38 shows the variation of "Y with voltage for M23 before oxygen
exposure. "Y values increase with voltage and "Y values for 900 nm are higher than "Y
values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths until a voltage of about 3.5 V is
achieved.

b)

Exposure of M23 to Oxygen

I)

Low Exposures of Oxygen (Phase I)

Figure 39 shows the photocurrent response of M23 700 nm photocurrent at 3 V
to low oxygen exposure (Phase I). The initial photocurrent was 4.2 nA and the initial
dark current was 0.0010 nA. Occasional checks of dark current were also monitored
as a function of oxygen exposure. After 3.2 x 106 Langmuirs of oxygen, the
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photocurrent decayed to about 2.9 nA or 69% of its original value. Little change in
the dark current was observed, but this was complicated by its low starting value
and excessive decay times that would be necessary to get true dark current changes
during the experiment.
la) PCAS
The PCAS for M23 after Phase I oxygen exposure is not structurally different
than the one presented for M23 before oxygen exposure in Figure 37 except for
reduced Q.E. values. Representative values can be found in Table VIII below.
I b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength
Figure 40 shows the variation of

'"Y

with wavelength for M23 at 3 V after Phase

I oxygen exposure. While there is little change in
wavelengths,
Ic)

'"Y

'"Y

values for strongly absorbed

values for weakly absorbed wavelengths have decreased.

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 40 shows the variation of 1 with voltage for M23 after Phase I oxygen
exposure. 1 values for weakly

absorbe~

wavelengths decrease with increases in

voltage after oxygen exposure. Variation in

'"Y

values for strongly absorbed

wavelengths almost exactly resembles its variation with voltage in the pure case.
2)

High Exposures of Oxygen (Phase II)

Figure 41 is the response of M23 700 nm 3 V photocurrent to high exposures of
oxygen. Figure 42 is the response of M23 3 V dark current to high exposures of
oxygen. The x-axes begin where Figure 39 ends, approximately 3 x 10 6 Langmuirs.
A dark current measurement was not taken until 9.9 x 107 Langmuirs but is expected
to also increase immediately and hence its plot begins at 3 x 106 Langmuirs. This
experiment was performed by increasing the oxygen pressure in the chamber from
about I x IO-<C torr on up to a full flooded condition where the chamber was
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complctcly fiIIed with pure oxygen. Photocurrent measurements were taken in the
flooded condition every day for several days. These day exposures represent about
1014 Langmuirs. Saturation of photocurrent was not reached in the time this film
was studied, and the approach to saturation is extremely slow. Over the last four
days during which the system was flooded, the rate of change of percent original
photocurrent with Langmuirs oxygen (see final three points in Figure 41) decreased
only 40%. At the conclusion of the high oxygen exposure study, the photocurrent was
almost 300% of its initial value. Dark current also increased drastically. Values of
upwards of 2 x 10 5 % of the original dark current were obtained. During the course
of the high oxygen exposure for M23, assymetry in the current-voltage curves
developed rapidly, as determined by occasionally rapidly switching the sign of the
bias potential. After 4.4 x 10 14 Langmuirs of oxygen, the photocurrent at the bias
potcntial used during the exposure was a factor of 1.4 times higher than the
photocurrent at the opposite signed bias potential. The dark current at the bias
potential during the exposure was a factor of 2.2 times higher than the current at the
opposite signed bias potential. Currents at the opposite signed bias potential would
gradually approach their corresponding unswitched values. A slope of about 0.9 was
obtained in a log iDK vs. log V plot indicating near ohmic conduction of charge
carriers in the dark.
2a) PCAS
The PCAS for M23 at 3 V after Phase II oxygen dosing is found in Figure 43.
Of key note is the elevated incident light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed
wavelengths and the corresponding broadening of the response on the blue and red
sides of the spectrum. The ratio of 480 nm incident light Q.E. (3 V)-to-700 nm
incident light Q.E. (3 V) has increased by almost a factor of five.
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2b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength
Figure 44 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. wavelength for M23 at 3 V after high
exposure to oxygen. The bell shape is maintained, and all 'Y values are greatly
reduced. 'Y values are about 0.5 for strongly absorbed wavelengths and about 0.3 for
weakly absorbed wavelengths.
2c) Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage
Figure 44 is the plot of 'Y values vs. voltage for M23 after high exposure to
oxygen. The bell shape is maintained at all voltages studied.
3)

Attempts to Remove Chemisorbed Oxygen

Before heating M23 to high temperatures to try and desorb the oxygen, the
circuit was gradually heated in order to obtain photoactivation energies for this
heavily 02 dosed condition. At about 60 'C, the photocurrents began to drop with
increasing temperature, presumably as 02 began to desorb. Photoactivation energies
that are valid to 60'C are reported below, in addition to values obtained before any
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02 dosing (native film). Photoactivation energies are greater by upwards of 100% of
their original values.

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

EaFlh 0.5 V
BE ORE 02

Ea]f 0.5 V
AFTER HASE II 02

500

0.059

0.12

600

0.083

0.13

700

0.090

0.097

800

0.088

0.12

900

0.14

0.16

Table VII

Photoactivation energies for M23 at 0.5 V before oxygen exposure and
after Phase II oxygen exposure

By heating the microcircuit to about 140 'C overnight, the photocurrent value

for 700 nm at 3 V decreased to about 0.84 nA and dark current decreased to about
0.002 nA. The photocurrent value is lower than the minimum photocurrent value
obtained after Phase I low oxygen exposures (2.9 nA). The dark current value is 2
times higher than the minimum dark current value obtained during Phase I decay
but this value is questionable due to: I) its low value; and, 2) photocurrent rise and
dark current decay time considerations (see Chapter I).
4)

Explanation of M23 Results

A reduced dark current for M23 indicates that it was a film relatively free of
chemical impurities. As for M24 and M25 discussed in Chapter 3, this results in '"(
values that are high and are fairly invariant with wavelength. 'Y values for 900 nm
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arc slightly higher than

'Y

values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths at low

voltages probably due to a small concentration of Pc· + or Pc· - free radicals in the
ncar-substrate region. These radicals may enhance charge transfer formation in the
near-substrate region such that

~CTform

docs not decrease with increasing light

intensity from increasing concentrations of undissociated excitons. This allows 'Y
values to remain high. Table VIII contains absorbed light Q.E. values and 'Y values
for native film M23, after Phase J 02 dosing and after Phase II 02 dosing.

>.
(nm)

NATIVE FILM

'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hI!)

AFTER
PHASE I 02
'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hI!)

AFTER
PHASE II 02
'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hI!)

700

0.90

0.011

0.90

0.0068

0.50

0.017

900

0.91

0.0057

0.83

0.0045

0.32

0.043

Table VIII

Comparison of intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum
efficiency values for M23 at 3 V under various oxygen conditions

Lack of ionized chemical impurities in the near-substrate region causes the absorbed
light Q.E. value for 900 nm to be somewhat less than the value for 700 nm. However,
decreased concentrations and depths of recombination sites allows 'Y values to be
quite high for 900 nm.
Without chemical impurities to chemisorb to, oxygen must attack GaPc-CI
molecules. Oxygen is a weak oxidant with a one-electron reduction potential of -0.75
V vs. SCE in nonaqueous solution 14 The reduction potential of [GaPc-Cll+ is +0.86 V
vs. SCE in nonaqueous solution.to( Solution values are often used to approximate
energy levels in the solid state, and can serve as an indication towards the
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probability of a reaction. The following reaction may be written for the net cell
reaction:
02 + e-

= 02·-

=[GaPe-Cit + eGaPe-CI + 02 =[GaPe-Cit
GaPe-CI

(18)

Eo

+ 02·-

= -1.61

V

VS.

SCE

The net cell potential is -1.61 V vs. SCE and is therefore strongly disfavored. Simon
has stated that in order for significant charge transfer to occur, the reduction
potential of the dopant minus the oxidation potential of the Pc should be

C!:

-0.25 V.u

In the above case, this difference is -1.61 V. Photogenerated electrons of GaPc-Cl
will be able to strongly reduce oxygen and to form (Pc+0 2-). If this complex

dissociates, 02- and Pc+ ions will be liberated. The Pc+ ions are holes and can be
collected as charge carriers. These holes will also flow in the dark until abstraction
of electrons from 02- ions occurs. Since there was no dark current increase, creation
of such free charge carriers is improbable. Oxygen may be able to bind to
structurally defective GaPc-Cl molecules and then become reduced through
abstraction of the defect molecules' photogenerated electrons:

(Pc)D + 02

-+

(Pe)D •••

°

hll

2 -+

°

(Pc)~ ••• 2 -+ [(Pe)~][

°

(19)

2 .-]

where PCD is a structurally defective GaPc-Cl molecule. Complexation of 02 with
these defect molecules results in removal of electrons and holes that had previously
been collectable. This will result in decreased photocurrent as observed during Phase
I.
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In addition to immobilizing charge carriers derived from structural defects,
oxygen may also turn structural defect molecules into better electron 1.r.!!.ru..
Compressed regions of the film contain defect molecules with LUMO levels lower
than the average LUMO level and HOMO levels higher than the average HOMO level
(Figure 4, Chapter I). Oxygen complexation will lower LUMO levels of defect
molecules in compressed regions of the film further into the bandgap. This will
create better electron traps and lower the steady state photocurrent. An analogous
argument can be made for the effects of oxygen on these structural defects in terms
of making them worse hole traps and the effects would seem to cancel. Although
structural traps are usually discussed as having equal trap depths for both electrons
and holes, there have been some theoretical studies proposing the origin of unequal
trap depths. 24 Experimental findings for anthracene have demonstrated hole
trapping depths that are larger than electron trap depths. Therefore, if electron trap
depths in GaPc-CI are already larger than hole trap depths, their influence on the
photoconduction process will be greater. As presented in Table VII, increased
photoactivation energies after Phase II oxygen exposure indicates that Phas,S;.!
oxygen has indeed created deeper trap sites (Phase II oxygen exposure is not believed
to alter trap or recombination depths, see below). Increased trap depth formation
upon exposure to oxygen has been reported in literature. When dosed with oxygen to
increase their photocurrents, PbPc and CuPc single crystals or films exhibit a
photoactivation energy of 0.41 eV.14 This is compared to an intrinsic value of 0.21
eV.14 Thus, oxygen has increased trap depths by 0.2 eV. It is also reasonable to
assume that the electron trapping ability of electron deficient Pr recombination sites
can also increase upon complexation with oxygen. Both increased trap depths and
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increased depths for recombination sites will lower the photocurrent. -y values
would also be expected to decrease due to decreases in ~e-collection at high light
intensity from enhanced recombination at these recombination sites. These -y values
would be most affected for weakly absorbed wavelengths since they penetrate to the
near-substrate region which should be high in recombination sites. As demonstrated
in Figure 38, Figure 40 and Table VIII, -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths
have undergone particularly high losses.
An alternative explanation for the loss of photocurrent during Phase I oxygen
dosing involves complexation with chemical impurities instead of with structural
defects. Unlike the chemical impurities suspected in M22 that cause high dark
current, several Pc impurities are known to have their HOMO and LUMO levels
situated close enough to the HOMO and LUMO of GaPc-CI such that their
contribution to dark conductivity will be minimal. (This distinction is important
since M23 had a near undetectable dark current in the pure case). Such examples are
H 2Pc, CoPc, NiPc, FePc, CuPc, ZnPc, CdPc, CrPc, PbPc, MgPc, and AIPc-Cl. 14 Even
if the concentration of these species is not high enough to cause significant dark
current and hence provide for charge transfer dissociation sites, attack of O 2 on
some of these species may create recombination sites or enhance the propensity of
recombination for already existing ones (k IO increases). In contrast to attack on
structural defects, complexation of many of these chemical species with oxygen will
only affect the electron trapping characteristics (due to placement of HOMO and
LUMO levels), of Pr recombination sites for electrons. This occurs via a lowering of
the LUMO levels.
Both attack on structural defects and chemical impurities may be occuring in
M23 films. By observing the Phase I oxygen exposure plot for M23 in Figure 39, it
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would appear that a break point may occur at about 3 x 10 5 Langmuirs. The first
part of the decay may be due to oxygen complexation with Pc chemical impurities,
followed by possible abstraction of their photogenerated electrons. A small amount
of chemisorption of oxygen may precede photoreduction since several of these Pc
chemical impurities have higher HOMO levels than the HOMO of GaPc-CI. It takes
a small amount of oxygen (relative to the entire amount required for the Phase I
decay), and the loss in photocurrent is substantial (the first 28% of the entire 33%
seen for Phase I). This indicates that their concentration is probably low.
Additionally, since they are recombination sites, their effect on photocurrent
generation is substantial. The remaining 2.9 x 106 Langmuirs of oxygen may be
responsible for complexation with host GaPc-CI structural defects. These defects
probably have a high concentration due to the amount of 02 required to complete
the Phase I reaction. Additionally, their effect on the photocurrent is minimal (they
further the decay from a 28% loss to a 33% loss). A minimal effect on photocurrent
is consistent with the fact that they continue to be relatively shallow traps for
electrons.
'Y

values for weakly absorbed wavelengths decrease as voltage increases.

Although an increase in voltage would favor a detrapping of carriers from traps
formed by oxygen complexation with structural or chemical impurities
(photoactivation energies decrease with increasing voltage, Chapter 3),° 2 has also
created better Pr recombination sites particularly in the near-substrate region. As
voltage increases, free carriers may now be at a significantly high enough
concentration to cause recombination via the newly enhanced recombination sites.
Increases in light intensity decrease ~e-collection values as higher concentrations of
free charge carriers undergo recombination via these sites. This causes 'Y values to
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decrease. The effect would be greatest for weakly absorbed wavelengths that
penetrate to the near-substrate region which is high in structural defects and
chemical impurities susceptible to reaction with 02 resulting in formation of deep
recombination sites. Lower absorbed light Q.E. values are still seen for 900 nm after
Phase I oxygen dosing (Table VIII) since the near-substrate region will now be rich
in oxygen enhanced structural traps and recombination sites. A lower 'Y value for
900 nm infers that recombination is indeed a larger problem in the near-substrate
region at higher illumination intensities due to reasons discussed above.
Higher exposures of oxygen, Phase II of the response, demonstrates increases in
photocurrent and increases in dark current. Increases in dark current signifies that
reduction of oxygen with photogenerated host GaPc-CI electrons is occuring with the
release of collectable free holes. As a result of this, enhanced incident light Q.E.
values result in the blue side of the spectrum perhaps due to absorption by Pc+.
Even though photogenerated host electrons are abstracted by oxygen during Phase II,
photocurrent increases because of the formation of negatively charged ions, namely
02-' These 02- anions are stationary enough to act as localized charge transfer
dissociation sites. In fact, there is likely to be a concentration gradient of 02- ions
between fingers which is high near the positively biased fingers, and decreases out
towards the negatively biased fingers. Alternating the sign of the bias potential
verifies this statement since the initial dark and photocurrent observed after
switching the sign of the bias potential are lower than their corresponding currents
before switching. With time, these values gradually approach the values observed
before switching as

°

2-

anions gradually migrate to the new positively biased

electrode. A slope of 0.9 in the log iDK vs. log V plot indicates that there is near
ohmic conduction of holes in the dark.
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Reference to Table VIII indicates that gains in absorbed light Q.E. values are
matched by severe decreases in .., values. Low.., values signify that tPCT'
may
Impdecrease with increasing light intensity as the steady state 02- concentration (the
imp- here) decreases with increasing light intensity. Since Phase II oxygen exposure
does not affect the electronic nature of trap sites and recombination sites that were
altered during Phase I, recombination sites may still playa role in lowering.., values.
Enhanced recombination sites will facilitate the stabilization of any electrons falling
into such sites. This will increase the residence time in the site and thereby elevate
the likelihood of subsequential recombination with a hole. This effect will cause
tPe-collection to decrease with increasing light intensity due to enhanced charge
carrier concentrations available for geminate recombination and recombination via
these recombination sites. Decreased values for tPCTimp_ and tPe-collection at high
light intensity lower.., values. Of particular note is the fact that 900 nm light now
produces a higher absorbed light Q.E. value (Table VIII). This must mean that the
ncar-substrate region is particularly susceptible to oxidation. As mentioned
previously, the ncar-substrate region is believed to exist in a unique physical and
chemical environment distinctly different from the rest of the film. The elevated
absorbed light Q.E. values for this near-substrate region, however, produce lower ..,
values due to greater numbers of charge carriers available for geminate
recombination and recombination via enhanced recombination centers. High
concentrations of dark charge carriers may also enhance charge carrier
recombination in the light especially in the near-substrate region.
As discussed previously, Phase II oxygen response is the typical behavior
exhibited by Pc's when introduced to oxygen. Day and Price have investigated the
effects of oxygen and air on H 2Pc and CuPc crystals."" They attribute the
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photoconductivity from 550 to 714 nm as due to the formation of defect-oxygen
species which trap electrons and release holes. In air, initial 'Y values for CuPc are
0.45 at 1093 nm. After pumpdown, photocurrent decreased and 'Y increased to 0.84.
No explanation of this effect was given. No variation of 'Y with wavelength was
mentioned. If the crystals were baked at 200 'C for 12 hrs., photocurrents for the
crystals were reduced by half and the 'Y values approach 1.0. Readmission of oxygen
at this point minimally increases photocurrent and 'Y values remain near 1.0. Since
UHV vessels outgas hydrogen during baking, it was believed that chemical reduction
of paramagnetic defects was responsible for loss of oxygen induced photocurrents.
Free radical ESR signals of crystals grown in nitrogen were reduced. This suggests
that CuPc and H 2Pc crystals have high concentrations of paramagnetic defects that
oxygen needs to bind to in order to enhance photoconductivity. Harrison, with thin
CuPc and H 2Pc film studies on staggered interdigitated electrode arrays, has also
noted a variation in 'Y with oxygen content. 74 Before oxygen dosing, no variation in
'Y

with wavelength was noted (400 to 1200 nm) and the value is about 0.6. Oxygen

dosing brings about photocurrent increases and decreases in 'Y values with no
mention of these actual values. Van Ewyk also has noted decreases in 'Y values when
photoconductivities of PbPc and ZnPc crystals increase due to exposure to air or
N0 2.36 Heating and pumping reverses photoconductivity increases.
Phase II enhancement of photocurrent and dark current in M23 is gradually
removed over the course of several days by pumping. By heating the MC to 140 'C
overnight, Phase II enhancement of dark and photocurrent could be reversed
overnight. 02- anions release their electrons which can then recombine with holes to
restore charge neutrality. Oxygen desorbs as neutral 02 molecules. Removal of

°

anions reduces the photocurrent and loss of O 2- anions and free holes reduces the

2-
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dark current. The final photocurrent value (0.84 nA) was lower than the Phase I
minimum photocurrent (2.9 nA) probably because unreacted 02 trapped throughout
the film during Phase I exposure becomes reacted. These results demonstrate the
irreversibility of Phase I oxygen exposures, and the strength of interaction between
structural defects and/or chemical impurities with oxygen.
Comparison of these results to the work of other researchers discussed above is
difficult due to the varying experimental conditions and condition of starting
materials. In the above work, no mention was made of the dark current levels of the
crystals or films. As demonstrated by M22 and M23, the amount of Phase I
photocurrent and dark current decrease is dependent on the level of dark
conductivity, and hence the presence of chemical impurity dopants. It is possible
that, in the above systems: I) either there was minimal dark current such that no
Phase I decay was noted; or, 2) the devices were studied in poor vacuum systems or
under conditions where the device already underwent Phase I oxygen reactions even
before oxygen was intentionally introduced. Research in our own group has
demonstrated reversible electrochemical effects of oxygen exposure on GaPc-CI thin
films. 5,2o These findings are consistent with the Phase II oxygen response of M23.
Films produced for electrochemical studies were grown in a diffusion pumped
vacuum system capable of a base pressure of about 10-6 torr. As introduced in
Chapter 3, two types of GaPc-CI phases can appear depending on growth
conditions. 5,2o Large crystallite films were created with elevated sublimation
temperatures, a substrate temperature of 100 ·C, and a growth time of 24-48 hrs to
produce a Pc film about I JJm thick. Smaller crystallite films were produced with
faster growth rates and a substrate temperature of about 65 ·C. The larger
crystallite films produce block-like crystallites with an absorbance maximum at 605
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nm and a shoulder from 605-900 11m. The smaller crystallite films contain a plateletlike phase in addition to much smaller block-like crystallites. These films have
absorbance bands at 665 nm and 760 nm. IR, SEM and X-ray data indicates that the
block-like crystallites consist of cofacially stacked GaPc-Cl molecules with head-totail arrangement. Platelet crystallites consist of slipped stacked molecules with
head-to-head or tail-to-tail arrangements. Films containing the platelet phase
demonstrated p-type behavior and had positive photopotentials versus bare gold in a
millimolar ferri-ferrocyanide electrolyte solution. Films containing block-like
crystallites exhibit negative photopotentials for the same conditions. The
electrochemical behavior of a large crystallite film left in atmosphere was
periodically monitored. 16 ,20 There was a systematic positive shift in the
photovoJtammogram. Changes were accelerated and increased by heating the films
to 140 'C under atmospheric pressure 02 for up to 48 hrs. Before treatment, dark
currents were negligible but after 02 treatment, dark currents became appreciable.
Control photovoItammetric measurements could be restored by exposing the 02
treated films to atmospheric pressure H2 at 140 'C for up to 48 hrs. H2 treatments
less than 48 hrs resulted in partial restoration of the original behavior, and several
02/H2 treatments were possible before the electrodes deteriorated. Small crystallite
films that were treated in H2 at 140 'C for up to 48 hrs. reduced the formerly large
photopotentials by shifting the photovoItammogram negatively. Subsequent
treatment with 02 under the same temperature and pressure conditions restored
original photovoItammetric behavior.
Viewing these electrochemical experiments in light of the above reported
microcircuit experiments reveals that the Phase I loss of photocurrent and dark
current has already occurred. This surely happened immediately after removal from
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the growth chambers or even during growth (pressure:::: 10-6 torr) due to residual
oxygen and air. This indicates that these films were operating in the Phase II
regime. This explains the reversible effects of oxygen on the electrochemical
enhancement of dark and photocurrent.
GaPc-CI powder was also previously studied by this group using ESR. 2o The
powder used to produce the films in the above electrochemical work was found to
contain high concentrations of free spins with a g value of 2.0023. 20 This signal
increased further when the powder was dosed with oxygen. If the powder was dosed
with hydrogen, the signal only decreased by 50% indicating some chemical
impurities are reactive towards hydrogen but others are not. It is believed that the
chemical impurities are, in part, Pc radicals. This data is in support of M23 where
Phase I dosing with oxygen did not change the original dark current level but
lowered the photocurrent probably, in part, due to its reaction with Pc radicals.

iii) Exposure of M28 to Oxygen
a)

Low Exposures of Oxygen (Phase I)

Figure 45 contains the response of M28 to low exposures of oxygen at 700 nm
and 5 V. Before dosing, the photocurrent was 12.7 nA and the dark current was
0.0044 nA. After 2.6 x 10 6 Langmuirs of oxygen, the photocurrent had decreased to
9.6 nA or 76.6% of its original value. The final dark current value was 0.0060 nA,
but is elevated due to photocurrent decay time considerations. The actual data
below was taken after the photocurrent had decayed to 10.1 nA or 79.5% of its
original value. The dark current was unchanged at 0.0044 nA.
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M28 PHASE I OXYGEN EXPOSURE (700 nm; 5 V)
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I)

peAS

The peAS for M28 at 0.5 V after Phase I oxygen exposure is not significantly
different from that presented in Figure 30 before oxygen exposure and is not
presented here.
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 46 contains the plot of the variation of -y with wavelength for M28 at 5.0
V and 0.5 V after low exposure to oxygen. There is very little change in -y values at
5.0 V for all wavelengths, but there are slight reductions in -y values for all
wavelengths at 0.5 V.
3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 46 contains the plot of the variation of -y with voltage for M28 after low
exposure to oxygen. -y values are slightly lowered, especially for weakly absorbed
wa velengths.

b)

High Exposures of Oxygen (Phase II)

As for M23, subjecting M28 to high exposures of oxygen (Phase II) caused
increases in photocurrent of several hundred percent of its original value and
increases in dark current of several thousand percent of its original value.
I)

peAS

Figure 47 is the peAS containing the normalized incident light Q.E. values for
M28 at 0.5 V after Phase II oxygen exposure. The spectrum has elevated incident
light Q.E. values especially for weakly absorbed wavelengths (compare Figure 30).
The ratio of incident light Q.E. (0.5 V) at 480 nm-to-incident light Q.E. (0.5 V) at 700
nm has increased by over a factor of three.

M28 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 AND 0.5 V
AFTER PHASE I OXYGEN
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M28 peAS AT 0.5 V AFTER PHASE II OXYGEN
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2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 48 is the response of 'Y vs. wavelength for M28 at 0.5 V after high
exposure to oxygen. 'Y values were not done for higher voltages due to difficulties
arising from large dark currents which present excessive decay times during
attempts to establish dark current baselines before photocurrent measurements.

c)

Explanation of Effects of Oxygen on M28

M28 required approximately the same amount of oxygen to achieve its
minimum in Phase I photocurrent decay as did M23. M28 represented a film
intermediate in purity between M22 and M23 but quite similar to M23. This can be
seen by making corrections for thickness in Table I. An equal amount of oxygen to
reach the minimum in Phase I would indicate that an equal number of sites are
attacked in Phase I for M28 as in Phase I for M23. The percent reduction of 700 nm
photocurrent (23.4%) is somewhat less than the percent reduction of 700 nm
photocurrent for M23 (31%). Phase I oxygen complexation with structural defects
and chemical impurities in the near-substrate region for M28 results in a smaller
decrease in 700 nm photocurrent because the film is thicker, and any current flow in
a near-substrate region will be a smaller percentage of the total current flow for the
entire film.
At 5 V, there is no change in 'Y values for all wavelengths in Figure 46. As
evidenced in the pure case in Chapter 3, recombination mechanisms are already
quite efficient for weakly absorbed wavelengths. This is probably due to M28's
higher concentration of recombination sites in the near-substrate region. Oxygen
only aids this process by lowering the LUMO levels of chemical impurities, and
thereby, increasing the trapping propensity of these electron deficient Pr
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M28 INTENSI1Y EXPONENTS VS, WAVELENGTH AT 0,5 V
AFTER PHASE II OXYGEN
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oxygen conditions
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recombination sites. The greatest effect of oxygen was seen at bias voltages < 1.5 V
for weakly absorbed wavelengths. With low bias voltages and oxygen enhanced
recombination sites, low voltages are not sufficient to compete with these
mechanisms and -y values are further lowered. As discussed previously, this means
that ¢e-coIIection must decrease with increasing light intensity due to enhanced
recombination via these recombination sites.
High oxygen exposures yielded a similar Langmuir-type response as seen for
M23. At 0.5 V, -y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.4 and -y
values for weakly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.3-0.35. As for M23,
photoconductivity is so high, even at low light levels, that increases in light intensity
are met by meager increases in coIIecta ble charge carriers due to losses in ¢CT'Impand ¢e-coIIection' This causes decreases in -y values. As for M23, increased
concentrations of Pc+ and O 2- in the near-substrate region along with the enhanced
recombination sites already created by the Phase I 02 reaction, will significantly
reduce -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths. Free charge carrier
concentrations are sufficiently high enough even at 0.5 V to cause low -y values.
Higher absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths indicates that
the near-substrate region is more susceptible to oxidation. The ratio of incident light
Q.E. (0.5 V) at 480 nm-to-incident light Q.E. (0.5 V) at 700 nm has increased by over a
factor of three indicating possible absorption of light by Pc+. For comparison, -y
values and absorbed light Q.E. values at 0.5 V are presented below in Table IX.
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>.
(nm)

NATIVE FILM
'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hll)

AFTER
PHASE I 02
Q.E.
(ab. hll)

'Y

AFTER
PHASE II 02
'Y

Q.E.
(ab. hll)

700

0.87

0.012

0.74

0.0032

0.41

0.0076

900

0.93

0.011

0.84

0.0036

0.33

0.024

Table IX Comparison of intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum efficiency
values for M28 at 0.5 V under various oxygen conditions

B)

Effects of TCNQ alld TCNQ/Oxygell
GaPc-CI Thill Films

i)

Effects of TCNQ on GaPc-Cl Thin Films
a)

011

the Electrollic Properties of Several

Review of Prior TCNQ Experiments

Prior to the experiments described in this and the previous chapter, several
experiments were conducted in order to determine the effects of a strong electron
acceptor on GaPc-Cl thin films. These results established that TCNQ causes
considerable increases in the photoconductivity of GaPc-CI. Upwards of a hundred
monolayers of TCNQ can be deposited without any detectable increases in dark
conductivity. Photocurrent gain factors range from a factor of 3 to a factor of 100.
Films grown on room temperature microcircuits tend to yield the highest gain
factors, presumably due to a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio of the crystallites.
Deposition of excessive amounts of TCNQ will eventually cause an increase in dark
conductivity and the contrast between photo and dark current diminishes.
Eventually, there is no detectable photocurrent above the dark current background.
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XPS and UPS results for pure TCNQ films and combinations of bilayers of TCNQ
and GaPc-CI will be discussed in Chapter 5.

ii)

Effects of Oxygen on the Electronic Properties of M25 After Modification with
TCNQ
a)

Effects of 3 Monolayers of TCNQ on the Electronic Properties of M25

Before deposition of the TCNQ, the 700 nm 5 V photocurrent for M25 was 0.25
nA and the dark current was 0.0001 nA. After deposition of 30 Hz of TCNQ (3
monolayers), the photocurrent increased to 0.40 nA or a 1.6 fold increase. There was
no change in the dark current. Electronic measurements were then taken
immediately, since the TCNQ begins to slowly desorb from the surface.
I)

PCAS

The PCAS for M25 after the 3 monolayer TCNQ modification did not
significantly change and is not presented here.
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 49 demonstrates that 3 mono layers of TCNQ causes slight decreases in -y
values for all wavelengths (0.02-0.03) at 5 V.
3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 49 illustrates increases in -y values for all voltages < 3.5 V, but decreases
in -y values for voltages> 3.5 V.
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M25 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 V
AFTER 3 MONOLAYER TCNQ MODIFICATION
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Intensity exponents vs. wavelength (5 V) and voltage for M25 after 3
monolayer TCNQ modification
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4)

Explanation of the Effects of 3 Monolayers of TCNQ on M25

TCNQ is a strong electron acceptor and is capable of ground state oxidation of
GaPc-CI. Actual HOMO and LUMO levels are discussed in Chapter 5. No increase
in dark current indicates that either: 1) structural defects or chemical impurities are
oxidized resulting in holes tha t cannot be collected in the dark but can act as ionized
impurities for enhanced charge transfer state dissociation in the light; or, 2) host Pc
molecules are oxidized but the holes are not mobile. Torrance has extensively
studied TCNQ salts and has found that when the degree of charge transfer is
complete, the salts are "insulating" and conductivities are on the order of 10- 4

n- 1cm -1 (one example is Na-TCNQ).31 However, when the degree of charge transfer
is incomplete, then the salts are "metallic" and conductivities range on the order of
10 to 100

n- 1cm- 1 (one example is TTF-TCNQ).

When the charge transfer is

complete, there is a 1:1 ratio of donor:TCNQ. This means that for electrical
conductivity to occur, electrons from one TCNQ- molecule must be transferred to
another TCNQ- molecule to form TCNQo and TCNQ-2. This reaction will be limited
by the large coulombic repulsive energy of putting two electrons on the same TCNQ
molecule, and the material tends to be insulating. If a material has incomplete
charge transfer, at any time, one TCNQ molecule may have a full -I charge while its
neighbor is completely neutral. Thus, electrons can be transferred from TCNQ- to
TCNQo and the material is conductive. For low coverages of TCNQ on a Pc surface,
there will be complete charge transfer between the Pc surface and the above TCNQ
layer(s). This was the case for M25. Pc+ molecules formed cannot transfer their
positive charge to a neighboring Pco molecule if the positive charge is strongly held
adjacent to a TCNQ- molecule. If an excessive amount of TCNQ is deposited on the
Pc surface, dark conductivity will eventually rise. As neutral TCNQ molecules are
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continually deposited, the full oxidation of Pc molecules will cease. At this point,
negative charge may be shared between TCNQ- molecules and depositing TCNQo
molecules. This would allow for the Pc+ holes to become mobile and appear as dark
current.
The first 3 monolayers of TCNQ produce a 1.6 fold increase in 700 nm 5 V
photocurrent. Slight decreases in 'Y values (0.02-0.03) were observed for all
wavelengths at 5 V in Figure 49. This is better understood by referring to Figure 49.
'Y

values are about 0.06 higher for voltages less than I V. The enhancement is

reduced as voltage is increased until the 'Y values are slightly lower than the pure
case for voltages greater than about 3.5 V. At low voltages in a pure film, where the
charge carrier collection process suffers since only a bias voltage is present to split
charge transfer states, the presence of an ionized impurity will impact greatly on 'Y
values. Ionized impurities may enhance the k2 rate constant term in ¢CTform such
that increases in light intensity no longer cause a buildup of excitons (Pc·) and the 'Y
values become closer to 1.0. As voltage is increased and the steady state
concentration of free charge carriers increases, geminate recombination and
recombination via recombination sites become more problematic with increasing
light intensity and ¢e-collection drops. This lowers 'Y values. As always, the film
still has a larger photocurrent at higher voltages but is less sensitive to changes in
light intensity.
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b)

Gradual Desorption of 13 Monolayers of TCNQ From M25

Advantage was taken of the fact that TCNQ gradually desorbs from GaPc-CI
surfaces. 130 Hz (13 monolayers of TCNQ) was deposited on M25 after nearly all
traces of TCNQ had desorbed from the initial 3 monolayer deposition. At various
points in the desorption process, electronic measurements were taken.
I)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 50 demonstrates how 700 nm

"y

values vary with voltage at varying

coverages of TCNQ. All the wavelengths studied, 700, 800 and 850 nm, showed the
same trend with voltage and coverage, and no significant differences occurred for
the

"y

values for any given wavelength at a given voltage. Thus, only the results for

700 nm are presented here.
2)

Photocurrent Gain as a Function of TCNQ Coverage

At full intensity and 5 V bias, the percent of original photocurrent was plotted
as a function of TCNQ coverage. This was done for 700, 800, and 850 nm. All plots
were fairly linear and the slopes increased directly with the absorption coefficient.
700 nm photocurrent had a slope of 18.6, 800 nm photocurrent had a slope of 16.0,
and 850 nm photocurrent had a slope of 14.5.
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M25 700 nm INTENSllY EXPONENTS VS. TCNQ COVERAGE
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Intensity exponents vs. voltage for M25 at 700 nm for various coverages
of TCNQ
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3)

Explanation of Gradual Desorption Results

Plots of photocurrent gain (percent of original photocurrent) vs. TCNQ
coverage reveals higher sensitivity to TCNQ coverage for more strongly absorbed
wavelengths. Weakly absorbed photons that penetrate deeper into the film are not
influenced to the same degree as are strongly absorbed photons that sample the nearsurface region where Pc+TCNQ- sites are located.
The fact that 'Y values begin to decrease very slowly with increasing TCNQ
coverage at any fixed voltage, may indicate that higher concentrations of ionized
impurities will cause ¢e-collection and/or ¢CTimp to decrease with increasing light
intensity. Since concentrations of free charge carriers are already high due to
enhanced charge transfer state dissociation at ionized impurities, increases in light
intensity to yield even more free charge carriers are met with enhanced geminate
recombination and recombination via recombination sites. Photocurrent does
increase with increasing TCNQ coverage, but the increase is met less and less by the
demands of increasing light intensity. For low voltages « 1.5 V), 'Y values are larger
than those for the native film. At low voltages in the native film, 'Y values are low,
since the film entirely relies on the low voltage gradient to dissociate and collect
charge carriers. With Pc+TCNQ- sites, the ¢CTform term may be enhanced. In
addition, ¢CT·Imp- is increased and, at low voltages, the steady state concentration of
free charge carriers remains low enough that geminate recombination and
recombination via recombination sites is kept to a minimum (¢e-collection remains
near invariant with increasing light intensity). For voltages> 1.5 V, 'Y values
decrease with increasing voltage and increasing TCNQ coverage. This indicates that,
for the TCNQ coverages studied, losses in ¢e-collection at high light intensity just
begins to occur at voltages> 1.5 V. This lowers 'Y values. Increasing the voltage for
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any particular coverage does enhance the photocurrent for any particular light
intensity, but the photocurrent gain with light intensity is now even less at higher
voltages than it was at lower voltages. Many of the extra charge carriers created by
increased light intensity suffer geminate recombination and recombination via
recombination sites. Increased concentrations of TCNQ would probably have
yielded a 'Y vs. voltage plot similar to Figure 25 for M22 where 'Y values are low even
at low voltages. Clearly, the greatest enhancement of photocurrent and sensitivity to
light (-y) occurs at about 13 monolayers of TCNQ with a bias voltage of 1.5 V.

c)

Effects of Oxygen on M25 Coated With 3 Monolayers of TCNQ

After allowing nearly all of the above mentioned TCNQ to desorb from M25, 30
Hz (3 monolayers) of TCNQ was deposited on M25. 700 nm 5 V photocurrent
increased from 0.16 nA to 0.31 nA or a 1.9 fold increase. Then, the modified MC was
immediately exposed to oxygen and brought to millitorr oxygen pressure within
about 15 minutes. Figure 51 is the response of 700 nm 5 V photocurrent to oxygen
after this modification. Oxygen caused an immediate increase in photocurrent with
a delayed onset of increased dark current. Dark current (5 V) started increasing
after about 3 x 10 10 Langmuirs of oxygen and its response is given in Figure 52.
After approximately 18 hours in the oxygen flooded chamber, the photocurrent was
about 1800% of its original value. The dark current was about 6 x 10 5% of its
original value (higher coverages not shown in Figure 52).
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M25 RESPONSE TO OXYGEN AFTER 3 MONOLAYER
TCNO MODIFICATION (700 nm;5 V)
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Response of M25 to oxygen after 3 monolayer TCNQ modification (700
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Response of M25 to oxygen after 3 monolayer TCNQ modification (dark
current; 5 V)
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I)

PCAS

Figure 53 is the PCAS for the M25/TCNQ/02 Flood system. There is an
apparent increase in the quantum efficiencies on the blue end of the spectrum. The
ratio of 480 nm incident light Q.E. (5 V)-to-700 nm incdient light Q.E. (5 V) has
increased by over a factor of seven.
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 54 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. wavelength at 5 V for the modified
MC under oxygen flood conditions. 'Y values for all wavelengths have been severely
reduced especially for wavelengths < 850 nm. These values have decreased from
about 0.85-0.9 to about 0.41-0.44. Wavelengths> 850 nm have decreased from about
0.85-0.93 to 0.41-0.7.
3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 54 contains the plot of "( values vs. voltage for the modified MC under
oxygen flood conditions. 900 nm "( values are higher than 'Y values for more strongly
absorbed wavelengths (700, 800, 850 nm) at all voltages. 'Y values decrease very
slightly with incrt:ases in voltage.
4)

Explanation of the Effects of Oxygen Flood Conditions on M25/TCNQ

The fact that oxygen causes an immediate increase in photocurrent with a
delayed onset of dark current means that oxygen somehow enhances the
photogeneration process but does not yield carriers that are mobile in the dark until
higher concentrations of oxygen are chemisorbed onto the TCNQ modified surface.
Oxygen may stabilize (Pc+)(TCNQ-) sites or (Pc+MTCNQ-2) sites. If these
(Pc+)(TCNQ-" '02) or (Pc+MTCNQ-2 .. '02) species are better charge transfer
state dissociation sites, then photocurrent will increase as was observed.
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M25 peAS AT 5 V FOR 3 MONOLAYERS TeNO/PHASE II OXYGEN
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With continued exposures to oxygen, dark current eventually slowly increases in
a linear fashion as shown in Figure 52. This may be explained using the theory of
Torrance whose studies on TCNQ salts indicated that salts with incomplete charge
transfer yield more dark conductive films. 31 Continued adsorption of oxygen may
begin to weaken charge transfer state dissociation sites which will essentially lower
the extent of charge transfer, since oxygen molecules will begin to share negative
charge amongst themselves and with TCNQ- or TCNQ-2 molecules. This will
gradually mobilize previously bound Pc+ holes and dark current will begin to flow.
-y values vs. wavelength at 5 V in Figure 54 are all significantly reduced

especially for wavelengths

;!E;

850 nm. Weakly absorbed wavelengths> 850 nm show

less severe reductions of -y values. -y values for>. < 550 nm are attenuated more than
values for). > 850 nm. In addition, the PCAS in Figure 53 for the M25/TCNQ/02
flood system shows a blue shift in the spectrum with enhanced quantum efficiencies
in this region of the spectrum. There are two possible explanations for this that may
be operating in conjunction. The existence of large concentrations of Pc+ molecules
may cause these molecules to absorb light in the blue region of the spectrum. This
would elevate the quantum efficiency in this region but enhance geminate
recombination and recombination via recombination sites and lower -y values. The
second explanation is based on the fact that TCNQ has an absorption maximum at
about 500 nm. 87 ,88 Absorption of light by neutral TCNQ molecules in this region
may create additional photocurrent. As in the previous explanation, additional
charge carriers yield enhanced quantum efficiencies and low -y values for>. < 550
nm.
The fact that strongly absorbed wavelengths undergo extreme losses in -y in
conjunction with the higher photocurrent gains observed for TCNQ exposure
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experiments, validates the theory that TCNQ/02 is surface bound and enhances
charge transfer state dissociation in the near-surface region to a greater extent than
in the near-substrate region sampled by 900 nm light. Absorbed light Q.E. values
were actually higher for 900 nm light than for 700 nm light at this point, but these
values are not reliable due to lack of an actual visible absorption spectrum for this
complex system. Trends in '1 values are dependable.
'Y values versus voltage in Figure 54 decrease only slightly with voltage and 'Y

values for 900 nm are greater than values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths
(700, 800, 850 nm) at all voltages. Low.., values result from enhanced rates of charge
transfer state dissociation to yield increased concentrations of charge carriers. This
causes tPe-collection to decrease especially at high light intensity due to enhanced
geminate recombination and recombination via recombination sites from increased
steady state concentrations of charge carriers.

C)

Effects of Ammonia O1lthe Electronic Properties of Several GaPc-CI Thin Films

i)

Results for M26
a)

Results Before Ammonia Dosing

1)

PCAS

Figure 55 contains the normalized values for incident light Q.E. values,
absorbed light Q.E. values and visible absorption values for M26 at 5 V before
ammonia exposure and after Point 1 in the dosing curve (see below).
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 56 contains the plot of intensity exponents vs. wavelength for M26 at 5
V before ammonia dosing. Strongly absorbed wavelengths have '1 values of about
0.60-0.65 while weakly absorbed wavelengths have '1 values of 0.43-0.6.
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M26 (5 V) normalized comparisons of incident light Q.E., absorbed light
Q.E. and visible absorption spectrum before ammonia exposure and after
Point 1 Phase I ammonia exposure
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3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 56 contains the plot of intensity exponents vs. voltage for M26 before
ammonia dosing. 'Y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths are larger than 'Y
values for weakly absorbed wavelengths at all voltages.
4)

Explanation of M26 Results Before Dosing

M26 was similar in electronic properties to M22, and the same explanations of
behavior hold here as were discussed for M22.

b)

Low Exposures of Ammonia (Phase I)

Figure 57 is the response of M26 700 nm 5 V photocurrent to low exposures of
ammonia. A steady decrease in photocurrent is observed for the entire 1.7 x 10 5
Langmuirs of ammonia. The initial photocurrent was 3.9 nA and the inital dark
current was 0.0145 nA. Electronic measurements were measured at three points
during the decay. Point I was taken after 26% of the photocurrent was removed and
79% of the dark current was removed. Point 2 measurements were taken when 91 %
of the photocurrent was eliminated and 97% of the dark current was removed. Point
3 measurements were taken at the end of the dosing curve after 96% of the
photocurrent was removed and no additional loss in dark current was achieved.
la)

peAS at Point 1

Figure 55 contains the normalized values for incident light Q.E, absorbed light
Q.E., and visible absorption spectrum after Point 1 in the dosing curve. Absorbed
light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths> 900 nm are quite similar to
values for more strongly absorbed wavelengths (see Table X below).
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M26 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 V
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M26 PHASE I AMMONIA EXPOSURE (700 nm; 5 V)
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I b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength at Point I
Figure 58 contains the plot of -y values vs. wavelength at 5 V after Point I in
the dosing curve was achieved. -y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths
increased by about 0.02 and by about 0.04-0.08 for weakly absorbed wavelengths.
Ic)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage at Point I

Figure 58 contains the plot of -y values vs. voltage after Point I in the dosing
curve was achicved. There are small increases in -y values for strongly absorbed
wavelengths at all voltages, but -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths are
slightly higher at all voltages (+0.02-0.08).
2a) peAS at Point 2
The normalized plots for incident light Q.E. values and absorbed light Q.E.
values for M26 after Point 2 in the dosing curve are quite similar to those for M26
after Point I in the dosing curve except for additional losses in absorbed light Q.E.
values for weakly absorbed wavelengths as compared to values for more strongly
absorbed wavelengths.
2b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength at Point 2
Figure 59 contains the plot of -y values vs. wavelength at 5 V after Point 2 in
the dosing curve was achieved. -y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths have
increased by about 0.4-0.45 and -y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths have
increased by about 0.25. There is now little variation in -y values with wavelength
that is of any significance.
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M26 INTENSIlY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 V
FOR POINT 1 PHASE I AMMONIA
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2c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage at Point 2

Figure 59 contains the plot of -y values vs. voltage after Point 2 in the dosing
curve was reached. There is little variation in -y values above 1.5 V, and -y values for
weakly absorbed wavelengths are only slightly lower than corresponding values for
strongly absorbed wavelengths at all vol.tages.
3a) PCAS at Point 3
The PCAS for M26 after Point 3 only results in further losses in absorbed light
Q.E. values for all wavelengths.
3b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength at Point 3
Since -y values increased only slightly (about 0.02) for all wavelengths at Point 3
in the dosing curve as compared to values in Figure 59 for Point 2, the data is not
presented here.
3c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage at Point 3

Since -y values increased only slightly (about 0.02) for all wavelengths at all
voltages at Point 3, as compared with the values in Figure 59 for Point 2, the data is
not presented here.
4)

Attempts to Remove Phase I Ammonia Exposures

At Point 3 in the photocurrent loss curve, 700 nm 5 V photocurrent was 0.1 2 nA
and the dark current was 0.0004 nA. After all electronic measurements were
completed at Point 3 in the photocurrent loss curve, the circuit was heated in UHV
with a substrate temperature of about 100' C. After cooling to room temperature
again, 700 nm 5 V photocurrent had increased to 0.186 nA, and the dark current was
reduced to 0.0001 nA.
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M26 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 5 V
FOR POINT 2 PHASE I AMMONIA
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5)

Explanation of M26 Phase I Ammonia Results

Upon exposure to NH s , 700 nm 5 V photocurrent decreases rapidly and is
reduced to 9% of its original value after 8.5 x 10 4 Langmuirs of NH s. The absolute
minimum of 3.9% of the original value is reached after 1.7 x 10 5 Langmuirs. The
dark current reaches its minimum of 3% of its original value after only 6.8 x 10"
Langmuirs of NHs (just short of Point 2 in the photocurrent loss curve in Figure 57).
This indicates that the process responsible for decreasing the dark current is only
partially responsible for the loss of photocurrent. For a film with electron acceptor
impurities, NH3 may compete for the demand for electrons that these acceptors have.
The fact that some dark current still remained indicates that donor impurities
and/or unaffected acceptors are still present. This is in support of M22 and M23
where some residual dark current remained even after Phase I oxygen dosing was
complete. If oxygen attacks donor impurities in these films, this may indicate the
existence of acceptor impurities or unaffected donor impurities with which oxygen
does not react. NH3 is capable of coordination through its lone pair of electrons on
the nitrogen atom. If the acceptor is satisfied with electron donation from NH 3, less
free hole charge carriers will be formed in the GaPc-Cl host and dark current will
decrease. With less negatively charged acceptor impurities, photocurrent will
decrease due to fewer charge transfer state dissociation sites.
At Point 1 in the photocurrent loss curve, 29% of the photocurrent has been
removed and 88% of the dark current has been removed. -y values appear to increase
slightly at 5 V especially for weakly absorbed wavelengths since acceptors in the
near-substrate region are complexed with NH3 and tPCTimp_ is severely reduced.
Near complete loss of

Imp- ensures that decreases of

tPCT'

I p- with increasing

tPCT'm

light intensity are minimal. Furthermore, loss of ionized impurity sites causes
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decreased concentrations of free charge carriers. This reduces geminate
recombination and recombination via recombination sites and allows ¢e-collection to
remain more invariant with increasing light intensity. These effects allow for
increases in -y values. -y values are larger than their values for the undosed film at
all voltages. Table X contains absorbed light quantum efficiency values and -y
values for M26 before NHs exposure, and after Point 1 and Point 2 NHs exposure.

).

NATIVE FILM

(nm)
-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

AFTER
POINT I NHs
-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

AFTER
POINT 2 NHs
-y

Q.E.
(ab. hv)

700

0.66

0.019

0.68

0.0071

0.90

0.0019

900

0.45

0.047

0.51

0.011

0.90

0.0012

Table X Comparison of intensity exponents and absorbed light quantum efficiency
values for M26 at 5 V under various ammonia conditions

Larger increases in -y values and greater decreases in absorbed light Q.E. values for
weakly absorbed wavelengths indicates that attack of NHs on acceptor impurities
occurs primarily in the near-substrate region of the film.
By Point 2, dark current is only 3% of its original value indicating that nearly
all of the dopant sites responsible for dark current have been titrated away. The
remaining dark current at this point is due to species discussed above. Loss of
photocurrent after the dark current reached its minimum in Figure 57 is due to
attack of NHs on photogenerated holes arising from structurally defective or nonstructurally defective GaPc-CI molecules. At Point 2, loss of nearly all ionized
impurity sites in the near-substrate region results in very similar -y values and
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absorbed light quantum efficiency values for 700 and 900 nm (Table X). "f values at
5 V have all increased significantly especially for weakly absorbed wavelengths. It
is of key interest that the "f vs. wavelength and "f vs. voltage responses for M26 at
this point resemble the responses for more chemically pure films such as M24 or M25.
At Point 3 in the photocurrent loss curve, "f values have increased slightly but the
data is not significantly different from the data obtained for Point II.
One other interaction of NHs that cannot be overlooked is if NHs
coordinatively bonds to electron deficient structural defects that formerly acted as
electron traps for photogenerated electrons. After modification of InPc-CI and
GaPc-CI thin films with metals such as silver and mercury, NHs show:; linear
increases in photocurrent with NHs concentration. 82 These metals provide a new
electron trap site, and NHs apparently can effectively compete for these trap sites
and thereby detrap electrons. If NHs coordinatively bonds to electron deficient
structural defects that formerly acted as traps for photogenerated electrons, this
would predict an increase in photocurrent. Either the deleterious effect of NH3
coordinatively bonding to photogene rated holes is the overwhelming factor in
reducing photocurrent, or this interaction with trap sites doesn't happen here.
Photogenerated holes that are attacked by NHs may arise, in part, from structural
defects with HOMO levels below the HOMO level of non-structurally defective Pc
molecules. These holes are highly oxidative and will react readily with NHs lone
pair electrons. These structurally defective molecules have LUMO levels

~

the

LUMO level of non-structurally defective Pc molecules. Hence, these LUMO levels
cannot act as electron trap sites in the first place.
If ammonia attacks photogenerated holes, the question arises as to what happens
to the photogenerated electrons. If holes become trapped by NH 3, and this process is
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relatively irreversible as evidenced by attempts to reverse it at elevated
temperatures, what happens to the electrons once irradiation ceases? Since they do
not serve to increase the dark curent, they cannot remain as free carriers in Ee' One
possibility is that they become trapped by deep trap sites that stabilize them to such
an extent that they are prevented from recombining with ammonia adsorbed to holes
and releasing ammonia. Heating partially restored the photocurrent to 5% of its
original value. This value is still much less than the value of 17% (just prior to Point
2 in Figure 57) when attack of NHs on photogenerated holes was believed to have
just started. However, NHs has released some of the photogenerated holes that were
trapped by coordinatively bonded NH s. The loss of more dark current after heating
M26 may indicate that NHs has attacked additional acceptor dopant sites. Although

a loss in dark current would favor an additional loss in photocurrent, apparently this
effect is offset by photocurrent gains achieved through the release of bound holes.
It is possible that if the system were left in the dark and at elevated temperatures

for a period of days at UHV, restoration of photocurrent to the 17% level may have
eventually been achieved. This is in contrast to attempts to reverse Phase I
photocurrent losses in the oxygen studies. Photocurrent losses in the oxygen studies
were due to I) irreversible binding of oxygen to structural defects/Pc impurities
followed by abstraction of photogene rated electrons and/or 2) irreversible reaction
of oxygen with donor chemical impurities other than Pc impurities.
Literature studies of the interaction of ammonia with Pc's has been mainly
centered on the effects of ammonia on dark conductivity.s6,s7,s8,4o,77 The general
consensus is that ammonia causes decreases in dark conductivity since, as an electron
donor, it will displace oxygen and remove the p-type conductivity observed. Indeed,
studies in our own group with GaPc-CI and InPc-CI thin films in a flow through gas
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dosing cell have shown initial decreases in dark and photocurrent levels upon NHs
exposure.1 8 ,82 Mohammed and Collins, in addition to the above discussed oxygen
work, also investigated the effects of ammonia on NiPc, ZnPc, CuPc and CoPc films
on interdigitated arrays.S7,40 These films were made in vacuum but then often
removed to a separate test chamber where vacuum conditions were again possible.
Upon NHs exposure, all these Pc's showed decreases in dark conductivity to one
extent or another. Some of these studies were done after atmospheric exposure and
the response was attributed to displacement of oxygen.S7 ,40 However, films of Q- and
.8-ZnPc and Q-NiPc that were stabilized in vacuum before ammonia exposure showed
decreases in dark current by several orders of magnitude upon ammonia exposure. 40
There is no indication of whether or not all adsorbed oxygen and water had been
removed by this step, since no control vacuum conductivity values were taken.
Wilson and Collins have studied the effects of ammonia on H 2Pc and CuPc thin films
on interdigitated electrode arrays.S6 It is unclear if the measurements were carried
out in the same chamber without any interruption of vacuum conditions. One
interesting result, especially if vacuum conditions were continually maintained, is
that impure H 2Pc films showed greater reductions in dark current with ammonia
exposure than purer films. This is in support of results found for experiments M26
(chemically impure) and M24 (chemically pure). Results for M24 will follow shortly.
6)

High Exposures of Ammonia (Phase II)

Additional exposure of M26 to NHs resulted in increases in dark and
photocurrent levels. No extensive electronic information was taken during or after
these exposures. 'Y values for 700 nm at 5 V decreased as NHs exposure continued,
and after about 5.4 x 10 5 Langmuirs of NHs (this value includes Phase I exposure of
1.7 x 10 5 Langmuirs), the 'Y value was down to about 0.6.
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High exposures of NHs may carry in trace water. Even though the NHs gas
used was of the driest form possible, higher pressures of NHs (extended exposures at
about 3 x 10- 5 torr NHs) may gradually increase the water concentration in the
chamber to produce trace amounts of NH" + and OH-. The presence of these ions in
the film will contribute to the dark conductivity due to their ionic conductance.
Photocurrent will increase due to the presence of ionized impurity charge transfer
state dissociation sites. High enough exposures of NHs were not carried out in this
experiment to determine if dark i-V curves would become assymmetric which would
be

a good proof of ionic conduction.

An alternative explanation for increase'a

photocurrent and dark current at high NHs concentrations is based on NHs
interaction with electron traps. These electron traps arise from structurally
defective Pc molecules with LUMO levels lying just below the LUMO levels of nonstructurally defective Pc molecules (compressed regions). NHs can detrap
photogene rated electrons that have become trapped in these sites and thereby
increase the steady state photogene rated electron concentration. In addition, NHs
chemisorption to such traps will also enhance dark current if thermally generated
carriers had also been subject to trapping by these sites. Intentionally introduced
electron trap sites are the basis of the NHs sensor work currently underway in our
group.IS,S2 The principles of these sensors were discussed previously.

ii)

Results for M24
The electronic measurements for M24 before ammonia dosing can be found in

Chapter 3. M24 exhibited properties that established it as one of the purest films
made.
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a)

Low Exposures of Ammonia (Phase I)

Figure 60 is the response of M24 700 nm 3 V photocurrent to low exposures of
NH s. Photocurrent before exposure was 1.8 nA, and dark current before exposure
was at the limits of detection at 0.0001 nA. The dark current remained at about
0.0001 nA for the entire Phase I NHs exposure. Photocurrent decreased to about 27%
of its original value after only 9.4 x lOs Langmuirs of NH s.
I)

PCAS

The PCAS for M24 after Phase I ammonia exposure is not significantly
different from its peAS before ammonia exposure in Figure 27.
2)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 61 contains the variation in "f values vs. wavelength after Phase I NHs
exposure. Increases in "f are observed for all wavelengths with little difference in
values for strongly and weakly absorbed wavelengths. The greatest improvement
was seen for "f values for strongly absorbed wavelengths at 0.5 V.
3)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 61 contains the variation in "f values vs. voltage after Phase I NHs
exposure. Values of about 0.86 to 0.88 are obtained for all voltages and all
wa velengths.

b)

Explanation of M24 Phase I Ammonia Results

No change in the dark current for the Phase I NHs exposures indicates that NHs
only affects photogenerated charge carriers. Without chemical impurity sites to
attack, less than 6% of the NHs required to achieve the Phase I minimum in M26 was
required to real::h M24's minimum. Consequentially, there are no enhanced absorbed
light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths to be reduced below values for
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M24 PHASE I AMMONIA EXPOSURE (700 nm;3 V)
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Response of M24 to Phase I ammonia exposure (700 nm; 3 V)
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M24 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 0.5 AND 5 V
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strongly absorbed wavelengths. Without these acceptor impurities to attack, NHs
probably immediately attacks photogenerated holes. These photogenerated holes may
originate from two possible species: J} host GaPc-CI molecules; and, 2} structurally
defective GaPc-CI molecules with HOMO levels below the host GaPc-CI HOMO level
(dilated regions). Alternatively, NHs can attack PC+imp sites created by
photoexcitation of Pc chemical impurities that do not yield carriers in the dark. The
HOMO levels of these Pc chemical impurities may be far enough away from the
LUMO of host GaPc-CI molecules that PC+imp sites and free electrons cannot be
formed by thermal means alone. However, photogeneration of these sites would
create charge transfer dissociation sites that would be eliminated in the presence of
NHa donors. From the gradual loss of photocurrent in Figure 60, only one
photocurrent loss process appears to be occurring or they occur simultaneously with
equivalent energetics. Initiation and termination of different chemical processes is
often recognized by breaks in Langmuir-type isotherms. 89
With reduced photocurrent levels, geminate recombination and recombination
via recombination sites is reduced. This allows 4>e-collection to remain more
invariant with increasing light intensity and hence 'Y values are raised. It is unclear
why 'Y values no longer decay at very low voltages as they did in Figure 28, but 'Y
values in this region after Phase I NHs dosing are subject to question, since they are
being measured after severe reductions in photocurrent levels.
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c)

High Exposures of Ammonia (Phase II)

Subjecting M24 to high exposures of NHs brought the expected reversible
increases in photo and dark current. No extensive electronic measurements were
taken for Phase II NHs exposures other than to verify these trends. The same
explanations hold here as were discussed for M26.

D)

Effects of Nitrogen Dioxide

011

the Electronic Properties of olle GaPc-CI Thill Film

(M29)

One of the more interesting observati.:.<lS of Pc's is their marked sensitivity to
N0 2. 27 ,35,39,41,73,90,91,92 This has relevance for applications involving pollution
and emission monitoring. One 200

A GaPc-CI device, M29, was made in order to

examine the effects of N0 2 on the electronic parameters of GaPc-CI.

i)

Results for M29 Before N0 2 Dosing
a)

PCAS

Figure 62 contains the normalized incident light Q.E. values for M29 at 5 V
before N0 2 dosing.

b)

Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength

Figure 63 contains the plot of 'Y values vs. wavelength at 5 and 0.5 V for M29
before N0 2 dosing. A bell shaped response exists for both voltages with reductions
in 'Y values for all wavelengths at 5 V as compared to 'Y values at 0.5 V.
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M29 peAS AT 5 V
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c)

Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage

Figure 63 contains the plot of
"y

"y

values vs. voltage for M29 before N0 2 dosing.

values vary directly with absorption coefficient values at all voltages. "Y values

decrease slightly with increases in voltage.

d)

Explanation of M29 Results Before N0 2 Dosing

M29 exhibited electronic properties typical of a film with high concentrations
of chemical impurities. Just as for M22 and M26 with high dark currents and
elevated absorbed light Q.E. values for weakly absorbed wavelengths, M29 had "Y
values for weakly absorbed wavelengths that are lower than "Y values for more
strongly absorbed wavelengths at all voltages. The explanation for this is the same
as discussed before for M22 and M26.

ii)

Exposure of M29 to Nitrogen Dioxide
a)

N0 2 Dosing Results

Figure 64 is the response of M29 700 nm 5 V photocurrent to N0 2 dosing. The
initial photocurrent was 0.49 nA and increased immediately with N0 2 exposure and
continued to increase well past 10 5 Langmuirs of N0 2 . The initial dark current
value was 0.0038 nA and also increased immediately. After 9 x 10· Langmuirs of
N0 2, the photocurrent was 1040% of it's original value and the dark current was 1.17
x 10 4% of its original value.
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M29 INTENSITY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH AT 0.5 AND 5 V
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M29 NITROGEN DIOXIDE EXPOSURE (700 nm; 5 V)
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la) PCAS
Figure 65 contains the normalized incident light Q.E. values for M29 at 5 V
after N0 2 dosing. Incident light Q.E. values have increased for all wavelengths
especially on the blue side of the spectrum. The ratio of 480 nm incident light Q.E.
(5 V)-to-700 nm incident light Q.E. (5 V) has increased by a factor of two.
I b) Intensity Exponents vs. Wavelength
Figure 66 contains the plot of
Langmuirs of N0 2 exposure. All

-y

-y

values at 0.5 and 5 V vs. wavelength after 10"

values are severely reduced. At 5 V,

strongly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.42 and
wavelengths are about 0.49. At 0.5 V,
about 0.48 and

-y

-y

-y

-y

values for

values for weakly absorbed

values for strongly absorbed wavelengths are

values for weakly absorbed wavelengths are about 0.5-0.55.

Ic) Intensity Exponents vs. Voltage
Figure 66 contains the plot of
exposure.

-y

-y

values vs. voltage after 10" Langmuirs of N0 2

values for 900 nm are now higher than

-y

values for more strongly

absorbed wa velengths at all voltages.

b)

Attempts to Remove Chemisorbed N0 2

N0 2 adsorption was found to be completely reversible with restoration of
original dark and photocurrent levels.

c)

Explanation of M29 N0 2 Dosing Results

N0 2 is a strong electron acceptor like TCNQ. As such, it is capable of ground
state oxidation of Pc's with complete dissociation of Pc+ and N0 2-. Pc+'s (holes)
lead to increases in dark current, and N0 2- ions can act as charge transfer
dissociation sites and increase photocurrent. N0 2- ions also contribute to ionic dark
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M29 peAS AT 5 V AFTER NITROGEN DIOXIDE EXPOSURE
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M29 INTENSllY EXPONENTS VS. WAVELENGTH
AFTER NITROGEN DIOXIDE EXPOSURE
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conduction, and slight asymmetry when switching the sign of the bias potential was
observed for higher N0 2 exposures. N0 2 is surface bound and primarily affects
wavelengths that are more strongly absorbed in the near-surface region. The effects
of N0 2 were found to be reversible upon evacuation of the gas probably due to its
limited adsorption at only the near-surface region of GaPc-CI. As for M25/3
monolayers TCNQ/02 flood, the absorbed light Q.E. value for 900 nm was found to
be higher than the value for 700 nm after N0 2 exposure. However, once again these
values are suspect since a reliable visible absorption spectrum was not available for
the N0 2 dosed system. ¢CT.Imp- at the surface of the film is much larger than
¢CT.Imp- in the bulk or near-substrate region of the film. Higher concentrations of
charge carriers resulting from dissociation of charge transfer states at these sites
results in enhanced geminate recombination and recombination via recombination
centers. This is especially true at high light intensities causing losses in ¢e-collection
and resulting in decreases in

"y

values particularly for strongly absorbed

wavelengths. The inversion of "Y values vs. wavelength exists for all voltages studied.
Increasing the bias voltage further desensitizes the material to changes in light
intensity as higher voltages increase steady state charge carrier concentrations and
hence recombination processes.
The PCAS in Figure 65 demonstrates enhanced quantum efficiencies for all
wavelengths particularly on the blue side of the spectrum. The ratio of 480 nm
incident light Q.E. (5 V)-to-700 nm incident light Q.E. (5 V) has increased by a factor
of 2 after N0 2 dosing. This is evidence of absorption of Pc+ molecules. This may
also explain why "Y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths < 500 nm are not quite
as high as values for weakly absorbed wavelengths> 875 nm. Oxidation of the Pc
enhances absorption for wavelengths < 500 nm and hence lowers "Y values. Only light
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which is weakly absorbed away from the Pc+N0 2- interface and not absorbed by Pc+
molecules will not experience the full effects of N0 2 and hence will suffer the
smallest reductions in 'Y values.
Previous researchers have also reported on dark and photoconductivity
increases of Pc's upon exposure to N0 2.27 ,35,39,41,73,90,91,92 The work of van Ewyk et
al has been most interesting since it involves work in vacuum and measurements of 'Y
values before and after N0 2 exposures. 35 Increased conductivities for PbPc and
ZnPc single crystals were observed upon introduction to N0 2 vapor. 'Y values
decreasd from 0.54-0.62 in vacuum to 0.20-0.27 in N0 2 for the spectral range of 400
to 833 nm. PbPc films have shown particular sensitivity to N0 227 ,39 and this was
originally thought to be due to a reduced interaction of PbPc with oxygen thereby
facilitating oxygen displacement by N0 2•39 This interpretation is open to question,
however, since the material must be heated to 150 'C for 12 hours in order to
activate the PbPc to N0 2 detection. 39

E)

°

COllclusions on the Influence of 2, NH 3• N0 2 and TCNQ on the Electronic
Properties of GaPc-CI Thin Films

Isolation of GaPc-CI thin films from ambient gases has resulted in information
purely due to the dopant material at hand. Oxygen repeatedly demonstrated a two
step reaction. The first reaction (Phase I) ca uses irreversible decreases in dark and
photoconductivity to a point dependent on the film's initial dark conductivity i.e.
chemical purity level. For impure films, chemical impurities and possibly structural
defects are attacked during this reaction. 'Y values increase after Phase I 02
exposure possibly due to removal of <PCTimp+ terms which previously decreased with
increasing light intensity. Lower concentrations of free charge carriers also allow
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~e

-co 11 ec t·IOn to remain near invariant with increasing light intensity due to removal

of carriers available for geminate recombination or recombination via
recombination sites. For purer films, chemical impurities (that don't contribute to
dark conductivity) and structural defects are attacked during the Phase I 02
reaction. 'Y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths for pure films decrease after
this reaction due to recombination at enhanced recombination sites. The second
phase (Phase II) of oxygen exposure results in direct photoassisted oxidation of host
GaPc-CI molecules. This phase generates large ionic and electronic dark and
photocurrents for both types of films, and is reversible. Increased

~CT·

may decrease with increases in light intensity and cause low 'Y values.

Imp- values
~e-collection

values may also decrease with increasing light intensity due to high steady state
concentrations of charge carriers available for geminate recombination and
recombination via Phase I enhanced recombination sites. Increases or decreases in
light intensity are met with meager increases or decreases in collectable charge
carriers. This second Phase II reaction is likely the one most commonly encountered
in studies cited above, unless efforts had been taken to isolate the material in
vacuum before examination.
Exposure of films to ammonia also yields two distinct reactions. The first
reaction decreases dark and photoconductivity again to a level directly proportional
to the original level of dark conductivity i.e. chemical impurity level. Decreases in
dark conductivity for impure films implies that NHs attacks impurity acceptors.
Decreases in photoconductivity are due to removal of charge transfer dissociation
sites (for impure films) and attack on photogene rated holes (probably arising from
structural defects). Decreases in photoconductivity for pure films is solely due to
attack on photogenerated holes probably arising from structural defects. Increases
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in 'Y values during this phase (Phase I) is uniquely different from Phase I oxygen
results and implies that NH s' unlike 02' probably does not affect the electronic
behavior of structural traps and recombination sites. Higher exposures to NHs
eventually increases dark and photoconductivity, presumably due to formation of
NH4 + and OH- and/or detrapping of electrons from structural traps. This brings
about reductions in 'Y values due to decreased ~e-collection values at high light
intensity from increased steady state concentrations of charge carriers and related
recombination events.
TCNQ is capable of ground state oxidation of GaPc-CI and causes immediate
increases in photoconductivity with delayed dark conductivity increases. TCNQ was
found to primarily enhance the dissociation of charge transfer states formed closest
to the surface. TCNQ intercalation into the bulk is therefore limited. Oxygen
adsorption onto a TCNQ modified GaPc-CI film results in immediate increases in
dark and photoconductivity. The sensitivity to oxygen was enhanced by almost two
orders of magnitude as compared to the adsorption of oxygen on an unmodified
GaPc-CI film. Adsorption onto TCNQ- sites at the surface is favored as compared to
Phase II oxygen results without TCNQ adlayers (diffusion into bulk Pc accompanied
by photoxidation of Pc). Increased concentrations of charge transfer state
dissociation sites and increased concentrations of free charge carriers reduce 'Y
values, especially for strongly absorbed wavelengths which sample the near-surface
region.
Finally, nitrogen dioxide caused immediate reversible increases in dark and
photoconductivity levels. The sensitivity of GaPc-CI to N0 2 was over ten orders of
magnitude higher than the sensitivity to oxygen. This is due to the complete
dissociation of Pc+N0 2- into Pc+ and N0 2- molecules to form collectable holes a.nd
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ionized charge transfer dissociation sites. As for the M25/TCNQ/02 system, minimal
diffusion of N0 2 into the bulk of the films causes the greatest reduction in 'Y values
for strongly absorbed wavelengths which sample the near-surface region.
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CHAPTER 5
ULTRA VIOLET AND X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIC
INVESTIGATIONS OF GaPe-CI AND TCNQ THIN FILMS

In Chapter 4, results were given demonstrating that deposition of TCNQ on
GaPc-CI thin films causes dramatic increases in GaPc-CI photoconductivity with
delayed onset of dark conductivity increases. The nature of the charge transfer
between TCNQ and GaPc-CI became of interest and was the basis of the following
UPS and XPS investigations of TCNQ and GaPc-CI thin films. Both pure and
bilayer films of TCNQ and GaPc-CI thin films were studied. UPS spectra of TCNQ
and GaPc-CI thin films established HOMO levels of both of these molecules.
Gradual deposition of TCNQ on various work function metals was done in an
attempt to establish the nature and extent of reduction of the TCNQ molecule and
any relationship of these parameters to the metals' work functions.

A)

UPS Spectra oj GaPc-CI and TCNQ Thill Films

i)

GaPc-CI Thin Films
GaPc-CI was deposited on amorphous pure bulk gold films. Prior to insertion in

vacuum, the films were cleaned with acetone, then rinsed with triply distilled water
and dried. Once in vacuum, the samples were argon ion sputtered until minimal
background carbon signals were present. Figure 67a is the UPS spectrum of a 5
monolayer GaPc-CI film. The HOMO level occurs at 1.6 eV below the Fermi edge of
gold. The work function for gold was calculated to be 5.4 eV by subtracting the full
width of the gold UPS spectrum from the He I source energy of 21.2 eV. By adding
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the value of 1.6 eV to the work function value of 5.4 eV, the HOMO of GaPc-CI was
determined to be at 7.0 eV. Koch has done UPS on several Pc's and has determined
that the HOMO levels occur at 5.9, 5.9 and 5.8 eV below vacuum for H 2Pc, MgPc and
PtPc, respectively.93 The fact that the HOMO for GaPc-CI in Figure 67a is over an
eV higher than the results of Koch for the above mentioned Pc's and 0.9 eV higher
than the value determined by Klofta in our group is due to the uncertainty in
determinin8 the work function of gold from the gold UPS spectra. Klofta noticed
this problem with his gold MPOTE (metallized plastic optically transparent
electrode) substrates. 2o The cutoff for emission in the high binding energy regime
was variable from gold sample to gold sample, and the signal in the high binding
energy regime seemed to be dependent on the amount of argon ion sputtering that
was conducted. Since sputtering also reduces the C Is XPS signal, carbon may be
contributing to the uncertainty in the emission cutoff in the UPS spectra. If a
tabulated gold work function value of 5.1 eV is used,94,95 the HOMO level for
GaPc-CI will be at 6.7 eV.
The HOMO of GaPc-CI consists of filled carbon 2pr;

7r

orbitals as reported by

Koch and determined by Fenske-Hall MO calculations within our group.20 The
bands at higher binding energy arise from MO's consisting of orbitals from nitrogen,
chlorine and gallium atoms.

ii)

TCNQ Thin Films
TCNQ was also deposited on amorphous pure bulk gold substrates. The UPS

spectrum of a 19 monolayer TCNQ film on bulk gold film can be found in
Figure 67b. The gold substrates were treated as described above. During UPS
interrogation, the spectrometer sample stage was held near liquid nitrogen
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temperatures in order to minimize loss of TCNQ. The HOMO level occurs at 3.3 eV
below the Fermi edge of gold. With a gold work function of 6.6 eV calculated by the
method discussed above, addition of 3.3 eV to this value of 6.6 eV, places the HOMO
level of TCNQ at 9.9 eV.
The HOMO of TCNQ has been determined to consist of carbon and nitrogen 2
Pz

11"

orbitals. This was done by comparisons of CNDO (complete neglect of

differential overlap) and CNDO parametrization calculations with UPS spectra of
TCNQ.96,97 The HOMO for TCNQ has been proposed by Lipari to consist mainly
of C 2pz orbitals from cyano-bound methylene carbons. 96 However, Lindquist and
Hemminger propose that the HOMO for TCNQ lies near the nitrogen atoms of the
molecule. 98 The HOMO for TCNQ is reported at 7.9 eV. 96 Again, the value
obtained from Figure 67b is subject to question due to gold work function
considerations. If a more reasonable gold work function value of 5.1 eV is used, the
HOMO for TCNQ would be placed at 8.4 eV which is closer to literature values.

iii)

Viability of Charge Transfer Reactions Between GaPc-CI and TCNQ
a)

UPS Investigations

Using the more reasonable value for the GaPc-CI HOMO of 6.7 eV and knowing
the bandgap of about 1.6 eV, the LUMO for GaPc-CI wiII appear at about 5.1 eV
below vacuum level. Arrhenius activation studies of dark conduction done in this
research using microcircuits have determined the bandgap of TCNQ to be 1.0 eV.
This value is in good agreement with values obtained for single crystals of 0.9 and
1.2 eV. 87,88 Using the more reasonable value for the TCNQ HOMO of 8.4 eV, the
LUMO for TCNQ wiII appear at about 7.4 eV below vacuum level. Therefore, the
LUMO for TCNQ is 0.7 eV below the HOMO for GaPc-CI which wiII
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thermodynamically favor ground state oxidation of GaPe-CI to occur when the two
molecules

re~ct.

As reported in Chapter 4, this results in increased dark and

photoconductivity for GaPc-CI films.

b)

XPS Investigations

XPS experiments were conducted for GaPc-CI films deposited on TCNQ coated
substrates, and TCNQ films deposited on GaPc-CI coated substrates. Because of
overlapping C Is and N Is peaks, no reliable information was obtained in these
regions. Other peaks were scanned including Ga 3d and CI 2p. No charge shift was
observed for these two peaks for either experimental case above. This stresses the
above discussed UPS investigations which have suggested that it is electrons from
the C 2pz orbitals of GaPc-CI that are the most susceptible to oxidation.

B)

XPS Spectra of Sequential Depositions of TCNQ on Various Work Function Metals

Since GaPc-CI and TCNQ have overlapping C Is and N Is XPS regions making
the interpretation of bilayers of these molecules difficult, TCNQ was deposited on
various work function metals. These metals were gold, aluminum, platinum and
lithium. All spectra were recorded with a 20 eV pass energy in constant analyzer
energy mode. A 20 eV pass energy was necessary in order to resolve the multiple
peaks in the C Is and N Is TCNQ spectra. The purpose of the sequential depositions
was to: 1) attempt to discover the identity of the TCNQ carbons that are reduced; 2)
attempt to discern the extent of reduction of TCNQ carbon and nitrogen atoms; and,
3) investigate the effect of a material's work function on the extent of TCNQ
reduction. The work functions of lithium, aluminum, gold and platinum are 2.9,
4.28,5.1 and 5.65, respectively.94,95 The metals were amorphous pieces of metal foil
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of 99.99% or higher purity. They were subjected to the same experimental treatment
protocol as described above.
i)

Gold Results and Discussion
a)

C Is Region of Bulk TCNQ

Figure 68b is the XPS spectrum for the C Is region of a bulk TCNQ film on the
Au substrate. The films was 128 A as determined by the attenuation of the gold 4f 7/ 2
signal. Three resolved peaks are present at 285.07 eV (Peak 2), 286.25 eV (Peak I)
and 289.23 eV (Peak S). The two main peaks centered at about 285.7 have a fwhm
value of 2.1 eV. All peak positions were corrected for charge shifting by
comparisons of the measured Au 4f 7/2 binding energy to the accepted value of 83.8
eV. 99

b)

C Is Region of Thin TCNQ

Figure 68a is the XPS spectrum for the C Is region of a TCNQ film
approximately 3.5

A thick.

Four peaks were used to fit this spectrum and they were

assigned at 283.8 eV (Peak 1'),284.9 eV (Peak 2), 286.0 eV (Peak 1) and 288.18 eV
(Peak S). The spectrum has a fwhm value of 3.1 eV.
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c)

N Is Region of Bulk TCNQ

Figure 69b is the XPS spectrum for the N Is region of the bulk TCNQ film.
Two peaks were used to fit this spectrum and they were assigned at 399.17 eV (Peak
1) and 401.98 eV (Peak S). Peak 1 at 399.17 has a fwhm value of 1.1 eV.

d)

N Is Region of Thin TCNQ

Figure 69a is the XPS spectrum for the N Is region of the thin TCNQ film. One
broad peak is present centered at about 397.8 eV (Peak I ') with a fwhm value of 1.7
eV. A second peak (Peak 1) was fit to a position of 399.17 eV.

e)

C Is and N Is Spectra from Thin to Bulk Coverages

Figure 70 illustrates the C Is and N Is spectra for 5 representative TCNQ
coverages from thin (3.5 A) to bulk (128 A). As coverage increases, the spectra
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f)

Explanation of Gold Results

Peak S in Figure 68b is found at 2.98 eV away from Peak I in Figure 68b. Peak
S in Figure 69b is found at 2.8 I eV from Peak I in Figure 69b. The difference is
smaIl and indicates that at least part of Peak I in Figure 68 is due to the 4 cyano
carbons that are bonded to 4 nitrogen atoms. These four nitrogen atoms are
responsible for Peak I in Figure 69b. The remaining carbons are 2 cyano-bound
methylene carbons, 2 ring-bound methylene carbons and 4 ring carbons. The Peaks
labeled

"s"

in Figure 68 and Figure 69 are shake-up peaks. These shake-up peaks

result from additional excitations of the molecule which leaves it in a doubly
ionized state.IOO,IOI This occurs as foIlows. Excitation of valence electrons as
weIl as core electrons can occur if the positive core hole is created instantaneously.
Valence electrons can be excited into higher unoccupied orbitals from which they
may be ejected. This results in peaks on the high binding energy side (low kinetic
energy side) of the main core photoelectron peak. These shake-up peaks must be
included in any quantitization.
The fit in Figure 69b was generated by using two peaks. The best fit was found
with Peak I fixed at 399.17 eV and Peak S fixed at 401.98 eV. This fitting program
was developed by Maschhoff and involves the convolution of Gaussian and
Lorentzian line shapes to fit a spectrum. I02 The Gaussian contribution to a
lineshape is mainly instrumental in origin. lOO Therefore, once a best fit was found
for the Gaussian fwhm value for the N Is peak, it was used as the Gaussian fwhm in
all other fits. The Lorentzian contribution to a lineshape is mainly chemical in
origin, and depends on the chemical environment in which the particular atoms are
found. Therefore, the Lorentzian fwhm values for all fits were varied in order to
obtain the best overall fit.
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The fit in Figure 68b was generated by using three peaks. The best fit was
found with Peak 2 fixed at 285.07 eV, Peak I fixed at 286.25 eV and Peak S fixed at
289.23 eV.
Calculation of C/N ratios can be performed by correcting spectral intensities or
areas for: l) analyzer transmission efficiency; 2) photoemission probability; and, 3)
escape depth for each photoelectron. Corrections for analyzer transmission
efficiencies (KE- 0 . 5) are small for closely spaced peaks, and photoemission
probabilities and escape depth values are readily available or obtainable through
calculation. 103 ,104 Escape depth corrections are not necessary for films of
monolayer thickness, but this correction was used for thicker films. For Mg Kcr
photons, the escape depth for C Is electrons in TCNQ is 25.9 A and 24.4 A for N Is
electrons in TCNQ. The photoionization cross section with Mg Kcr irradiation is 1.0
for C Is electrons and 1.77 for N Is electrons. 104 When prese~t, areas from shake-up
peaks are included in carbon and nitrogen areas. For all coverages on gold, C/N
ratios varied between 2.9 and 3.4 with an average value of 3.1 ± 0.2. This is close to
the TCNQ stoichiometric C/N ratio of 3.0. Film thicknesses were calculated from
the attenuation of the gold 4f 7/2 signal by the equation:

(20)

where 1 is the peak intensity for any thickness d, 10 is the peak intensity of the clean
gold substrate and

oX

is the escape depth of the Au 4f 7/2 electrons (28.6 A) through

the TCNQ overlayer.
For the C Is spectrum in Figure 68b, the ratio of Peak (P) areas [(P I +S)/P2] is
1.94:1.0. This indicates that Peak 2 in Figure 68b is due to photoelectron emission
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from the equivalent four ring carbons in the TCNQ molecule and Peaks I and S are
due to photoemission from the remaining 8 carbons (4 cyano carbons, 2 cyano-bound
methylene carbons and 2 ring-bound methylene carbons). The ratio of Peak S to
Peak I is 0.16 in this spectrum (Figure 68b) and the ratio of Peak S to Peak I is 0.21
for the bulk TCNQ nitrogen data (Figure 69b). The lower ratio for the bulk TCNQ
carbon data is due to fact that Peak I in Figure 68b is due not only to cyano carbons
but also cyano-bound methylene and ring-bound methylene carbons. This lowers the
ratio.
Hemminger and Lindquist have conducted XPS investigations of TCNQ thin
films and TCNQ-metal charge transfer complexes. 98 ,105 The peak locations and
appearances for their TCNQ films are similar to the ones obtained in these studies.
For bulk TCNQ films, they report that Peak 2 photoelectron emission for the C Is
regime is due to 4 ring carbons and 2 ring-bound methylene carbons. Peak I is
reported to be due to 4 cyano and 2 cyano-bound methylene carbons. Peak S is the
shake-up feature from Peak I cyano carbons. This would predict a ratio of 1:1 for
peak areas [(PI+S}/P2]. Calculation of this ratio from Hemminger and Lindquist's
data using their intensity values yields a value of 1.4:1. This deviation from unity
was attributed to X-ray damage of the TCNQ sample over the 3 hour time period the
spectrum was collected. As discussed previously, the ratio of peak areas [(P I +S}/P2]
from Figure 68b yields a ratio of 1.94: 1.0. Results for other bulk TCNQ films besides
those presented in Figure 68b, also yielded a ratio near 2.0:1.0 even using intensity
values of the fit spectra. In addition, no change in spectral shape of the bulk C Is or
N Is spectra was observed as a function of X-ray irradiation time. Patterson, in our
group, has confirmed this ratio and the stability of the spectra. Patterson has grown
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TCNQ films on copper (III) substrates which were grown in vacuum prior to TCNQ
deposition.I0 6
For the thin film N Is spectrum shown in Figure 69a and Figure 70a, two peaks
were used to fit the spectrum. Peak I' at 397.8 eV represents the most reduced form
of nitrogen, characteristic of thin TCNQ film spectra. Peak I was fixed at 399.17 eV
and represents contributions from neutral TCNQ molecules. These peaks are
separated by 1.37 eV. The contribution from shake-up was judged to be minimal and
was not included as a separate peak in the overall fit. The isolation of this most
reduced form of nitrogen in TCNQ has not been previously reported but is
substantiated by studies of Hemminger with TCNQ charge transfer salts. I05
LiTCNQ, Ni(TCNQ)z·3H zO, CuTCNQ and Cu(TCNQ}z all have nitrogen Is peaks at
398.6 - 398.8 which is 0.9 - 1.1 eV lower than their position for bulk TCNQ N Is
(399.5 eV). The peak at 398.6-398.8 has been assigned to N Is emission from TCNQmolecules. I05
For the thin film C Is spectrum shown in Figure 68a and Figure 70a, 4 peaks
were used to fit the spectrum. Peak I' at 283.8 eV represents the most reduced form
of carbon characteristic of thin film spectra. Three other peaks were fixed at 284.90
eV (Peak 2),286.0 eV (Peak I) and 288.18 eV (Peak S) and represent contributions
from neutral TCNQ molecules. The existence of the most reduced C Is form has
been substantiated by Hemminger and Lindquist as discussed for nitrogen above. A
strong feature is found for these salts at about 284.3 eV.I05 The exact placement in
Lindquist and Hemminger's results is difficult due to other peaks that have shifted
to lower binding energies by just a few tenths of an eV from their bulk values (as
was also found in this work). They have noted the possibility for different chemical
environments for carbon atoms in TCNQ-. Hemminger et al have recently reported
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that TCNQ deposition on Ni (Ill) surfaces shows apparent reduction to the
monoanion form only, before bulk TCNQ appears. I07
Even though one peak was used to fit the most reduced forms of nitrogen and
carbon, several reduced forms of TCNQ are possible. Hemminger and Lindquist
have discussed this as mentioned above, and the broad peak on the low binding
energy side of the C Is and N Is monolayer coverage spectra may be due to multiple
reduction states. Reduction up to the -3 state has been reported. Khatkale and
Devlin prepared thin films of sodium TCNQ salts by vapor codeposition of sodium
and TCNQ.108 The sodium mono-, di-, and trianion salts of TCNQ were formed.
Investigations by Raman and infrared spectroscopies demonstrated decreased CN
stretching frequencies as the reduction state increased. Erley and Ibach have
adsorbed TCNQ on Cu( Ill) single crystal surfaces and examined CN stretching
frequencies using high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy.109 For
coverages up a single monolayer of TCNQ, stretching frequencies corresponding to
reduction states between 0 and -3 were observed. Subsequent layers are believed to
consists of TCNQ-l molecules.
The ratio of the areas of Peaks l' in Figure 68a and Figure 69a for carbon and
nitrogen, yields a value of 1.84:1.0. This is close to a 2:1 ratio which would indicate
that electron donation occurs to cyano carbon orbitals, cyano-bound methylene
carbon orbitals and ring-bound methylene carbon orbitals. Photoelectron emission
from the corresponding core levels will thus be aided and occur at lower binding
energies. UPS evidence discussed above indicates that these must all be C 2pz
anti bonding orbitals of the LUMO. Delocalization of charge onto N 2pz antibonding
orbitals results in Peak l' in Figure 69a. FFT spectral deconvolutions will soon be
underway in our group and will help to determine the existence and peak positions
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of multiple chemical environments. This may help to facilitate more accurate curve
fitting on the low binding energy side of the C Is and N Is thin film spectra.
Spectra for increased coverages of TCNQ on Au can be found Figure 70. As
coverage increases, more and more bulk TCNQ is deposited and the spectra begin to
look like bulk TCNQ spectra. The areas for Peaks I' for C Is and N Is immediately
begin to decrease with coverage which indicates that further reduction of TCNQ has
already ceased by the time the first coverage was achieved or between the first and
second spectra. Otherwise, the ratio would have increased to a certain point, then
started to decrease when the metal could no longer produce reduced TCNQ
molecules. Figure 71 contains the plots of the ratio of the area of Peak I' at any
coverage to the area of Peak I' for the lowest coverage (3.5 A) vs. TCNQ coverage in
excess of the thin film coverage (d-3.5 A) for both the C Is and N Is data. The thin
film depth (3.5

A) is subtracted from all subsequent depths since the plot represents

the loss of signal from the first monolayer of TCNQ deposited. Also shown are the
calculated decays of the signals obtained from Equation (20) using the Peak I' areas
from the thin film C Is and N Is spectra. The C Is data matches well with the
calculated exponential decay, further supporting the proposal that TCNQ reduction
is terminated by the time the first spectrum was taken (3.5

A). For the N Is data, the

calculated curve indicates that the Gaussian/Lorentzian nitrogen fit data gave peak
areas on the low side. This explains the fact that ratios of C Is Peak l' to N Is Peak
I' were somewhat high for the intermediate coverages (ratios of 2.2 to 3.5). Thus,
the ratio of the reduced forms is most reliable for the thin film spectrum where the
reduced form is prevalent, and contributions from bulk TCNQ emission is minimal.
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Part of the intention of the metal work function studies was to try and see if
the coven:ge point, at which

AI Ao for

carbon and nitrogen reaches a maximum, is

work function dependent. All reduction chemistry has already occurred by 3.5 A on
gold which is approximately the one monolayer point of TCNQ (3.45 A).no These
results have indicated the necessity to interrogate the sub-monolayer TCNQ coverage
regime. Patterson has begun to study this regime and has found linear increases in C
Is and N Is Peak I' areas up to a coverage of about 40 A with copper (Ill)
substrates grown in vacuum. (It should be noted at this point that comparison of this
thickness with thicknesses reported for the AI, Au and Pt data is difficult due to the
differences in substrates - roughened (via argon sputtering) bulk metal substrates vs.
ordered metal substrates. This will alter the attenuation of the substrate signal and
hence alter the calculated thickness.) After 40 A, there is the expected exponential
decrease of Peak I' signal as the surface concentration of neutral TCNQ molecules
increases. Studies are currently underway with other metals to check for a
correlation between the work function and the point at which the exponential decay
begins and the bulk signal increases.

ii)

Aluminum and Lithium Results and Discussion
Figure 72 contains the C Is and N Is spectra for sequential depositions of

TCNQ on aluminum. The N Is spectrum for the first spectrum at 11.2 A is
broadened to high and low binding energy with a fwhm value of 2.4 eV around the
peak location for a bulk N Is spectrum at about 399.4 eV. The C Is data, however,
does show the reduced form of carbon in the lowest coverage and has a fwhm value
of 3.2 eV. Calculations of C/N ratios were 2.9 for both the 11.2 A and the> 130 A
film with an average ratio for all coverages of 3.0 ± 0.2. One problem with
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aluminum was the removal of all of the oxygen from the substrate prior to TCNQ
deposition. Even extended sputtering times left trace amounts of oxygen that may
have been responsible for limiting the extent of possible TCNQ reduction by Al due
to the presence of a thin layer of

alu~inum

oxide. The fact that there aopears to be

a limited amount of reduced nitrogen atoms may be due to the fact that TCNQ can
exhibit multiple reduction states as discussed above. Jonkman has determined that
while all carbon atoms in TCNQ undergo minimal changes in net charges once the -I
state has been produced, the nitrogen atoms continue to take on significant charge in
forming the -2 state. 111 Net charges have not been calculated for the -3 form.
This would lead to severe broadening on the low binding energy side of N Is spectra.
Thus the lack of a distinct peak for the reduced nitrogen atoms (as found for the
gold substrate) is not proof of their non-existence. Again, FFT spectral
deconvolution will help with this problem.
With aluminum, there is also the possibility for dissociative chemisorption of
TCNQ. This would lead to a number of reduction products and result in a large
fwhm value as observed for the aluminum results. Another reactive metal, lithium,
was also used as a substrate for TCNQ depositions. Lithium has a work function of
2.9 eV. 94 Lithium was deposited onto a bulk gold substrate followed by TCNQ
depositions. The N Is spectra on deposited lithium films for a 13 A film is
broadened to high and low binding energies with a fwhm value of 2.2 eV and shifted
by +0.2 eV from the peak position for a bulk TCNQ (on Li) N Is spectrum. The C Is
spectra for this same film contains only one broad peak with a fwhm value of 3.1 eV
and a peak position coinciding with the Peak I position for a bulk TCNQ (on Li) C
Is spectrum. A C/N ratio of over 5 was obtained for this 13 A TCNQ film indicating
probable dissociation of the TCNQ molecule with loss of nitrogen-containing
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molecular fragments. A C/N ratio of 3.2 was not obtained until over 130 A of TCNQ
was deposited.

iii} Platinum Results and Discussion
Figure 73 contains the C Is and N Is spectra for sequential depositions of
TCNQ on platinum. The N Is spectrum for the first spectrum at 7.5

A is broadened

to high and low binding energy with a fwhm value of 1.6 eV around the peak
location for a bulk N Is spectrum at about 399.0 eV. Because of its high work
function (5.65 eV), the equilibrium between neutral and reduced TCNQ molecules
will favor neutral TCNQ molecules. Thus, for even the lowest coverage of TCNQ on
Pt (7.5 A), the spectrum takes on almost complete bulk-like character. For
comparison, approximately 16 A of TCNQ are required on gold before the spectral
shapes are comparable to the ones for platinum at 7.5 A (see Figure 70 and
Figure 73). C/N ratios ranged from 2.2 for the 7.5
The low value for the 7.5

A film to 2.8 for the 32 A film.

A coverage must be viewed with caution due to the low

signal-to-noise ratio for the C Is and N Is spectra at this coverage.
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C)

Conclusions on GaPc-CI and TCNQ UPS/XPS Studies
UPS spectra have established the HOMO levels of TCNQ and GaPc-CI.

Knowledge of the bandgap energies for both these materials has demonstrated that
oxidation of GaPc-CI can occur through the transfer of an electron from the HOMO
of GaPc-CI to the LUMO of TCNQ. XPS spectra of reduced TCNQ samples have
shown a shift to lower binding energy for both the C Is spectra and the N Is spectra.
These shifted peaks result in a near 2:1 ratio of reduced forms C (Is):N (Is)
indicating that electron donation will occur to a molecular antibonding orbital(s)
derived primarily from cyano C 2Pr; orbitals, cyano-bound methylene C 2pr; orbitals,
ring-bound methylene C 2pz orbitals and nitrogen 2pr; orbitals. XPS C Is spectra of
bulk TCNQ samples have shown that cyano, cyano-bound methylene, and ring-bound
methylene carbons (8 total) are responsible for the two highest binding energy peaks,
and the lowest binding energy peak is strictly due to the 4 equivalent ring carbons.
Metal work function studies have shown an apparent correlation of the amount
of reduced TCNQ formed to the work function of the metal substrate. This means
that the equilibrium constant of Equation (I) in Chapter I is work function
dependent. Platinum, with the highest work function, produced the least amount of
reduced TCNQ for any particular coverage. Reactive metals such as aluminum and
lithium appear to dissociate the TCNQ molecule before a passivating layer is built
up and bulk TCNQ can appear.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A)

Conclusions
This research project attempted to discern the nature of the influence of dopant

molecules on the electronic properties of chloro-gallium phthalocyanine thin films.
Dopant molecules, especially ones of atmospheric origin such as 02' have long been
believed to dictate the dark conductivity of many molecular electronic materials. 23 ,32
For the Pc's, 02 has traditionally been found to increase dark conductivity but
minimal extensive reports exist that discuss the nature of Pc photoconductivity and
the effects of dopant molecules on Pc
photocond ucti v i ty .14,18,23,32,33,34,35,37,40,42,43,44,45, 74

i)

GaPc-C1 Photoconduction Mechanism Considerations
The results presented in this dissertation have demonstrated that dopant

molecules do indeed dictate many of the electronic properties of GaPc-CI and related
thin films. The effects of chemical impurities on photocurrent related parameters
have provided insight into the intricacies of the Pc photoconduction mechanism.
These impurities include species found in the native films, and also species
intentionally introduced to these films. The key steps in the photoconduction
mechanism are reproduced here in Figure 74. As discussed in Chapter I, there are
several steps on the route to collectable charge carriers. Many of these steps are
plagued with loss processes which ultimately limit the efficiency of the entire
photoconduction mechanism. Each mechanistic step in the process is represented by
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a rate constant that contributes or detracts from the efficiency for a particular
process such as: charge transfer state formation efficiency,
state dissociation via voltage,

~CTv;

~CTform;

charge transfer

charge transfer state dissociation via impurities,

4>CT'Imp- ; and, charge carrier collection efficiency represented for electrons by
~e-collection'

The definitions of each of the above mentioned efficiencies from

Chapter I are also reproduced below.
'" ~ e - collection (N.

~CTform.

k 5 +k,,+k l1 [irr.p
k2

~CT form. • 4>CTV + N· ~CT form. • ~CT imp- + kg[trap -])

-J

(21)

k2 +kl +k3[PC 0]
k ll [imp-]

The above efficiency parameters were used to explain the results for many of
the electronic measurements for GaPc-Cl films both in the native state, and after
exposure to various chemical dopants. These parameters were used to identify which
of the above parameters were responsible for specific behavior in these films. It
would be interesting to develop specific experiments aimed at actually determining
many of the rate constants contained in the efficiency parameters. This will be
discussed more in detail in the Future Directions section below.
200 A GaPc-Cl films, grown and characterized in UHV on solid state
interdigitated electrode arrays established definite links between the chemical
purity of a film and many of the dark and photocurrent-related electronic properties
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exhibited by GaPc-CI. Films with high chemical impurity concentrations produced
the largest dark and photocurrents, large photocurrent rise and dark decay times,
ohmic dark conductivity and high concentrations of structural defects with
energetics that deviate significantly from structurally non-defective GaPc-CI HOMO
and LUMO levels. Large dark current levels (=== 60 pA at 5 V; 200

A GaPc~CI)

indicate that the concentration of charge carriers created thermally is high at RT
and ohmic behavior is exhibited up to about 2.5 V before SCLC occurs. The
chemical impurities responsible for these dark currents are located as near as 0.3 eV
(5 V bias) away from the HOMO or LUMO level of the GaPc-CI in these films.
Higher photoconductivities for impure films indicate that tPeT.
(or
.
Imp-

tPeT.Imp+ ) is high due to enhanced charge transfer dissocia tion at chemical impurity
sites. This is in support of some observations by Popovic regarding reduced
fluorescence intensities in certain x-H2Pc films believed to be due to chemical
impurities. 56 This dissertation has demonstrated that although photoconductivity is
higher in more impure films, several parameters have been found that limit the
photoconductivity that these films may eventually attain. The first parameter is
that of trap and recombination sites. Photoactivation energy studies revealed that
impure films were found to have trap sites with depths of 0.16 eV in the nearsurface region and 0.31 eV in the near-substrate region. These trap sites caused these
films to exhibit large photocurrent rise and dark decay times (8-9 sec) due to
elevated times for photogenerated charge carriers to become trapped and elevated
times for carriers to recombine. The second parameter that limits the ultimate
efficiency of impure films is the sensitivity of their photocurrent to increases in
light intensity (-y). Impure films consistently yielded low -y values which indicates
that tPeT.Imp- (or tPeT·Imp+ ) apparently does not remain constant with light intensity
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but must decrease, which results in a non-linear increase in collectable charge
carriers. This may be due to a reduction in the number of imp- (or imp+) sites
available at high light intensities. In addition, ~e-collection may also decrease with
increasing light intensity due to high concentrations of free charge carriers available
for geminate recombination and recombination via recombination sites. Loss of CT
states then occurs via k4 deactivation. Increases in voltage were met with further
decreases of

'"Y

values signifying that even though kG will increase with voltage,

~e-

11 . does not remain constant with increasing light intensity due to
co ectlOn
increased countercharge concentration ([h+]) in the denominator of the efficiency
term in Equation (21). Loss of charge carriers occurs via k7 geminate recombination
and/or klO recombination routes.
Compared to strongly absorbed wavelengths, weakly absorbed wavelengths
produce higher absorbed percent light quantum efficiencies ("" 2%) and low

'"Y

values

("" 0.38-0.5). This suggests that the impurities in these films tend to be concentrated
in the near-substrate region. As mentioned previously, traps in the near-substrate
region are the deepest (about 0.3 eV) and must be due to enhanced nucleation of
structural defects around the chemical dopant impurities that are concentrated in
this near-substrate region.
Without the presence of chemical dopant impurities, concentrations of charge
carriers created at RT in these purer films in the dark are low (0.5-1 pA at 5 V) and
SCLC conditions (injected carrier concentration exceeds thermal carrier
concentration) were easily imposed at low voltages ("" 0.4 V). The low photocurrents
for these purer films « 0.1% absorbed light Q.E.) indicates that the
~CT'

Imp+

~CT'

Imp-

) term in such films is small or nonexistent. Charge transfer state

dissociation primarily depends on the bias voltage,

~CTv'

Lack of chemical

(or
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impurities in these films does, however, yield distinct advantages. First of all, trap
sites are very shallow (0.06-0.14 eV) and photocurrent rise and dark decay times are
very fast (2-3 sec). This is due to low concentrations of structural defects that vary
little in their energy levels from non-structurally defective GaPc-CI HOMO and
LUMO levels. Secondly, lack of a ~CTimp- (or ~CTimp+) value and reduced numbers
of recombination sites yields near linear increases in collectable charge carriers with
increasing light intensity. Low concentrations of recombination sites, [Prj, and
probably a lower rate constant for recombination klO' allows increasing light
intensity to produce collectable charge carriers that do not fall prey to these sites.
This is turn helps to keep ~e-collection values from decreasing at increased light
intensities. Additionally, -y values remain near invariant with voltage, indicating
that since initial concentrations of photogenerated charge carriers in these films are
low, increasing the light intensity at elevated voltages does not produce charge
carrier concentrations large enough to effectively detract from

~e-collection

values.

Without an appreciable concentration of chemical dopant impurities in the nearsubstrate region, there is little variation in absorbed light Q.E. values for strongly
and weakly absorbed light and hence, little variation of -y with wavelength.
Exposure of GaPc-CI films to oxygen consistently proceeded by a two phase
reaction. Phase I exposure brought about reduction in

photocurr~nt

and near

complete elimination of any existing dark current. Phase II exposure brought about
restoration of upwards of several hundred percent of the original photocurrent and
upwards of 10 5% of any existing dark current. Impure films underwent the greatest
changes with elimination of almost 90% of the original photocurrent and dark
current levels during Phase I exposure. Elimination of nearly all of the dark and
photocurrent indicated that a common species appears to be responsible for the
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origins of dark and photoconductivity in impure films, Complexation of 02 with
electron rich donor impurities would lower dark current levels, and since this
complexation would prevent formation of donor+ sites, charge transfer dissociation
sites would be lost at the expense of photocurrent levels, Possible impurities
susceptible to 02 attack include Pc decomposition products and other MPc's, FePc
has been identified as a possible dopant in GaPc-CI films both in this work and other
work within our groupS2 and complexation with 02 may inc. (~d:;e its strength as a Pr
recombination site, thereby further lowering photocurrent, Increased trap depths
were verified by photoactivation energy studies after Phase I oxygen exposure where
traps were found to increase in depth by upwards of 100% of their original values,
Loss of charge transfer dissociation sites lowers 4> CTimp+ and causes reductions in
charge carrier concentrations, This alone would increase 4>e-collection' but increased
trap depths and enhanced recombination sites raises ks and kID which lowers
4>e-collection' Since the photocurrent decreases, it is clear that the product of
4>cT'Imp+ and 4>e -co 11 ec t'IOn has now decreased, Increases in light intensity are now
met with more linear increases in collectable charge carriers due to the fact that
4>CT'Imp+ and 4>e -co 11 ec t'Ion values undergo little change with increasing light
intensity, This is especially true for weakly absorbed wavelengths which previously
suffered very low 'Y values due to a dopant-rich near-substrate region, 02 attack in
this near-substrate region causes 'Y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths to
undergo the greatest increase. Phase II exposure of 02 to impure films increases
dark and photoconductivity levels due to formation of Pc+ and 02- species under
irradiation, Pc+'s (holes) are collectable in the dark and

°2- anions can act as charge

transfer dissociation sites, These new 02- charge transfer dissociation sites serve to
increase 4> cT imp_ but lowers 4>e-collection' Overall increases in photocurrent
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indicates that the q,CT'Imp- term is dominating. Increases in light intensity are met
with very small increases in collectable charge carriers since q,CT'Imp- and
¢e-collection decrease rapidly with increasing light intensity due to the above
discussed carrier loss processes.
The gradual uptake of 02 exhibited in the Phase II reaction explains why
photovoltammograms gradually shift positively for lightly doped GaPc-CI films left
in ambient. 5,2o 02 diffusion into the bulk Pc film creates large c.oncentrations of
holes and 02- ions upon irradiation. This would shift the Fermi level to more
positive potentials consistent with previous results. 5,20 These results are also
consistent with electrochemical photocurre~t action spectra of p-type GaPc-C1 films
collected at the benzoquinone/hydroquinone reduction potential. Front side and
back side illumination of these films has revealed that hole transport is very facile
and it is the minority electron carriers that limit the amount of photocurrent that
can be obtained. 5 Exposure of these p-type films to hydrogen increases the mobility
of minority carrier electrons due to elimination of 02- (probably accompanied by the
formation of water).5 In addition to increasing electron mobility, the
photovoltammogram is shifted to more negative potentials due to the restoration of
electron charge in the film (Fermi level shifted to a more intrinsic region away from
the HOMO level).5 We now believe that the initial behavior of these lightly doped
films was due to differential charge injection at the Pc/solution interface,u2
Gregg, Fox and Bard have studied liquid crystal porphyrin thin films with low
chemical impurity and defect concentrations. u3 These films do not come to
electronic equilibrium with metal or metal oxide contacting phases and therefore
space charge formation and normal photovoltaic effects are not seen with these
films. This differential charge injection depends on the existence of an asymmetric
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trap distribution as determined to exist in H 2 Pc thin films by Bonham and
coworkers. 2 ,1l4 We expect a similar type of process has occurred with our lightly
doped GaPc-Cl films. Only after Phase II 02 conditions have been imposed will
these films exhibit space charge formation and photopotentials consistent with
normal p-type semiconductors. The results in this dissertation have established that
Phase I oxygen complexes with chemical impurities and structural defects.
Complexation with these structural defects serves to increase electron trap depths
and complexation with certain chemical impurities enhances their strength as Pr
recombination sites. Further reaction with oxygen (Phase II) does not eliminate
these traps but only compensates for their effects with increased concentrations of
free charge carriers and charge transfer state dissociation sites.
For purer films, Phase I exposure to oxygen causes a 30% reduction in
photocurrent with no detectable change in the low dark current level. With little to
no chemical impurity donors to complex with (low initial oPCTimp+ value), the 02
reaction must be, in part, a direct result of attack of 02 on structurally defective
GaPc-CI molecules followed by abstraction of their photogenerated electrons. 02
may also attack chemical impurities that don't contribute to dark conductivity. This
will increase their propensity as Pr recombination sites. The 30% loss may have
represented the contribution of structurally defective Pc molecules and chemical
impurities to the original photoconductivity. Thus, the number of charge transfer
states possible formed per unit time drops. Attack on structural defects lowers their
LUMO levels making them deeper trap sites which causes oPe-collection to decrease.
Lower -y values indicate that this new chemical system has values for oPe-collection
which decrease at high light intensity due to trapping/recombination of carriers.
This is especially true for weakly absorbed wavelengths that penetrate to the near-
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substrate region rich in structural defects. Phase II exposure to oxygen yields the
same results as for impure films discussed above.
NHs exposure on both types of films also yields a Phase I reduction of
photocurrent and reduction of any existing original dark current followed by a
Phase II increase in both dark and photocurrent. Phase I NHs exposure on impure
films results in the near complete elimination of dark current (97% loss)

~

photocurrent has completely decayed to its minimum (96% loss). NHs likely attacks
acceptor impurities and thereby satisfies their requirements for electrons and
reduces the dark current. Elimination of acceptor- sites that had previously acted as
charge transfer dissociation sites and resulted in a

~CT'

Imp- term, lowers the

photocurrent. Continued decreases in photocurrent must be due to NHs attack on
photogenerated holes. These holes are probably from structural defects that had
previously contributed to measured photoconductivity levels just like the
photogenerated electrons from structural defects did before Phase I 02 reaction with
other pure films. Thus, the number of producible charge transfer states has been
reduced due to NHs attack on these structural defects. This reduces the N term in
Equation (21) (number of absorbed photons/sec or number of charge transfer
states/sec for a ¢CTform of 1.0). Loss of 96% of the photocurrent is due to a reduced
or eliminated

~CT'

Imp- term and a lower value for N (less charge transfer states

formed per second). Increases in light intensity are met with near linear increases in
collectable charge carriers due to a

~e-collection

which remains near invariant with

light intensity. Increased NHs exposure (Phase II) results in increases in dark and
photocurrents perhaps due to two possible reasons. If NHs concentrations are
sufficiently high, NHs may detrap occupied electron trap sites and saturate
unoccupied Pr electron trap sites through its lone pair of electrons. Photogenerated
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electrons are no longer lost to these electron trap sites and hence photocurrent
increases. This is matched with decreased 'Y values due to a </Ie-collection value
which decreases with increasing light intensity, probably due to enhanced geminate
recombination from high concentrations of charge carriers (recombination via Pr
recombination sites has been eliminated). Dark current also increases, since
thermally generated charge carriers created previously were trapped by these
electron trap sites (or deeper recombination sites) and then forced to recombine with
holes left behind in the HOMO. Once again, saturation of these electron trap sites
will eliminate their trapping ability and allow for thermally generated charge
carriers to produce dark current. The second explanation relies on the formation of
NH4 + and OH- ions. This would yield charge transfer dissociation sites for
enhanced photocurrent and large ionic dark current. Now, 'Y would be lower due to
¢J CT lmp.
and

tPCT.Imp + terms which decrease with increasing light intensity and a

tPe -co II ec t·Ion which also decreases with increasing light intensity due to high
concentrations o,f charge carriers available for recombination events. Both of these
effects (NH 4+ and. OH- formation, and electron trap saturation) may be occuring
simultaneously.
Knowledge of the influence of trap sites on the photoconductivity mechanisms
has led to recent innovations in sensor design within our group.I8,82 Initial exposures
of NHs show a decrease in photoconductivity presumably due to reaction of NHs
with dopants responsible for much of the original Pc photoconductivity (such as
Phase II O 2). Preliminary investigations by Waite determined that after this point,
adsorption of NHs occurs at two different adsorption sites on Pc's, only one of which
is responsible for the increased photoconductivity observed. I8 As in the UHV Phase
II NHs studies presented in this dissertation, it appears that electron traps arising
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from dopant or structural impurities finally release their electrons when the NHs
concentration is sufficiently high. This step is represented by rate constant kg in
Figure 74. It has recently become of interest to our group to investigate this
trapping/detrapping mechanism as it relates to the feasibility of developing
chemical sensors. It may be possible to use the deleterious effect of trap sites on
photoconductivity to one's advantage. Preliminary experiments indicated that
depositions of submonolayer amounts of AgO nuclei on the Pc surface enhances the
sensitivity of GaPc-CI coated MC's to NHs in N2 by more than 5 times and allows for
the detection of NHs in air.18 Further research in this area with InPc-CI and GaPcCI thin films has indicated that a variety of metals (Ag, Au, Cu, Pt and Hg) allow
for this enhanced sensitivity.82 As discussed previously, the NHs Phase II
photoconductivity increase is believed to be related to detrapping of photogenerated
electrons by NH s. Metal nuclei (probably present as partially oxidized metals) are
introduced as intentional trap sites for photogenerated electrons. Although this
brings about a reduction of photocurrent after modification, exposure to NHs serves
to detrap photogenerated electrons that have become trapped by the metal nuclei.
The percent change in photocurrent exhibited by the film before and after NHs
exposure can now be up to ten times greater than its sensitivity before
modification. 82 Once again, this sensitivity was demonstrated even in the presence
of atmospheric reactants.
Investigations of the reactions between GaPc-CI and TCNQ have helped to
discern the role of charge transfer dissociation sites in the photoconduction
mechanism. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy has confirmed that ground state
oxidation of GaPc-CI by TCNQ is possible (see section ii below). Exposure of GaPc-
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CI films to TCNQ causes immediate increases in photocurrent, with delayed
increases in dark current until a sufficient amount of TCNQ is deposited. TCNQ
causes ground state oxidation of GaPc-CI forming Pc+TCNQ- (or other complexes) at
the film surface. This results in charge transfer state dissociation sites which raise 'Y
values for low voltages but increases in voltage decrease 'Y values signifying the
films have entered into a new conduction regime where </Ie-collection values decrease
with increasing light intensity. Exposure of these modified films to oxygen results
in immediate photocurrent increases with delayed dark current increases (since
copious amounts of oxygen are required to weaken Pc+TCNQ- or (Pc+MTCNQ-2)
complexes and free Pc+ species (holes». In contrast to impure films with chemical
impurity dopants in the near-substrate regions, oxygen adsorption on Pc+TCNQsites at the Pc surface causes low 'Y values for strongly absorbed wavelengths
resulting from !/lcTimp and !/le-collection values that rapidly decrease with increasing
light intensity. High 'Y values for weakly absorbed wavelengths penetrating away
from the Pc+TCNQ- surface indicate that !/lCTimp values are low here and !/lcTimp
and !/le-collection values remain near invariant with increasing light intensity. This
confirms that oxygen minimally intercalates into the bulk film.
N0 2 exposures also resulted in immediate increases in dark and photocurrent.
Weakly absorbed wavelengths do not have !/lcT·Imp- enhanced as high as for strongly
absorbed wavelengths but their !/le-collection remain near invariant with increasing
light intensity yielding larger 'Y values. Low 'Y values for strongly absorbed
wavelengths indicate an enhanced !/lCTimp_ value, and !/lcTimp_ and !/le-collection
values that decrease with increasing light intensity. This confirms that the N0 2
adsorption is mainly restricted to the surface.
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ii)

Extent and Nature of Reduction of the TCNQ Molecule
One electron acceptor, TCNQ, was studied using surface science techniques in

addition to the solid state microcircuit techniques discussed above. Since TCNQ and
GaPc-CI have overlapping C Is and N Is regions and no changes in the Ga or CI XPS
spectra were seen upon TCNQ or GaPc-CI deposition, the reduction of TCNQ was
investigated by depositing TCNQ on various work function metal substrates. TCNQ
deposition on various work function metals has demonstrated that it is the cyano,
cyano-bound methylene and ring-bound methylene carbons that are susceptible to
reduction. The number of reduced molecules seems to correlate directly with the
metal's work function, and various reduction states seem to be possible. UPS spectra
have confirmed that ground state oxidation of GaPc-CI by TCNQ is feasible since
the LUMO of TCNQ lies 0.7 eV lower than the HOMO of GaPc-CI. This confirms
the formation of Pc+TCNQ- (or other) charge transfer dissociation sites when TCNQ
is deposited over GaPc-CI coated microcircuits.

B)

Future Directions

The results of this research have answered many questions concerning the
origins of dark and photoconductivity related electronic properties in Pc's but have
also raised new questions that are suitable topics for further research.

i)

Kinetic Studies of the GaPc-CI Photoconduction Mechanism
As discussed previously, photoelectronic behavior of GaPc-CJ films before and

after exposure to chemical dopants was often explained by identifying which of the
efficiency parameters in Equation (21) were controlling or limiting the behavior.
Armed with this knowledge, it would be interesting to take the next step and
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actually begin to try and determine specific rate constants in these efficiency
parameters. For example, kg, the rate constant for detrapping of free charge carriers
by shallow traps, would be affected by using different concentrations of a metal
such as Ag, Au, Cu, Pt and Hg as were used in the above discussed gas sensor studies.
A baseline photoconductivity for a pure film could be taken, and then
electrochemical deposition of a known amount of MO could be performed. A loss in
steady state photocurrent would occur due to new values for 4>e-collection and
[trap-]. Knowing the concentration of MO deposited and the difference in energy
between the metal's work function and LUMO level of the GaPc-CI, it would be
possible to calculate the [trap-] based on a thermal Boltzman distribution. From this
information, it may be possible to calculate values for 4>e-co II ec t'IOn and ks and kg
for any particular metal. Similarly, it may be possible to determine other efficiency
values and rate constants such as 4> CTimp and ku by varying parameters such as
impurity concentration and location (near-substrate vs. near-surface). In this same
vein, it would be interesting to determine the effects of creating a film with a
constant impurity concentration as opposed to those grown in these studies which
tended to have impurities concentrated in the near-substrate region. This would
allow for enhanced dissociation of charge transfer states throughout the film.

ii}

Exclusive Formation of the GaPc-CI Platelet Phase
The slipped stack platelet phase with an absorption maximum at 820-840 nm has

been found to have absorbed light quantum efficiences that are almost 6 times
higher than values for strongly absorbed wavelengths. In addition, even with such
high absorbed light quantum efficiencies, this platelet phase of GaPc-CI still exhibits
very high sensitivity to changes in !i&h1 intensity. -y. Klofta has determined that
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formation of the platelet phase seems to be favored when films are produced at a
rate of about 1250 A/hr and a lower substrate temperature of 65 ·C. 6 ,20
Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 3, silver decoration of GaPc-CI films has
indicated that the yield of AgO nuclei is a factor of 10 greater when 800 nm
illumination is used. Deposition growth rates used to produce GaPc-CI films on
microcircuits in this research were about 25 A/hr. If faster growth rates had been
used, the presence of the platelet phase in the PCAS would have been more
pronounced and absorbed light quantum efficiencies may have even been higher, if
greater electronic communication is established between platelet crystallites with
faster growth rates. It may be possible to fine tune deposition rates and substrate
conditions such that this phase will become almost completely dominant. This will
produce favorable results for photoelectrochemical, photovoltaic, sensor etc.
applications.

iii) Enhanced Gas Detection Using Organic Thin Films with Charge Transfer
Complex Adlayers
Deposition of TCNQ on a GaPc-CI coated microcircuit followed by oxygen
exposure also presented some very interesting observations. First of all, only

~

Phase !! oxygen reaction was observed with immediate increases in
photoconductivity and delayed increases in dark conductivity. The TCNQ overlayer
appears to retard intercalation of the oxygen adsorbate gas into the film. This forces
reaction of oxygen with the surface Pc+TCNQ- charge-transfer complexes. Secondly,
the sensitivity of this configuration to 02 was almost two orders of magnitude
higher than Phase II oxygen adsorption on an unmodified GaPc-CI coated
microcircuit. Again, it may be possible to fine tune this system. If one can
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successfully produce a Pc film with predominately one phase present, electron
acceptor ad layers such as TCNQ or o-chloranil may produce complexes with
complete charge transfer. These charge-transfer complexes will be very efficient
charge transfer state dissociation sites that will be very susceptible to analyte gases.
It would be interesting to examine the ability of a TCNQ modified microcircuit to

detect N0 2, a gas of particular environmental concern. Because only excitons that
yield charge transfer states near the charge-transfer interface will be effectively
dissociated, it would seem beneficial to focus light on this interface in a direction
parallel to the substrate base of any sensor. This will essentially increase the path
length of the device instead of simply relying on minimal light absorption in the
interface achieved by illumination perpendicular to the substrate base. It is likely
that kinetics of adsorption and desorption will be enhanced at elevated temperatures
for such a sensor. Other research in our group with GaPc-CI coated microcircuits
and ammonia detection has determined that response times do improve with elevated
temperatures. 18 Elevated temperatures are particularly useful to facilitate
desorption when the analyte gas is no longer present. This quickly restores the
sensor's ability to detect the analyte gas again.

iv)

Trivalent Pc's as Photoreceptors
Popovic and others have established that chemical impurities in organic solids

such as the Pc's are extremely powerful charge transfer dissociation sites. 56 ,64
Without such sites, these rna terials tend to exhibit intrinsic behavior. Pc's have been
of interest to the field of xerography and other areas requiring the conversion of
light to collectable charge. 6 ,12 This dissertation has demonstrated that the dark and
photoconductivity of the trivalent GaPc-CI can be fine tuned via the concentration
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of chemical impurity dopants present in the material. In addition, the slow and
reversible uptake of Phase II oxygen indicates that the affinity of GaPc-CI for
oxygen is low compared to the divalent Pc's typically encountered in this type of
work. Such an uptake of oxygen will eventually render an organic photoconductor
thin film, in a xerographic or other application, completely useless as the contrast
between dark and photoconductivity is lost. 6 This low oxygen affinity in the case of
the trivalent Pc's should make them ideal candidates for the above mentioned
applications.

v}

Photochromic Filters and Erasable Optical Disks
One other interesting application of the results obtained in this work lies in the

area of photochromic filters and erasable optical disks. Potember has observed that
CuTCNQ and other metai-TCNQ films created by solid state diffusion undergo
reversible color changes when subjected to small electric potentials. 7,S Consequently,
transmission of light can shift to different wavelength regions. When these metalTCNQ filters are switched, they change from a blue and vioiet color to a yellow
color characteristic of neutral TCNQ molecules. This would suggest that the
equilibrium between metal-TCNQ and MO and TCNQo can be shifted in favor of the
neutral species when switched. It may prove interesting to study the filter
characteristics (transmission ranges, speed etc.) if the devices are formed by
deoositing TCNQ on various metals. If metals can dictate the number of reduced
TCNQ molecules formed, the filter characteristics may be quite dramatic.
Erasable optical disks have been fabricated by depositing metal-TCNQ (or
tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) or tetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane (TNAP» on a
substrate by solid state diffusion. 7,S Metals include silver, copper, sodium, potassium
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or lithium. Data is recorded by raising the intensity of a Nd:Y AG laser to a level
sufficient to induce dissociation of the AgTCNQ with formation of AgO and TCNQo.
Reading of information is achieved by illuminating the disk with a reduced
intensity and monitoring the reflected intensity with a photodetector. Erasure is
accomplished by raising the laser power to a level sufficient to heat the metal and
electron acceptor and cause restoration of the thermodynamically favored charge
transfer complex. Once again, it may prove interesting to create these disks by
depositing thin films of TCNQ on metal substrates.
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APPENDIX I
MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS FOR
PHOTOCURRENT ACTION SPECTRA

Photocurrent action spectra were obtained by measuring the photocurrent of
t.he microcircuit under a particular illumination wavelength and bias voltage.
Before illumination, a baseline dark current is obtained such that it may be
subtracted from the net photocurrent reading thereby rendering a true photocurrent
value. Photocurrent data was obtained by either recording the illumination response
on a strip chart recorder after establishing a dark current baseline value, or if the
material has a fast rise and decay time, the measurements may be directly taken
from the picoammeter. Photocurrent values were typically taken every 10 nm. Once
all the photocurrent values are obtained, the response of the circuit to light intensity
(-y) must be taken at numerous wavelengths at the same bias voltage. Typically, 'Y

values are taken every 25 nm and then plotted vs. wavelength. This gives a fairly
good representation as to the change of 'Y with wavelength. Intermediate wavelength
'Y

values were obtained by drawing a smooth curve through the

'Y

values, or fitting

the data to a polynomial expression and calculating the missing points. Measurement
of the lamp flux at every wavelength was done as described in Chapter 2 by
illuminating a calibrated thermopile with the fiber optic assembly through a
viewport identical to that used in the fiber optic assembly that was mounted on the
chamber. The thermopile voltage is amplified x 1000 using a gain circuit and then
measured with a voltmeter. Before lamp calibration, a dark thermopile value must
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be taken. Once all the above mentioned values are obtained, a Lotus 123 spreadsheet
program was used to process the data. This data is handled as follows:

1)

The first step involves treatment of the thermopile voltage. The amplified

thermopile voltage is divided by 1000 to obtain the true thermopile voltage. This
voltage is then multiplied by the responsivity of the thermopile in WIV. The
resulting incident watts or joules of energy per second are then used to calculate the
number of incident photons per second using Planck's constant for each wavelength
of illumination. The sensing area of the thermopile is 0.2 cm x 0.2 cm or 0.04 cm 2•
Thus, the flux density can be obtained by dividing the number of incident photons
per second by this area. The number of incident photons per second on the
microcircuit was then obtained by multiplying this flux density by the microcircuit
active area, 0.0049 cm 2 (which is the sum of the finger area plus the gap area).

2)

The second step involves correction of the photocurrent for the lamp flux

measured in step (I) using the intensity exponents. The wavelength of highest flux
is first identified. This is occurred fairly consistently at 690 nm. The photocurrent
at all wavelengths must be sca"led up to the values they would exhibit if the lamp
flux were uniform at all wavelengths. Since 690 nm is the wavelength of highest
flux, it is appropriate to scale all photocurrents at every wavelength to the values
they would have for this particular flux. However, since photocurrent scales
nonlinearly with light intensity, i ph

ex: IY,

one must use the intensity exponent for the

particular wavelength under examination. The scaling is done by dividing the
measured photocurrent at wavelength>. by the wavelength's flux raised to its
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measured intensity exponent. Then, this value is multiplied by the intensity of
maximum flux raised to the same intensity exponent power. This is written as:

.

_.

'photo 8caled,x - 'meaeured,x

3)

• [{ I '-max}IV,x]

l;,x

(22)

Finally, the scaled photocurrent values are converted to values in charge

carriers/sec (using Faraday's constant) and then divided by the intensity of
maximum flux in photons/sec to yield a figure with the units of charge
carriers/photon. This is the incident light quantum efficiency. By correcting the
maximum flux for only the number of photons actually absorbed at a particular
wavelength (using the absorption coefficient), the absorbed light quantum efficiency
is obtained. Either the incident light quantum efficiency or the absorbed light
quantum efficiency can then be plotted as a function of illumination wavelength to
yield the photocurrent action spectra (peAS).
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